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Marriott to lower prices Charges filed in 
Dolan incident 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-In-chief 
A 20-year-old Canton man 
was officially charged in Uni-
versity Heights this week with 
regard to incidents on the John 
Carroll University campus last 
week. 
According to a JCU fresh-
man, "Amy" (pseudonym], a 
suspected stalker made several 
disturbing phone calls to her as 
well as an unwelcome visit in 
Dolan hall, which moved herto 
file reports with both campus 
security and the University 
Heights Police Department. 
Amy was not available for 
comment at the time of press. 
At the time she made there-
port, Amy decided that she 
would press charges should 
UHPD deem such actions ap-
plicable, said UHPD Sergeant 
Detective james Rohal. 
-Ate II t:fllP5 dete; nrtnes tf 
the conditions exist," he said. 
"lf the answer is yes, we draw 
up an affidavit which leads to a 
warrant for the party's arrest." 
In this case, according to 
Rohal, the charge reads "men-
acing by stalking," a first de-
gree misdemeanor. The accused 
was notified of the charge and 
"his attorney called back to 
schedule a time for him to turn 
himself in this past Tuesday," 
said Rohal. 
According to Rohal, "menace 
by stalking" is an applicable 
charge if the suspect engages 
"in a pattern of conduct that 
knowingly causes another to 
believe that the offender will 
cause physical harm to that per-
son." It usually involves two or 
more incidents closely related 
in time, said Rohal. 
This incident marks the sec-
ond charge of "menace by stalk-
ing" in three years involving a 
femaleJCU student. 
"I don't know that the num-
ber of incidents have increased," 
said Donna Byrnes, director or 
residence life. "Maybe people 
are more inclined to say some-
thing. I'd like to think people 
aremoreinformedandcomfort-
able with taking action." 
"(The suspect] is charged 
with a first degree misdemeanor 
which carries a maximum of 
If the same person is convicted 
of a second offense against the 
same victim, it is an automatic 
felony," said Rohal 
Theaccuseddid not have any 
prior convictions according to 
Rohal. 
"(The accused] was served 
with a certified letter from me 
on September 29," said Joe 
Farrell,deanof students. "It said, 
'if you're found on campus, you 
see DOLAN, page 3 
Protecting yourself 
Ninety percent of campus 
crimes are crimes of opportu-
nity. If the "opportunity" can 
be denied or reduced, then the 
potential for campus crime can 
be diminished, according to a 
safety pamphlet available at 
John Carroll University'sOffice 
of Residence Life. 
In light of recent incidents 
on the JCU campus, students 
should be aware of some gen-
eral campus safety guidelines 
and procedures. 
For instance, never prop 
open exterior doors of dormi-
tory buildings, and do not let 
non-residents into the dorm. 
Report any suspicious per-
sons or activities to a residence 
hall assistant or to campus se-
curity immediately. Always 
keep your door locked, and 
never lend out your keys to 
other people. 
When going out, never go 
alone, especially at night Also, 
whenleaving,alwaystellsome-
one where you will be and 
when you will return_ 
With the development of 
ami-stalking legislation in re-
cent years, stalking as a crime 
has come to the forefront, espe-
cially on college campuses. 
"Menacing by stalking" occurs 
when a person intentionally 
engages in a pattern of conduct 
that causes another person to 
believe that the offender will 
cause physical harm or mental 
distress to the other person, ac-
cording to a S.T.A.L.K.E.R., INC. 
pamphlet. 
A person who thinks he or 
she is being stalked should fol-
low several safety guidelines. 
For instance, the person should 
keep a detailed log or diary com-
plete with dates, times, places 
and witnesses who have seen 
the stalker. Tell family, friends 
and neighbors about the inci-
dents that occur, and report all 
incidents to police. Show pic-
tures of your stalker to every-
one, and make sure they know 
what the person is doing. Vary 
your regular routine and routes 
to class and other places. 
By practicing personal safety 
and by becoming aware of sus-
picious people and events on 
campus, students can help pre-
vent cam pus crime. 
The above information was 
compiled by Cherie Skocz~n.as­
sistant news editor. 
Student Union and Marriott negotiaitions successful 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
After six hours of negotiations, 
Dan Yaeger, director of Marriott 
food services, agreed to lower some 
of the prices in the Inn Between. 
"I think this never could have 
happened without the students 
signing the petitions and the sen-
ate approving the bill," said john 
Cranley,Student Union president 
"But, most of the credit goes to 
Doralice!Tavalario,Studem Union 
director of Internal Affairs]." 
Tavalario met with Yaeger last 
Thursday in order to present him 
with thecompetitor'sanalysis and 
negotiate the prices. 
"He was very helpful but it was 
a lot harder bringing him down 
than l thought," Tavalario said. 
She said the Pizza Hut prices 
were not going to be changed. 
"They were the same prices as 
all the other Pizza Huts," she said. 
"I tried bargai ning, but there was 
jn ' • 
e als6broug'ht to Yaeger's at-
tention that the Express Line in 
the Inn Between was not running 
the way it was supposed to. 
"We went down and tested the 
sandwiches,"shesaid. "He noticed 
none of them were being made 
the way they were supposed to." 
The sandwiches are supposed 
to come with a side dish and there 
were none, Tavalario said. Yaeger 
asked for one month to improve 
the Express Line. If 1t hasn't im-
proved, Yaeger and Tavalario will 
negotiate those prices, she said. 
"We found the prices that ef-
fected students the most," 
Tavolario said. "It's just too hard to 
change all the prices at once." 
This way, those prices can be 
changed immediately,she said. In 
order to change the prices, the 
computer system needs to be 
changed and this is not done by 
Marriott, Tavolario said. 
"They have to call a company 
tochangethecomputersand they 
to oit when c inn M!en 
is closed," she said. "This i from 
about 5 a.m. to 7 a.m." 
When the negotiations were 
made, Tavalario did not have a set 
of last year's pnces, Tavalanosaid. 
"We had a chart that had the 
competitOr's prices and our sug-
gested prices," she said. "We made 
an educated guess[as to last year's 
price.r 
Tavalariosaid Yaeger was very 
willing to negotiate but stressed 
that it still is a negotiation. 
"We had tositthereand ponder 
on every item," she said. "Nothing 
was clear cut" 
Yaeger will not lower the pnces 
anymore than last year's,Tavalano 
said. lf they go lower, she sa1d, 
Marriott will not be breaking even 
at all. 
"His main concern was he 
would be able tocoverthecostsof 
what he is changing," she said. 
The profits from Marriott are 
divided threeways,Tavalariosaid 
Part goes I OCOSt S, part l o MarriOtt, 
n rt roj n .rol e td. 
see MARRIOTT, page 3 
Junior class office vacancies filled 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
Since the beginning of the 
school year, the class president, the 
classsecretaryandanoff-campus 
senator have resigned from their 
leadership positions within the 
junior class. 
MonroeFranceresignedasjun-
ior class president at last week's 
Student Union meeting. 
"My heart was no longer in it," 
he said. "It became something I 
had to do as opposed to something 
I wanted to do." 
Matt Hagan,former junior class 
vice president, has become the 
class president, and Kevin 
Bachman was chosen by class of-
ficers as vice president Monday 
night. 
Valerie Williams resigned over 
the summer as junior class secre-
tary, and Erin O'Brien was ap-
pointed class secretary at the Sept. 
19 Student Union meeting. 
Angel Kornuc,junior, recently 
resigned as off-campus senator. 
Class officers chose Jamie Morris 
on Monday to fill the open posi-
tion. 
"Maybe junior year is the year 
people try new things," France 
said. "After having done some-
thing for two years, many people 
are ready to try something new." 
Hagan said he thinks that for 
many,junior year is more difficult 
to deal with than freshman and 
sophomore years. 
"As we're getting older, more is 
required of us," Hagan said. "Ev-
eryone is getting overwhelmed." 
The jun'ior class did not have 
any measure of difficulty in fill-
ing the open positions, said John 
Cranley, Student Union president. 
"They filled the positions 
quickly. If no one wanted the po-
sitions, they wouldn't have been 
filled so easily," he said. 
Bachman was selected from 
among several juniors who inter-
viewed for the position of class vice 
president. 
"Everyone had really good in-
terviews,"Hagan said. "But Kevin's 
interview stood out from the rest 
He talked as if he were already a 
part of us." 
Bach rna n was enthusiastic and 
had much interest in the Student 
Union, Hagan said. In having at-
tended Student Union meetings 
for The Carroll News in the past, 
Hagan said Bachman knows what 
is going on with the SU. "We 
needed someone to come in im-
mediately and start doing things 
right away." he added. 
His decision to resign as class 
president was a difficult one to 
make, France said. There was not 
a particular incident that forced 
him to resign. 
"It was more within myself,"he 
said. "I'm going to miss it. It still 
hasn't sunk in. (Being class presi-
dent] was part of my identity." 
There is a certain sadness in his 
decision, France said, but he 
knows he made the right choice. 
However, France said he may de-
cide to run again for a class office 
in the spring. 
France said that he does not 
have any animosity toward the 
Student Union; he just didn't want 
to serve as president any longer. 
"I decided to open the position 
uptosomeonewhocoulddosome-
thing more with it," he said. 
With his heart no longer in the 
position, France said he felt he 
might breed negativity among the 
class, and he did not want to do 
that. 
France became class president 
before the beginning of the '94-'95 
school year when then Sophomore 
Class President Tim Brainard re-
signed. France stepped up to the 
role of president from the vice 
president seat 
At the same time, Hagan was 
chosensophomoreclass vice presi-
dent after interviews with class 
officers. He was elected as junior 
class vice president last spring, 
and now he has become junior 
class president following France's 
resignation. 
"Monroe's resignation was very 
unexpected," Hagan said. "He had 
always done a good job as class 
president, so I was very suprised 
to see him step down." 
Hagan and the class officers 
are planning for the class trip. It 
has not been determined whether 
the trip will be in the United States 
or Canada, but Hagan said he and 
the officers need input from the 
junior class. 
As a member of the football 
team, Hagan expects the next five 
weeks to be tough. 
"I'm in the middle of football 
season right now so it will be dif-
ficult," Hagan said. "But I have a 
good group of junior officers so I 
think things will work out." 
France said Hagan and the jun-
ior class officers will do well. 
"Matt Hagan was vice president 
last year, so he's had experience," 
France said. "I'm still here to help 
them, too." 
2 NEWS 
Colleran recognized for teaching excellence 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-in-chief 
For her commJtment to aca-
demic life at john Carroll Univer-
sity, jeanne Colleran, associate 
professor of English, has been 
awarded the Lucrezia Culicchia 
Award for Teaching Excellence. 
Thehonorisawardedannually 
to a faculty member of the college 
of Arts and Sciences. Though 
Colleran was announced as the 
recipient this past May, the award 
was for rna ll y presented at the Oc-
tober 2 College of Arts and Sci-
ences faculty meeting. 
Anthony Culicchia and his 
mother Lucrezia Culicchia, the 
award's namesake, were on hand 
for the presentation as was 
Nick Baumgartner, dean of 
theCollegeof ArtsandSci-
ences. 
"Dr. Colleran really rep-
resents what the College of 
Arts and Sciences is about," 
said Baumgartner in a re-
cent phone interview. 
"We're very pleased because 
she'sanoutstandingprofes-
sor. We've been fortunate 
in the outstanding people 
chosen for this award." 
Colleran received her 
bachelors degree fromJCU, 
her masters from Case 
Western Reserve Univer-
sity and her doctorate from 
Ohio State University. She 
then returned to Carroll as 
a visitmg mstructor in 1987 
and has been here ever 
since. 
"I like the range of 
courses," said Colleran. 
"Here, there's a lot of opportunity 
to develop courses. The kind of 
training you get from literature ts 
valuable because it is a training in 
a critical capacity toexa mine, rec-
ognize and articulate in an in-
creased complexity." 
Colleran, the mother of two 
Qimmy, 8, andjulia, 2) is married 
to Richard Weaver, a local lawyer. 
Academically, however, she is 
known for her theater classes, par-
ticularly modern drama and con-
temporary drama. Theater was a 
concentration of her doctorate 
studies as well as an interest she 
pursues, regularly attending local 
theater and theatrical festivals 
abroad, she said. 
A few years back, Colleran 
studied playwrights Samuel 
Becken and Bertold Brecht exten-
sively because she received an 
NEH (National Endowment for 
the Humanities) grant in which, 
"you're paid to study with an es-
tablished scholar," she said. 
Beckett happenstorankamong 
Colleran's favorite playwrights 
because, frankly, "he's a genius," 
she said. 
"His writing has an elegance 
that can never be rephrased," she 
explained. "His words are sparse, 
but very full in meaning, Seeing 
his plays is a lot like seeing mod-
ern an. Most of his plays are done 
in palates." 
Colleran said that her 
favorite aspect of teaching 
is seeing students become 
interested in what she is 
interested in. 
"Teaching class is a 
chance to talk out loud 
about things you'd think 
about anyway," said 
Colleran. 
As much as Colleran is 
involved in thecampus,she 
also finds the time to serve 
as an editorial reader for 
various academic journals 
and is editing a collection 
of essays from other schol-
ars writing about theater 
around the world. 
"I'm very interested in 
the use of theater as a so-
cial examination," said 
Colleran. 
"Theater is something 
you have to see. You can't 
just read it," she said. 
learn about the graduate programs and careers 
in Management Science and Operations Management at the OPEN HOUSE at 
Department of Operations Research Room 410 Enterprise Hall 
Weatherhead School of Management 
Case Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, OH 441 06 
Find out what Management Scientists do and 
Em'J 
Learn about career opportunities and salaries 
Find out about the M.S. and Ph.D. programs and 
financial aid 
Take part in designing a mathematical model and 
using computer software to 4i·1 rm a decision 
problem 
Friday, October 13, 1995 10:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. 
(a complimentar~ lunch will be served) 
*4'*''"6''B§I6Jii¥J 
For further information and reservations call 
68-3845 
admits 
students of any race, religion, age, sex, color, disability, sexual orientation, and national or 
ethnic origin. 
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Appointment of off-
campus senator ruled 
legal bySU 
Concerns voiced, Marinelli's decision stands. 
On-campus student to represent concerns of 
off-campus students. 
Amy Kemer 
Staff Reporter 
Concerns have been raised 
regarding the appointment of 
senators to the Student Union's 
sophomore class board,specifi-
cally, why was an on-campus 
student appointed to an off-
campus position, and were the 
proper procedures used to ap-
point the senators? 
Last week, Aaron Marinelli, 
president of the sophomore 
class, appointed jeff Kulbago 
on-campussenatorand Allison 
Strell off -campus senator. But, 
both K ulbagoand Strellliveon-
campus. 
The on-campus position, 
left vacant when the elected 
senator transferred, and the off-
campus position, never filled 
in the election due to lack of 
interest, weremadeavailable to 
every sophomore living on and 
off campus. 
Eleven students who ex-
pressed interest in the positions 
were interviewed, Marinelli 
said. 
None of the candidates lived 
off-campus, so Marinelli de-
cided that an on-campus stu-
dent could be appointed to the 
position. 
"This is what [class officers] 
have done in the past in this 
situation," Marinelli said. 
This person will represent 
off -campus concerns, he said. 
"We want to stress that we 
have no problem 
with [Strel!L" said 
then appoint a senator with the 
approval of a majority of the 
board. 
"There are no other regula-
tions for appointing people," 
said Bishoy Mikhail, Student 
Union chief justice. 
Marinelli chose to hold in-
terviews and invited each 
member of the sophomore 
board to attend. 
On lyoneother officer, Karen 
Kovacic, on-campus senator, 
was present at all of the inter-
views, but other officers were 
there for some of them. 
"We took very detailed notes 
and did the best we could with 
the people we had," Kovacic 
said. "It was getting late into 
the year and we really needed 
to get people for these posi-
tions." 
Because more sophomores 
expressed interest in the posi-
tions, Marinelli chose to extend 
the interviews for three more 
days. 
After all interviews were 
completed, the sophomore of-
ficers had a meeting and voted 
on the positions. 
"They showed me their notes 
and told me everything that 
transpired," said Ryan Lynch, 
on-campus senator. 
The SU senate then unani-
mously approved the nomina-
tion of Strell to the position. 
"From all I've seen and heard, 
everything was done appropri-
ately," Cran-
ley said. 
Tim Brainard, UFrom a// I've 
elections com-
A few of 
the sopho-
mores who 
interviewed 
for the posi-
tions and 
mittee chair. "The 
only problem we 
saw was in ap-
pointing some-
one on campus 
for an off-campus 
position." 
seen and heard, 
everything was 
done were not se-lected still 
Strell was un-
available for com-
ment at the time 
appropriately." had some concerns. 
of press. 
There was a 
concern, however, that com-
muters might not have had 
ample time to respond, said 
John Cranley, president of the 
Student Union. 
The Handbook of Student 
Government in article II, sec. 6 
states in regards to senate posi-
tions that "a reasonable attempt 
must be made to reach all off-
campusstudents regarding the 
position available." 
A letter sent out at the be-
ginning of the semester to all 
sophomores mentioned the 
available positions, according 
to Marinelli. The senatorial 
openings were also advertised 
in the Student Union newslet-
ter. 
"I got very little response 
from off-campus," said 
Marinelli. "One off-campus 
student called me after-the-
fact and let me know he sup-
ported what I had done." 
The Student Union Hand-
book allows the president to 
john Cranley 
"lt seems 
unfair that 
the inter-
views were 
reopened and that there were 
only two officers present, but if 
there are no guidelines to fol-
low, then you can't blame 
[Marinelli] for anything," said 
Lisa Viscusi,asenatecandidate 
and member of the SU judicial 
Hearing Board. 
Another student told 
Brainard that he was told by 
Marinelli he was going to be on 
the board and then was not a p-
pointed, Brainard said. 
Brainard is currently investi-
gating some of these com-
plaints, he said. 
"We are still looking into 
whether or not anyone from 
off-campus applied for the po-
sition," said Brainard. 
"Probably nothing will be 
done about this because we 
have no constitutional way of 
disallowing an appointment 
once it is made," said Brainard. 
Both Strell and Kulbago 
weres~rn in at this week'sStu-
dem Union meeting. 
The Carroll News, October 5, 1995 NEWS 
Community Day to acquaint neighbors 
Monlka Plllpczuk 
Staff Reporter 
ln an attempt to strengthen re-
lations with John Carroll's neigh-
bors, the university will sponsor a 
"Community Day" on Saturday, 
October 14. 
"The purpose of this day is to 
show our good will in the com-
munity, to build a larger crowd for 
the football games, and to per-
suade individuals to see the cam-
pus," said jerry Sheehan, director 
of public affairs. 
According to Sheehan, the Pub-
lic Affairs Office held a picnic d ur-
ing the summer in previous years 
to acquaintjCU's neighbors with 
the campus. Individuals living in 
the immediate area of ten attended 
this event, he said. 
Community Day is an expan-
sion of this picnic because it fo-
cuses on the whole city of Univer-
sity Heights and its surrounding 
DOLAN 
continued from page 1 
will be arrested.'" 
At a Wednesday court hearing 
in Shaker Municipal Court, the 
suspect's perpertrator's name, ad-
dress, and other information were 
to be made public record. Rohal 
also expected him, under the guid-
ance of his a uorney, to enter a plea 
at that time. Assistant prosecutor 
Mike Baker was expected to be on 
hand for the hearing representing 
the prosecutor's office, Rohal said. 
PRICES 
communities, Sheehan said. 
According to the distributed 
flyers, a barbecued picnic will be 
held at ll a.m. on the lawn behind 
Campion Hall. ThejCU football 
team will take on Ohio Northern 
following the picnic Guests also 
will be welcome to tour the cam-
pus on their own. 
A II ticket prices include the 
barbecue and the game. Advance 
tickets for area residents are $5 per 
person and $3.50 for children eight 
and under. Tickets are $6 at the 
door. 
"john Carroll students, faculty 
and staff can receive a special dis-
count and purchase the tickets for 
just $1 if reservanons are made in 
advance," said Sheehan. The Pub-
lic Affairs Office issubsidizing the 
cost for the students, and the 
Alumni Association is doing the 
same for the faculty and staff. 
Reservations are requested to 
Wednesday's hearing was to 
petiton thecourttograntan ASPO, 
anti-stalking protection order, 
which stands until the disposition 
of the case, said Rohal. 
The ASPO sets up the param-
etersfor what is acceptable behav-
ior to make the victim feel safe, 
according to Rohal. Rohal also 
pointed out that an advocate from 
Templum House would be as-
signed to the case to see Amy 
through it. Templum House is a 
center for battered women and has 
a staff to assist women who are 
ther negotiations. 
"I really want people to know 
continued from page 1 that[Yaegerlwaswilling,"shesaid. 
minimize food expenses and 
waste. 
If Community Day is success-
ful, the PublicAffairsOfficewants 
to make it an annual event, and 
they hope to schedule it on the day 
of the first home game. This was 
not posstble this year because of 
the shortened home schedule. The 
only available date was Oct. 14, 
which is Fall Break weekend. 
Freshman Monica Garcia satd 
that Community Day seems like a 
good idea. "Since I'm from Cleve-
land, 1'11 probably go home for the 
weekend, but I'll try to come back 
on Saturday just to see what Com-
munity Day is all about," she said 
"Community Day is designed 
to bring the students and Umver-
sity Heights residents closer to-
gether. Our school exists because 
of the students, and our neighbors 
need a chance to meet them," 
Sheehan said. 
victims of stalking. 
"The situation was handled ef-
fectively and quickly. I think she's 
happy because she took some re-
sponsible action and the police re-
sponded accordi ngl y,"said Byrnes. 
"I tend to be proactive in inves-
tigation of stalking cases," said 
RohaL "We're here to protect you, 
and there are laws in place." 
Farrell said Rohal has become 
almost an expert in this area. 
"If you want to stalk your girl-
friend, youdon'tdoit in his neigh-
borhood," he said. 
"I think I'll spend what I did 
last year in the Inn Between," said 
john Rames, sophomore. "I have 
points, so I'll just use them up. I 
even had a little ex tra last year so 
"lsJCU a Catholic University?," a speak-out, will 
be held m the Jardine room tonight at 8 p.m. "If you 
are not sure what a jesuit university is all about, come 
to this speak-out," said john Cranley, tudent Union 
president. The event is sponored by the Student 
Issues Committee and The Carroll News. 
Sophomore Brian Koester was appomted manager 
of the Student Union video store at Tuesday's SU 
meeting. Among other responstbilites, Koester will 
be m charge of the store's financial records and he 
will purchase videos on a monthly basis with ap-
proval from the Student Union Senate. 
Octoberfest will take place Saturday on Keller 
Commons from 1-5 p.m. Student Activities and 11 
Alpha Chi are sponsoring a disc jockey, a velcro wall, 
Blizzard of Bucks, jousting and other games Food 
will also be provided. If it rains, Octoberfest will be 
held in the Don Sh ula Sporrs Center. 
"Bike and Hike" begins at the North Chagrin 
Metroparks on Sunday. In celebration of Cleveland's 
Bicentennial, students, faculty and staff are in vi ted to 
bike, hike, rollerblade, or just hang out in the 
metroparks. Buses will leave the Belvoir lot at l p.m. 
and return around 3 p.m. Bicycles can be transported 
to the park. For more information contact Eleanor 
Finger in Student Affairs at 397-4401. 
3 
"The money to John Carroll "He could have said forget it. Tak-
goes for maintenance of the caf- ing that much time to consider 
i " ~- ~·•UM~~~~- uu:~~~.w~~~k"~·~~·-'-
ing the decision, Marriott is not Tavalariosaid that even though 
it . • w." 
Cranley said he hopes Tavalario 
will get a lot of credit for the work 
she has done to decrease the prices 
in the Inn Between. 
A haunted house for underprivileged children and 
the john Carroll community will be held at Thorn 
Acres on Oct. 27 and 28. Students are needed to 
organize and run the h aunted house Sign up to in 
StUdent 'vitJes by c:. ~== 
making a profit." many students expressed outrage 
Tavalario presented the results at the increased prices, Marriott 
of the meeting with Yaegerto this sales did not go down. 
week's Student Union meeting. "Even though Maintenance has 
Thenegotiationswereaccepted boycotted the Inn Between and 
by a vote with only two in opposi- some students will not go in there 
tion. Tavalario, however, must at all, sales have not gone down at 
meet with Yaeger again in orderto all," she said. "There is more 
further negotiate the prices of munch money now than ever." 
fountain sodas. She said one of the reasons the 
Bill Glunz, Studem Union vice sales did not decrease was because 
president, among others, said the of the points system. 
fountain soda prices are absurd. "When students run out of 
"There is no excuse for them," points, then what?" she said. "It 
he said. "It costs[Marriott] next to doesn'tmeanasmuch when some-
nothing for them." one is swiping a card rather than 
Tavalario said that she thinks paying cash." 
Yaeger will be responsive to fur- SophomoreJohn Ramesagreed. 
"l'm proud the Student Union 
could be instrumental in bring-
ing down the prices not only for 
students but also for the John 
Carrollcommunity,"saidCranley. 
Sophomore jeff Pay said this is 
definately a step in the right di-
rection for both students and ad-
ministration. 
"At least we know Marriott 
cares what the students think," he 
said. "I think it's good the Student 
Union fights for us." 
Yaeger was unavailable at the 
time of press. 
The debate team won seven awards at a policy 
debate tournament hosted by ]CU last weekend. 
Sophomore Jeff Becherer and junior Manny 
Teitelbaum placed as the top varsity team in the 
preliminary tournament. Individually, they placed 
third and fourth respectively. 
The novice team of Freshman Katherine Lynch and 
Sophomore Brian Chandler won the preliminary 
round and was the on! y undefeated team at the 
tournament. The team of Sophomorejennifer Marcy 
and junior David Lytle finished second in the prelimi-
naries. 
The final round will be held th1s week. 
rroll a 
The Carroll News and The Student Union 
Issues Committee sponser a speak out 
Tonight at Spm in the Jardine room. 
2 NEWS 
Colleran recognized for teaching excellence 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-ln-<:hief 
For her commitment to aca-
demic life at john Carroll Univer-
sity, jeanne Colleran, associate 
professor of Enghsh, has been 
awarded the Lucrezia Culicchia 
Award for Teaching Excellence. 
The honorisawardedannually 
to a faculty rnern her of the college 
of Arts and Sciences. Though 
Colleran was announced as the 
recipient this past May, the award 
was formally presented at the Oc-
tober 2 College of Arts and Sci-
ences faculty rneeti ng. 
Anthony Culicchia and his 
mother Lucrezia Culicchta, the 
award's namesake, were on hand 
for the presentation as was 
Nick Baumgartner, dean of 
theCollegeof Arts and Sci-
ences. 
"Dr. Colleran really rep-
resents what the College of 
Arts and Sciences is about," 
said Baumgartner in a re-
cent phone intervtew 
"We're very pleased because 
she'sanoutstandingprofes-
sor. We've been fortunate 
in the outstanding people 
chosen for this award." 
Colleran received her 
bachelors degree from jCU, 
her masters from Case 
Western Reserve Univer-
sityand her doctorate from 
Ohio State University. She 
then returned to Carroll as 
a visiting instructor in 1987 
and has been here ever 
since. 
"l like the range of 
courses," said Colleran. 
"Here, there's a lot of opportunity 
to develop courses. The kind of 
training you get from literature is 
valuable because it is a training in 
a critical capacity toexamine,rec-
ognize and articulate in an in-
creased complexity." 
Colleran, the mother of two 
(Jimmy, 8, and julia, 2) is married 
to Richard Weaver, a local lawyer. 
Academically, however, she is 
known for hen heater classes, par-
ticularly modern drama and con-
temporary drama. Theater was a 
concentration of her doctorate 
studies as well as an interest she 
pursues, regularly attending local 
theater and theatrical festivals 
abroad, she said. 
A few years back, Colleran 
studied playwrights Samuel 
Beckett and Bertold Brecht exten-
sively because she received an 
NEH (National Endowment for 
the Humanities) grant in which, 
"you're paid to study with an es-
tablished scholar," she said. 
Beckett happens to rank among 
Colleran's favorite playwrights 
because, frankly, "he's a genius," 
she said. 
"His writing has an elegance 
that can never be rephrased," she 
explained "His words are sparse, 
but very full in meaning, Seeing 
his plays is a lot like seeing mod-
ern art. Most of his plays are done 
in palates." 
Colleran said that her 
favorite aspect of teaching 
is seeing students become 
interested in what she is 
interested in. 
"Teaching class is a 
cha nee to ta I k out loud 
about things you'd think 
about anyway," said 
Colleran. 
As much as Colleran is 
involvedinthecampus,she 
also finds the time to serve 
as an editorial reader for 
various academic journals 
and is editing a collection 
of essays from other schol-
ars writing about theater 
around the world. 
"I'm very i nterested in 
the use of theater as a so-
cial examination," said 
Colleran. 
"Theater is something 
you have to see. You can't 
just read it," she said. 
learn about the graduate programs and careers 
in Management Science and Operations Management at the OPEN HOUSE at 
Department of Operations Research Room 410 Enterprise Hall 
Weatherhead School of Management 
Case Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, OH 441 06 
Find out what Management Scientists do and 
E1il'J 
Learn about career opportunities and salaries 
Find out about the M.S. and Ph.D. programs and 
financial aid 
Take part in designing a mathematical model and 
using computer software to ~j.] (¢1 a decision 
problem 
Friday, October 13, 1995 10:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. 
(a complimentary lunch will be served) 
Attendance is free 
For further information and reservations call 
68-3845 
admits 
students of any race, religion, age, sex. color, disability, sexual orientation, and national or 
ethnic origin. 
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Appointment of off-
campus senator ruled 
legal bySU 
Concerns voiced, Marinelli's decision stands. 
On-campus student to represent concerns of 
off-campus students. 
Amy Kerner 
Staff Reporter 
Concerns have been raised 
regarding the appointment of 
senators to the Student Union's 
sophomore class board, specifi-
cally, why was an on-campus 
student appointed to an off-
campus position, and were the 
proper procedures used to ap-
point the senators? 
Last week, Aaron Marinelli, 
president of the sophomore 
class, appointed jeff Kulbago 
on-campussenatorandAllison 
Strell off -campus senator. But, 
bothKulbagoandStrellliveon-
campus. 
The on-campus position, 
left vacant when the elected 
senator transferred, and the off-
campus position, never filled 
in the election due to lack of 
interest, were made available to 
every sophomore living on and 
off campus. 
Eleven students who ex-
pressedinterest in the positions 
were interviewed, Marinelli 
said. 
None of the candidates lived 
off-campus, so Marinelli de-
cided that an on-campus stu-
dent could be appointed to the 
position. 
"This is what I class officers] 
have done in the past in this 
situation," Marinelli said. 
This person will represent 
off-campus concerns, he said. 
"We want to stress that we 
have no problem 
with [StreHl" said 
thenappointasenatorwiththe 
approval of a majority of the 
board. 
"There are no other regula-
tions for appointing people," 
said Bishoy Mikhail, Student 
Union chief justice. 
Marinelli chose to hold in-
terviews and invited each 
member of the sophomore 
board to attend. 
Onlyoneotherofficer,Karen 
Kovacic, on-campus senator, 
was present at all of the inter-
views, but other officers were 
there for some of them. 
"We took very detailed notes 
and did the best we could with 
the people we had," Kovacic 
said. "It was getting late into 
the year and we really needed 
to get people for these posi-
tions." 
Because more sophomores 
expressed interest in the posi-
tions, Marinelli chose to extend 
the interviews for three more 
days. 
After all interviews were 
completed, the sophomore of-
ficers had a meeting and voted 
on the positions. 
"They showed me their notes 
and told me everything that 
transpired," said Ryan Lynch, 
on-campus senator. 
The SU senate then unani-
mously approved the nomina-
tion of Strell to the position. 
"From alll'veseen and heard, 
everything was done appropri-
ately,"Cran-
ley said. 
Tim Brainard, "From a// I've 
elections corn-
A few of 
the sopho-
mores who 
interviewed 
for the posi-
tions and 
rnitteechair. "The 
only problem we 
saw was in ap-
pointing some-
one on campus 
for an off-campus 
position." 
seen and heard, 
everything was 
done were not se-lected still 
Strell was un-
available for com-
ment at the time 
appropriately." had some concerns. 
of press. 
There was a 
concern, however, that com-
muters might not have had 
ample time to respond, said 
John Cranley, president of the 
Student Union. 
The Handbook of Student 
Government in article II, sec. 6 
states in regards to senate posi-
tions that "a reasonable a ttern pt 
must be made to reach all off-
campusstudentsregardingthe 
position available." 
A letter sent out at the be-
ginning of the semester to all 
sophomores mentioned the 
available positions, according 
to Marinelli. The senatorial 
openings were also advertised 
in the Student Union newslet-
ter. 
"I got very little response 
from off-campus," said 
Marinelli. "One off -campus 
student ca !led me after-the-
fact and let me know he sup-
ported what I had done." 
The Student Union Hand-
book allows the president to 
john Cranley 
"It seems 
unfair that 
the inter-
views were 
reopened and that there were 
only two officers present, but if 
there are no guidelines to fol-
low, then you can't blame 
[Marinelli] for anything," said 
Lisa Viscusi,asenatecandidate 
and member of the SU judicial 
Hearing Board. 
Another student told 
Brainard that he was told by 
Marinelli he was going to be on 
the board and then was not ap-
pointed, Brainard said. 
Brainard is currently investi-
gating some of these com-
plaints, he said. 
"We are still looking into 
whether or not anyone from 
off -campus applied for the po-
sition," said Brainard. 
"Probably nothing will be 
done about this because we 
have no constitutional way of 
disallowing an appointment 
once it is made," said Brainard. 
Both Strell and Kulbago 
were sworn in at this week'sStu-
dent Union meeting. 
The Carroll News, October 5, 1995 NEWS 
Community Day to acquaint neighbors 
Monlka Plllpczuk 
Staff Reporter 
In an attempt to strengthen re-
lations withjohn Carroll's neigh-
bors, the universitywillsponsora 
"Community Day" on Saturday, 
October 14. 
"The purpose of this day is to 
show our good will in the com-
munity, to build a larger crowd for 
the football games, and to per-
suade individuals to see the cam-
pus," said Jerry Sheehan, director 
of public affairs. 
According to Sheehan, the Pub-
lic Affairs Office held a picnic dur-
ing the summer in previous years 
to acquaimJCU's neighbors with 
the campus. Individuals hving in 
the irnmed ia te area of ten attended 
this event, he said. 
Community Day is an expan-
sion of this picnic because it fo-
cuses on the whole city of Univer-
sity Heights and its surrounding 
DOLAN 
continued from page 1 
will be arrested.'" 
At a Wednesdaycourthearing 
in Shaker Municipal Court, the 
suspect's perpertrator's name, ad-
dress, and other information were 
to be made public record. Rohal 
also expected him, undertheguid-
ance of his attorney, to enter a plea 
at that time. Assistant prosecutor 
Mike Baker was expected to be on 
hand for the hearing representing 
the prosecuror'soffice, Rohal said. 
PRICES 
continued from page 1. 
"The money to john Carroll 
goes for maintenance of the caf-
i " . ,:• ~!l"el*'llo,.ai.a.ko ..... 
ing the decision, Marriott is not 
making a profit." 
Tavalario presented the results 
of the meeting with Yaeger to this 
week's Student Union meeting. 
The negotiations were accepted 
by a vote with only two in opposi-
tion. Tavalario, however, must 
meet with Yaeger again in order to 
further negotiate the prices of 
fountain sodas. 
Bill Glunz, Student Union vice 
president, among others, said the 
fountain soda prices are absurd. 
"There is no excuse for them," 
he said. "It costs [Marnott] next to 
nothing for them." 
Tavalario said that she thinks 
Yaeger will be responsive to fur-
communities, Sheehan said. 
According to the distributed 
flyers, a barbecued picnic will be 
held at 11 a.m. on the lawn behind 
Campion Hall. ThejCU football 
team will take on Ohio Northern 
following the picnic. Guests also 
will be welcome to tour the cam-
pus on their own. 
All ticket prices include the 
barbecue and the game. Advance 
tickets fora rea residents are $5 per 
person and $3.50 forchildreneight 
and under. Tickets are $6 at the 
door. 
"john Carroll students, faculty 
and staff can receive a special dis-
count and purchase the tickets for 
just $1 if reservations are made m 
advance," said Sheehan. The Pub-
lic Affairs Office issubsidizing the 
cost for the students, and the 
Alumni Association is doing the 
same for the faculty and staff. 
Reservations are requested to 
Wednesday's hearing was to 
peri ton the court to grant an ASPO, 
ami-stalking protection order, 
which stands until the disposition 
of the case, said RohaL 
The ASPO sets up the param-
eters for what is acceptable behav-
ior to make the victim feel safe, 
according to Rohal. Rohal also 
pointed out that an advocate from 
Templum House would be as-
signed to the case to see Amy 
through it. Templurn House is a 
centerfor battered women and has 
a staff to assist women who are 
ther negotiations. 
"I really want people to know 
that[ Yaeger] was willing," she said. 
"He could have said forget it. Tak-
ing that much time to consider 
" 
Tavalariosaid that even though 
many students expressed outrage 
at the increased prices, Marriott 
sales did not go down. 
"Even though Maintenance has 
boycotted the Inn Between and 
some students will not go in there 
at all, sales have not gone down at 
all," she said. "There is more 
munch money now than ever." 
She said one of the reasons the 
sales did not decrease was because 
of the points system. 
"When students run out of 
points, then what?" she said. "It 
doesn't mean as rn uc h when some-
one is swiping a card rather than 
paying cash." 
Sophomore john Ramcsagreed. 
mmimize food expenses and 
waste. 
If Community Day is success-
ful, the Public AffairsOffice wants 
to make it an annual event, and 
they hope to schedule it on the day 
of the first home game This was 
not possible this year because of 
the shortened homeschedule. The 
only available date was Oct 14, 
which is Fall Break weekend. 
Freshman Monica Garcia said 
that Community Day seems like a 
good idea. "Since I'm from Cleve-
land, I'll probably go home for the 
weekend, but I'll try to come back 
on Saturday just to see what Com-
munity Day is all about," she said. 
"Community Day is designed 
to bnng the stud ems and Univer-
sity Heights residents closer to-
gether. Our school exists because 
of the stud ems, and our ne1ghbors 
need a chance to meet them," 
Sheehan said. 
victims of stalking. 
"The situation was handled ef-
fectivelyandquickly.lthinkshe's 
happy because she took some re-
sponsible action and the pohce re-
sponded accordingly," said Byrnes. 
"l tend to be proactive in inves-
tigation of stalking cases," said 
RohaL "We're here to protect you, 
and there are laws in place." 
Farrell said Rohal has become 
almost an expert in this area. 
"If you want to stalk your girl-
friend, you don't do it in his neigh-
borhood," he said. 
"I think I'll spend what I did 
last year in the Inn Between," said 
John Rames, sophomore. "I have 
points, so l'll just use them up. I 
even had a little extra last year so 
it . J 
Cranley said he hopesTava!ario 
will get a lot of credit fort he work 
she has done to decrease the prices 
in the Inn Between. 
"I'm proud the Student Union 
could be instrumental in bring-
ing down the prices not only for 
students but also for the john 
Carroll cornm unity," said Cranley. 
Sophomore Jeff Pay said this is 
definately a step in the right di-
rection for both students and ad-
ministration. 
"At least we know Marriott 
cares what the students think," he 
said. "I think it's good the Student 
Union fights for us." 
Yaeger was unavailable at the 
time of press. 
"lsJCU a Catholic University?," a speak-out, will 
be held in the Jardine room tonight at 8 p.m. •If you 
are not sure what a jesuit university is all about, come 
to this speak-out," said john Cranley, Student Union 
president. The event is sponored by the Student 
Issues Committee and The Carroll News. 
Sophomore Brian Koester was appointed manager 
of the Student Union video store at Tuesday's SU 
meeting. Among other responsibilites, Koester wtll 
be in charge of the store's financial records and he 
will purchase videos on a monthly basis with ap 
proval from the Student Union Senate. 
Octoberfest will take place Saturday on Keller 
Commons from 1-5 p.m. Student Activities and Pt 
Alpha Chi are sponsoring a disc jockey, a velcro wall , 
Blizzard of Bucks, jousting and other games Food 
will also be provided. If it rains, Octoberfest will be 
held in the Don Shula Sports Center. 
"Bike and Hike" begins at the North Chagrin 
Metro parks on Sunday. In celebration of Cleveland's 
Bicentennial, students, faculty and staff are invited to 
bike, hike, roller blade, or just hang out in the 
metroparks. Buses will leave the BelvOtr lot at l p.m. 
and return around 3 p.m. Bicycles can be transported 
to the park. For more information contact Eleanor 
Finger in Student Affairs at 397-4401. 
A haunted house for underprivileged chtldren and 
the john Carroll community will be held at Thorn 
Acres on Oct. 27 and 28. Students are needed to 
organize and run the haunted house S1gn up to \n 
udelU dvities by t.ll 
The debate team won seven awards at a policy 
debate tournament hosted by JCU last weekend. 
Sophomore jeff Becherer and junior Manny 
Teitelbaum placed as the top varsity team in the 
preliminary tournament. Individually, they placed 
third and fourth respectively. 
The novice team of Freshman Katherine Lynch and 
Sophomore Brian Chandler won the preliminary 
round and was the only undefeated team at the 
tournament. The team of Sophomorejenmfer Marcy 
and junior David Lytle finished second in the prelimi-
naries. 
The final round will be held this week. 
The Carroll News and The Student Union 
Issues Committee sponser a speak out 
Tonight at Spm in the Jardine room 
3 
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James Q. Aurlcchlo 
Managing Editor 
When John Kennedy Jr. an-
nounced plans to publish a 
monthly political magazine with 
a twist of pop culture that would 
be aimed at the twenty something 
crowd, people politely told the 
sexiest man alive that it wouldn't 
work. Then they politely giggled 
behind his back. This, they 
sneered from a kid who couldn't 
even pass the Baron the fi rstswing. 
When rumors spread that 
Cindy Crawford was to appear on 
Review 
the inaugural i.ssue'scover, people 
laughed, no longer politely, but 
heartily. What in god's name does 
Cindy Crawford have to do with 
politics, they said. 
5o when john-john unveiled 
his masterpiece September first, 
peoplewerereadytopounce. And 
then something like poetic jus-
tice occurred: they didn't have 
much to pounce on. 
Well, George isn't an absolute 
triumph. It falls prey to the silli-
nessof everyothermagazi.newith 
perfume samples and Tommy 
Hilfiger ads. But it fills a gap: it 
addresses a topic from a perspec-
tive that Esqum:, Gentleman's 
Quarterly, even Playboy, have long 
neglected- politicsforthose with-
out pa.y bal.r. 
II has the elements of a maga-
zine you proud ly displayon a cof-
fee table and try not to get too 
many water rings on. 
1t is serious about politics, but 
not serious about itself. One ma-
jorway a new publication can fal-
ter is when it falls in love with 
itself. George risks extinc tion, yet 
admits its own vanity. 
Keunedy's credentials ro be 
Editor in Chief are about as solid 
as any given shopping mall or 
bridge in Korea. But the sexiest 
man alive (according People 
Magazine) surrounds himself 
with solid writers: Jim Carroll, 
author of The BashetBallDiaries, 
contributes a witty review on the 
movie Kids. Paul Alexander, who 
dissects the war on gangster rap, 
i.s a former james Dean biogra-
pher. Sure these people aren't the 
great political analysts you may 
have sought in such a magazine, 
but they bring a creative stroke to 
an otherwise boring topic . 
Ceo rgtismore than Ne wsweeh 
with perfume samples and super 
models, 1t brings to light serious 
topics in a language that is richer, 
and more entenaining than 
Newsweek or Time. 
It is not afraid to ridicule the 
media, as it does in an article on 
julia Roberts' summer visit to 
Haiti. It is not afraid to be frivo-
lous; Cindy Crawford and fash-
ion designer Isaac Mizahicritique 
the garb of some of Washington's 
stars. 
But George genuinely 
struggles in defining its own gen-
der. Is it aimed at men or woman? 
One must look at the ads to tell: 
the majority of the ads are for 
men's wear, Clinique and Revlon 
creep up in full pages as well. This 
could be a major stumbling block 
for the maxltetina brains in the 
back office. If the staff is any 
indication: the co-founders and 
editor are all men, but women are 
sufficient1ysprinkled in the staFf 
box. 
George's cover price is $3.95 
which makes it worth it for now, 
but who knows what inevitable 
success wil1 bring to the price, or 
more importantly the content. 
Ruby Tuesday 
Restaurant 
CreatJobsl 
Cood Times! 
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing 
people to Join our service team. We offer a 
great work atmosphere, steady employ-
ment, flexible schedules and and day-one 
benefits. We are accepting applications 
for the following positions: 
Host 
Waltstaff 
Cooks 
Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24321 Chagrin Blvd. In 
Pcrtllllon Center Phone MW-2700 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News & Business Editor 
While a number of john 
Carroll University students were 
sitting in their rooms watching 
the Browns and the Bills battle it 
out on "Monday Night Football," 
former football star Oj. Simpson 
was sitting in a cell wondering if 
he would be spending a lifetime 
in jail. 
The nine-and-a-half month 
trial, referred to as the tri.a1 of the 
century, has been the cause of 
much discussion, especially re-
garding the several verdict possi-
bilities. 
Ina pollconductedon Monday 
night, the eve of the verd ict re-
lease, the majority of John Carroll 
students predicted the outcome 
of the Simpson trial. 
Of one hundred random 
people polled; 57 thought O.j. 
would be acquitted while 4 3 said 
he would be found guilty. 
Simpson's acquittal, an-
nounced on Tuesday at 1p.m., re-
sulted in various reactions 
throughout campus, many in re-
sponse to the fairness of the judi-
cial system. 
Junior Joe Morse said, "1 don't 
know i.f he was really guilty or 
innocent, but it is a horrible sign 
of the status of the justice system 
when money and expensive attor-
neys can buy an acquittal. The 
whole trial was a huge drain of 
taxpayers' money." 
Kelly Dick, a junior, stated, "The 
case had so many other issues in-
volved, it was more than just the 
facts. Overall, the case has made 
me less optimistic with the court 
system. With so much media in-
volvement, how much of the ver-
dict was based on fact and how 
much was based on extraneous 
factors?" 
Two realities seem to have ef-
fected the decision. 
First, the "Dream Team" of de-
fenders, including Robert Shapiro 
andjohnnieCochranjr., have been 
paid millions to defend Simpson. 
This does not include the numer-
ous analysts and researchers who 
were on the payroll and contrib-
uted to the successful defense. 
Would a common man have 
been acquitted with a common 
defense? Does this infer that the 
judicial system can be bought? 
Second, of all of the external 
factors, arguably,the media played 
the largest role in influencing the 
outcome. A trial that should have 
lasted four months was stretched 
to over nine months. 
It appears that media coverage 
prolonged the trial. Attorneys 
played to the television cameras, 
while Judge Lance lto took time 
out to address the behavior of cam-
eras crews. 
A sequestered jury did not fall 
victim to media coverage. How-
ever, conjugal and family visiting 
rights no doubly leaked informa-
tion to them. 
One may assume that the ex-
tensive media coverage got to the 
jury. After aU, they seemed to have 
madetheirdecision before the trial 
was over: the jury was in delibera-
tion for less than three hours. 
No Comment Bar Association adopts new law after OJ. Trial 
Dan Morain 
11:)1995, Los Angeles Times 
Lawyers rarely agree on 
much of anything, inside a court-
room or out. 
But Sunday, at the annual con-
ference of the California State Bar 
Association , 5,000 of them 
seemed unanimous in their belief 
that the OJ. Simpson trial has 
been bad for the ir profess io n, and 
will force major changes on how 
they go abouttheir business from 
less-than-unanimous jury ver-
dicts to limits on televised trials. 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Peter Keane of San Francisco 
opened a seminar on legal ethics 
bycitinga poll showing thataf ter 
viewing the Simpson trial,85 per-
cent of the public has concluded 
that the court system is in deep 
trouble. 
This seminar, is an example of 
that loss of confidence played out. 
Danielle Little, a recent gradu-
John Carroll Univenity 
Department of 
Cmnmunications Prewnls 
Prelude 
loA 
Kiss 
Bg Craig Lucas 
Directed by 
Martin Friedman 
ate of the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley's Boalt Hall, who is 
awaiting her bar exam results, rose 
and singled out panelist Joseph 
Russoniello , a regular prosecu-
tion -oriented television com men-
tator on Simpson trial matters 
Little said. "The defense cando 
nothing right in this case. The 
cynicism you see among African 
Amer icans s tems from h a ving 
watched the trial and then listen-
ing to these white attorneys say 
that what you're seeing isn't what 
you thought you ~w." 
Russoniello, who was the U.S. 
attorney in San Francisco in the 
1980s and now is in private prac-
tice, did not reply directly. 
Butdidsay:"lt would be a trag-
edy if the trial ends and we don't 
learn anything from it."He said 
attorneys must work to increase 
public confidence in the courts 
and improve police recruiting to 
end racism in law enforcement. 
But he added that he is "not sure 
we have the guts toaddress"what 
he called the "festering sores" in 
the system. 
Many lawyers said they op-
pose the proposed California 
constitutional change that will 
permit less-than-unanimous 
jury verdicts in criminal cases. 
An initiative to permit lo-2jury 
verdicts could be on the Novem-
ber ballot. 
Several politicians already 
have endorsed it. 
Of most immediate concern 
was a new rule that took effect 
Sunday.ltsuictlylimitswhatat-
torneys can say about a pending 
case. The State Bar Association 
mustenforcetherule,whichwas 
imposed by the state Supreme 
Court as a direct result of com-
ments made outside court by de-
fense attorneys and prosecutors 
in the Simpson case. 
Now, attorneys worry, the rule 
could mean that what they say 
outside court can be held against 
them, even if they aresimplydo-
ing their job by representing the 
interests of their clients. 
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Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman was convicted on Sunday, with 
nineotherMuslimmilitants.forconspiringtocarryoutacampaign 
of terrorism. The plans included destroying the United Nations, 
New York landmarks, and killing hundreds of people. After seven 
days of deliberation, a federal jury found the lOdefendanrs guilty of 
48 out of 50 charges. The prosecutions evidence consiSted of tapes 
and an informant as opposed to actual terrorist Incidents. 
AT BeT split opens custo1ner options 
Corporate division largest in business history 
Bill Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corporation, remains the 
richest man in the United States according to Forbts magazine's 
19951ist of the 400 richest Americans. Gates' net worrh is approxi-
mately $14.8 billion. Oprah Winfrey, number 399, is on her way 
towards becoming the first black billionaire. W!nfreys net worth Is 
approximately $340 million. Locally, three Shaker Heights resi-
dents are ranked among the richest 400 people in the U.S. 
A 39-year-old California maD was killed Sunday while at-
tempting to ride over Niagara Falls on a jet Ski and then escaping 
with the aid of a pe.n1chute. The parachute, propelled by a rocket 
apparatus, failed to open. He attempted the stunt at about 12:35 p.m. 
on the Canadian Horseshoe Falls while bystanders obse~ the 
tragic attempt. 
Amle Collopy 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
On September 20, the AT&T 
Corporation announced the larg-
est corporate split-up in history 
that would divide it into three spe-
cialized companies. 
Thedivisionwillsplitthemas-
sive $101 billion corporation into 
a communications services com-
pany,acommunication hardware 
companyandacomputersysterns 
company. 
The announcement came as a 
complete surprise to the corpo-
rate world and Wall Street. In the 
past, the tendency for big busi-
ness was toward huge mergers 
like the recent combination of 
Time Warner and Turner Broad-
advantage of integration was out-
weighed by the disadvantage of 
complexity," Bob Allen, AT&T's 
chief executive officer said as 
quoted in a Business Week article 
regarding the division. 
The dynamic move by AT&T 
sent stock shares soaring 11 per-
cent the day of the an noun cement 
to $63.75 a share, and ending the 
week at a high $63.37. According 
to Robert B. Morris Ill, analyst for 
Goldman Sachs and Co, the stock 
could produce a combined share 
price between $64 to $78. 
The 2.3 million American 
AT&T investors will not be ad-
versely affected by the break-up 
and can most likely expect each 
share of AT&T stock to be ex-
changed for shares in each of the 
three new companies. 
The breakup anticipates the 
pending deregulation of the tele-
Congress. This would now give 
AT&T the ability to enter into the 
local telephone service market. 
Dan Stock, 
Freshman 
Therefore, current AT&Tcustom-
ers will not be affected by the di-
vision. 
In the long run however, it may 
give customers more options in 
long distance carriers since local 
companies will be able to move 
into long distance service as well. 
Theimpendingdivisionofthe 
AT&T Corporation will create 
three new com panics. The larg-
estcompanywillretainthename 
AT&T. Robert Allen will remain 
as CEO and chairman. 
This division would operate 
long-distance services, wireless 
communication, AT&T Univer-
sal credit cards, on-line services, 
research, and consulting. It is ex-
pected to generate $49 billion in 
revenues. 
is presently unnamed, will deal 
with the equipment component 
of the market. Thiscompanywill 
Megan Clifford, 
Senior 
fer mernbership m 
I Ei!irol:atlCWrtelllct set by theMaastrict'haty. The European Union 
looldn.gto name the new cur~ncy simply ~he Euro.· 
manufacture, lease, and sell tele-
phoneandnetworkequipmem. It 
is expected to generate$20 billion 
in revenues. 
The third company, Global In-
formation Solutions, originally 
was an AT&T 1991 purchase of 
NCR Corp. The result was a $3 
billion loss [or the om an . The 
allow GIS toconcentrateon mak-
ingandsellingcomplexcomputer 
systems to businesses. Lars 
Crtssy Higgins, 
Sophomore 
Nyberg, the chairman and chief 
executive of GIS since June, is ex-
pected to run this division. 
Overall, AT&T plans to slash 
20,000 jobs. Locally, the division 
will haveseriousrepercussions. ln 
Dayton, the Global ln[ormation 
Solutions is expected to cut 8,500 
. .Th t . 
currentGIScompanyhasthemost 
employees yet generates the least 
revenue. 
Ann Marie Tirpak, 
junior 
Q: Did the media affect 
O.j. Simpson's right to 
a fair trial? 
"Yes. Because when 
the jury talked with 
their families, informa-
tion leaked out" 
"Yes, it did. With the 
extended media 
coverage of the trial 
and its influence on 
the perspectives of the 
American people, it 
was impossible." 
"Defmitely. If he 
would not have been 
a celebrity, then 
murdering two people 
would not have been 
a big deal." 
"Yes, it did. With all 
the media coverage it 
was very hard for 
there not to be any 
bias in how the 
evidence was pre-
sented." 
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James Q. Aurlcchlo 
Managing Edator 
When John Kennedy Jr. an-
nounced plans to publis h a 
monthly politica l magazine with 
a twis t of pop culture that would 
be aimed at the twenty something 
crowd, people politely wld the 
sexiest man ahve that it wouldn't 
work. Then they politely giggled 
behind h is back. This, they 
sneered from a kid who couldn't 
even pass the Baron the first swing. 
When rumors spread that 
CindyCrawfordwastoappearon 
Review 
the inaugural issue'scover, people 
laughed, no longer politely, bm 
hea rtily What in god's name does 
Cindy Crawford have to do with 
pol it ics. they said 
So w hen j ohn-John unveiled 
his masterpiece September first, 
people were ready to pounce. And 
then something like poetic jus-
nee occurred: they didn't have 
much to pounce on. 
Well, George isn't an absolute 
triumph. It falls prey to the silli-
nessof everyother magazine with 
perfume samples and Tommy 
Hilfiger ads. But it fills a gap: it 
addresses a topic from a perspec-
tive that Esquire, Gentleman's 
Quarterly, even Playboy, have long 
neglected- politics fort hose with-
out pay hair. 
1t has the elements of a maga-
zine you proudly d is play on a cof-
fee table and try not to get too 
many water rings on. 
lt is serious about politics, but 
not serious about itself. One ma-
jor way a new publication can fal-
ter Is when it falls in love with 
itself. George risks extinction, yet 
admits its own vanity. 
Keunedy's c redentials to be 
Editor in Ch ief are about as solid 
as any given shopping mall or 
bridge in Korea. But the sexiest 
man alive (according People 
Magazine) surrounds himself 
with solid writers: Jim Carroll, 
author of The BasketBaliDiaries, 
contributes a witty review on the 
movie Kids. Paul Alexander, who 
dissects the war on gangster rap, 
is a former james Dean biogra-
pher. Sure these people aren't the 
great political analysts you may 
have sought in such a magazine, 
but they bring a creative stroke to 
an otherwise boring topic. 
George-is more than Newsweek 
with perfume samples and super 
mode ls, it brings to light serious 
topics in a language that is richer, 
and more entertaining than 
Newsweek or Time. 
It is not afraid to ridicule the 
med ia, as it does in an article on 
Julia Roberts' summer visit to 
Haiti. lt is not afraid to be frivo-
lous; Cindy Crawford and fash-
ion designer Isaac Miza hi critique 
the garb of some of Washington's 
stars. 
But George genuinely 
strugglesindefiningitsowngen-
der. Is it aimed at men or woman? 
One must look at the ads to tell 
the rna jority of the ads are for 
men's wear, Clinique and Revlon 
creepupin full pagesaswell.This 
could be a major stumbling block 
for the aw:keting brains in the 
back office. If the smff is any 
indica tion: the co-founders and 
editor are all men, but women are 
sufficientlysprinkled in the staff 
box. 
George's cover price is $3.95 
which makes it worth it for now, 
but who knows what inevitable 
success will bring to the price, or 
more importantly the content. 
Ruby Tuesday 
Restaurant 
CreatJobsl 
Cood Times! 
We are currently SHidng fun, outgoing 
people to Join our service team. We offer a 
great work atmosphere, steady employ-
ment, flexible schedules and and day-one 
benefits. We are accepting applications 
for the following positions: 
Host 
Waitstaff 
Cooks 
Beactrwood Ruby Tuesday at 2G2I Chagrin Blvd. In 
Pavilion c.nter Phone~2700 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News & Business Editor 
While a number of John 
Carroll University students were 
sitting in their rooms watching 
the Browns and the Bills battle it 
out on "Monday Night Football," 
former football star OJ. Simpson 
was sitting in a cell wondering if 
he would be spending a lifetime 
in jail. 
The nine-and-a-half month 
trial, referred to as the trial of the 
century, has been the cause of 
much discussion, especially re-
garding the several verdict possi-
bilities. 
In a poll conductedon Monday 
night, the eve of the verdict re-
lease, the majority of John Carroll 
students predicted the outcome 
of the Simpson trial 
Of one hundred random 
people polled; 57 thought OJ. 
would be acquitted while 43 said 
he would be found guilty 
Simpson's acquittal , an-
nounced on Tuesday at lp.m ., re-
sulted in various reactions 
throughout campus, many in re-
sponse to the fairness of the judi-
cial system. 
Junior Joe Morse said, "I don't 
know if he was really guilty or 
innocent, but it is a horrible sign 
of the status of the justice system 
when moneyandexpensiveattor-
neys can buy an acquittal. The 
whole trial was a huge drain of 
taxpayers' money." 
Kelly Dick, a junior,stated, "The 
case had so many other issues in-
volved, it was more than just the 
facts. Overall, the case has made 
me less optimistic with the court 
system. Wi th so much media in-
volvement, how much of the ver-
dict was based on fact and how 
much was based on extraneous 
factors?" 
Two realities seem to have ef-
fected the decision. 
First, the "Dream Team" of de-
fenders, including Robert Shapiro 
andjohnnieCochranJr.,have been 
paid millions to defend Simpson. 
This does not include the numer-
ous analysts and researchers who 
were on the payroll and contrib-
uted to the successful defense. 
Would a common man have 
been acquitted with a common 
defense? Does this infer that the 
judicial system can be bought? 
Second, of all of the external 
factors, arguably,the media played 
the largest role in influencing the 
outcome. A trial that should have 
lasted four months was stretched 
to over nine months. 
It appears that media coverage 
prolonged the trial. Attorneys 
played to the television cameras, 
while Judge Lance lto took time 
outtoaddressthebehaviorof cam-
erascrews. 
A sequestered jury did not fall 
victim to media coverage. How-
ever, conjugal and family visiting 
rights no doubly leaked informa-
tion to them. 
One may assume that the ex-
tensive media coverage got to the 
jury After all, they seemed to have 
madetheirdecision before the trial 
was over: the jury was in delibera-
tion for less than three hours. 
No Comment Bar Association adopts new law after O.J. Trial 
Dan Morain 
101995, Los Angeles Times 
lawyers rarely agree on 
much of anything, inside a court-
room or out. 
But Sunday, at the annual con-
ference of the California State Bar 
Association, 5,000 of them 
seemed unanimous in their belief 
that the OJ. Simpson trial has 
been bad for their profession, and 
will force major changes on how 
they go abouttheir business from 
less-than-unanimous jury ver-
dicts to limits on televised trials. 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Peter Keane of San Francisco 
opened a seminar on legal ethics 
by citing a poll showing that after 
viewing the Simpson trial,85per-
cent of the public has concluded 
that the court system is in deep 
trouble. 
This seminar, is an example of 
that loss of confidence played out. 
Dan ielle little, a recent grad u-
John Carroll Uniuenitg 
Department of 
OJmmunications Presents 
Prelude 
to A 
Kiss 
Bg Craig Lucas 
Directed by 
Martin Friedman 
ate of the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley's Boalt Hall, who is 
awaiting her bar exam results, rose 
and singled out panelist joseph 
Russoniello, a regular prosecu-
tion-oriented television commen-
tator on Simpson trial matters. 
Little said. "The defense cando 
nothing right in this case. The 
cynicism you see among African 
Americans stems from hav ing 
watched the trial and then listen-
ing to these white attorneys say 
that what you're seeing isn't what 
you thought you 5:!W." 
Russoniello, who was the U.S. 
attorney in San Francisco in the 
1980s and now is in private prac-
tice, did not reply directly. 
But did say: "It would be a trag-
edy if the trial ends and we don't 
learn anything from it."He said 
attorneys must work to increase 
public confidence in the courts 
and improve police recruiting to 
end racism in law enforcement. 
But he added that he is "not sure 
wehavethegutstoaddress"what 
he called the "festering sores" in 
the system. 
Many lawyers said they op-
pose the proposed California 
constitutional change that will 
permit less-than-unanimous 
jury verdicts in criminal cases. 
An initiative to permit lo-2 jur 
verdic ts could be on the Novem-
ber ballot. 
Several politicians already 
have endorsed it. 
Of most immediate concern 
was a new rule that took effect 
Sunday. It strictly limits whatat-
torneys can say about a pending 
case. The State Bar Association 
must enforce the rule, which was 
imposed by the state Supreme 
Court as a direct result of com-
ments made outside court by de-
fense attorneys and prosecutors 
in the Simpson case. 
Now; attorneys worry, the rule 
could mean that what they say 
outside court can be held against 
them, even if theyaresimplydo-
ing their job by representing the 
interests of their clients. 
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Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman was convicted on Sunday, with 
nineotherMuslimmilitants,forconspiringtocarryoutacampaign 
of terrorism. The plans included destroying the United Nations, 
New York landmarks, and killing hundreds of people. After seven 
days of deliberation, a federal jury found the lOdefendantS guilty of 
48 out of 50 charges. The prosecution's evidence consisted of tapes 
and an informant as opposed to actual terrorist incidents. 
AT BeT split opens customer options 
Corporate division largest in business history 
Bill Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corporation, remains the 
richest man in the United States according to Forbes magazine's 
1995list of the 400 richest Americans. Gates' net worrh is approxi-
mately $14.8 billion. Oprah Winfrey, number 399, is on her way 
towards becoming the first blacl< b!.llionaire. Winfrey's net worth is 
approximately $340 million. Locally. three Shaker Heights resi-
dents are ranked among the richest 400 people in the U.S. 
A 39-year--old Cali(omia man was killed Sunday whtle at· 
tempting to ride over Niagara Falls on a jet Ski and then escaping 
with the aid of a parachute. The parachute, propelled by a rocket 
apparatus, failed to open. Heauempted theSluntatabout I 2:35p.m-
on the Canadian Horseshoe Falls while bystanders obse~ the 
tragic attempt 
Amle Collopy 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
On September 20, the AT&T 
Corporation announced the larg-
est corporate split-up in history 
that would divide it intothreespe-
cialized companies. 
The division will split the mas-
sive $101 billion corporation into 
a communications services com-
pany,acommunication hardware 
company and a computer systems 
company. 
The announcement came as a 
complete surprise to the corpo-
rate world and Wall Street. In the 
past, the tendency for big busi-
ness was toward huge mergers 
like the recent combination of 
Time Warner and Turner Broad-
casting. 
advantage of integration was out-
weighed by the disadvantage of 
complexity," Bob Allen, AT&T's 
chief executive officer said as 
quoted in a Business Week article 
regarding the division. 
The dynamic move by AT&T 
sent stock shares soaring 11 per-
cent the day of theannouncement 
to $63.75 a share, and ending the 
week at a high $63.37. According 
to Robert B. Morris II~ analyst for 
Gold man Sachs and Co, the stock 
could produce a combined share 
price between $64 to $78. 
The 2.3 million American 
AT&T investors will not be ad-
versely affected by the break-up 
and can most likely expect each 
share of AT&T stock to be ex-
changed for shares in each of the 
three new companies. 
The breakup anticipates the 
pending deregulation of the tele-
Congress. This would now give 
AT&T the ability to enter into the 
local telephone service market. 
Dan Stock, 
Freshman 
Therefore, current AT&T custom-
ers will not be affected by the di-
vision. 
In the long run however, it may 
give customers more options in 
long distance carriers since local 
companies will be able to move 
into long distance service as well. 
Theimpendingdivisionof the 
AT&T Corporation will create 
three new companies. The larg-
estcompanywillretainthename 
AT&T. Robert Allen will remain 
as CEO and chairman. 
This division would operate 
long-distance services, wireless 
communication, AT&T Univer-
sal credit cards, on-line services, 
research, and consulting. It is ex-
pected to generate $49 billion in 
revenues. 
is presently unnamed, will deal 
with the equipment component 
of the market. This company will 
Megan Clifford, 
Senior 
manufacture, lease, and sell tele-
phone and network equipment. lt 
is expected to generate $20 billion 
in revenues. 
The third company, Global In-
formation Solutions, originally 
was an AT&T 1991 purchase of 
NCR Corp. The result was a $3 
b·u · on loss {or th om an . h 
allow GIS to concentrate on mak-
ing and selling complex computer 
systems to businesses. Lars 
Crissy Higgins, 
Sophomore 
Nyberg, the chairman and chief 
executive of GIS since june, is ex-
pected to run this division. 
Overall, AT&T plans to slash 
20,000 jobs. Locally, the division 
will have serious repercussions. In 
Dayton, the Global Information 
Solutions is expected to cut 8,500 
. h redu t'o in If ns 
currentGIScompanyhasthemost 
employees yet generates the least 
revenue. 
Ann Marte Tirpak, 
Junior 
Q: Did the media affect 
O.j. Simpson's right to 
a fair trial? 
"Yes. Because when 
the jury talked with 
their families, informa-
tion leaked out" 
"Yes, it did. With the 
extended media 
coverage of the trial 
and its influence on 
the perspectives of the 
American people, it 
was impossible." 
"Definitely. If he 
would not have been 
a celebrity, then 
murdering two people 
would not have been 
a big deal" 
"Yes, it did. With all 
the media coverage it 
was very hard for 
there not to be any 
bias in how the 
evidence was pre-
sented." 
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Tom Reilley considered 
campus' top male(man) 
From faculty to students, Reilley subject of praise 
Eric Embacher 
Features Editor 
When I arrived for my inter-
viewwith Tom Reilley, Director of 
Auxiliary Plant Services,l had to 
wait a few minutes as Reilley was 
busy domg what he does best-
going that extra mile for a student 
who was trying to track down a 
package. This i.s the norm for 
Reilley and many faculty mem-
bers, studen[s and especially 
Reilley's co-workers will attest to 
this fact. 
Reilley came to john Carroll 
University in the spring of 1990 to 
work with the landscaping de-
partment. Before that he ran his 
own landscaping business and 
had been contracted by ]CU for 
ftve years. 
When jCU offered Reilley the 
job of directing the landscaping 
department and grounds crew, 
Reilley took the opporrunity until 
the spring of 1993 when he was 
offered his current position. 
Reilley's responsibilities now 
include managing the mailroom 
as well as heading up the house-
keeping department. 
However, Reilley said he spends 
about 75 to 80 percent of his 50 
hour week in the mail room while 
an assistant helps out with the 
housekeeping responsibilities. 
Reilley attributes these long hours 
to his unusual ability of memoriz-
ing students' mailbox numbers. 
Given 10 students' names, 
Reilley was able to rattle off their 
box numbers without looking 
them up. A pretty amazing feat 
considering there are over 2500 
student mailboxes. "It's not like 
I'm Einstein back here. Maybe I'm 
weird, I don't know," said Reilley. 'I 
feel anyone who works as much as 
I do with the mail could do it." 
Despite the current perception 
of mailroom offices, Reilley en-
joys his work environment. 'One 
Monday Night Football: 22oz. 
Bud and Bud Ught specials. 
15 cent wings all night 
Free Pizza at half time. 
l"uesctay: 
15 cent wings. 
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of the best aspects 
of my job is work-
ing wi th the people 
I get to work with 
everyday from full 
time employees to 
students,' Reilley 
said. 'My staff is 
awesome." 
On the other 
hand, Reilley said 
that dealing with 
the US Post Office 
is very frustrating. 
"Things happen 
that dtsappoint the 
JCU community 
that we have no 
control over," he 
Reilley is a big rock and roll fan. His favorite musician is Tom Petty, but also 
lists Live and the Gin Blossoms as current favorites. 
said. 'ln a lot of instances, they're 
terr ible, veryindficient. With the 
amoum of mail we get, though, it's 
amazing how high the spirits are 
in the mai !room. The difference is 
the quality of our people.' 
Reilley is also taking classes in 
the little spare time he has between 
his job, his wife Barbara and his 
eight-year-old daughter Carolyn. 
Reilley originally took classes at 
ClevelandStateaf ter he graduated 
from St. Edward's High School in 
Cleveland. 
He is now working on a com-
munications major here at JCU. 
When Reilley receives his degree 
he is not sure how he will utilize it. 
However, Reilley said, "I envision 
myself retiring from john Carroll. 
My daughter will be here in ten 
years. I already have her brai n-
washed." 
Reilley is also known for his 
sense of humor. One day in class, 
however, that sense of humor got 
Reilley separated from another 
student and a seat on the other 
side of the room for the rest of the 
year. Reilley said, "I felt like I was 
10-years-old." 
Reilley continued, "I suppose 
because of my age people expect 
me to act older than I do, but be-
cause I'm a flake I disappoint them 
in that respect." 
A "flake" isn't the term that 
Reilley's co-workers would use to 
describe him, though. Lana Riebe, 
who also works in the mailroom 
said, "Tomreallycaresandisa per-
fectionist. He's just a good person." 
With this also comes a story 
from Reilley himself in which he 
was touched deeply, but that also 
is a tribute to the work and com-
passion he puts into his job. 
On the last day of Reilley's first 
year as d irector of the mail room, 
two girls who had worked in the 
mailroomcame to say good-bye to 
Reilley in tears. 
"I thought that was really nice. 
I was touched that we could mean 
that much to students with just a 
work study job," Reilley said. 
Aside from working, Reilley is 
also a bona fide Cleveland Indian's 
fan. 
Linda Seward, professor of 
cornmunications,said that Reilley, 
who has been to 20 games a year 
since he was eight years old, took 
his seventh trip to the Ind ians 
training camp in Florida last 
spring. While he was gone, his co-
workers got togetherandsent him 
a giant card. 
"This is not the ki nd of treat-
ment ordinarily given to supervi-
sors," Seward said. 
As the interview ended, a stu-
dent caught Reilley on his way 
out of the mailroom and asked for 
the student's combination. Reilley 
never even flinched. He asked the 
student's name, unlocked the door 
and got the combination. As 
Seward explained, 'He is a man 
who commands a lot of respect 
and loyalty.' 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE 
ter. self-confidence and decision -making 
skills. Again , words other courses sel-
dom use. But they're the credits you 
Dnve. Intensity Those aren't words 
you're likely to see in many course 
reqwrements. Then again, Army ROTC 
is unlike any other elective. It's 
hands-on excitement. ROTC will 
challenge you mentally and phys-
ICally through mtense leadership 
training. Training that builds charac- .,..a-~ 
need to succeed in life. ROTC is 
open to freshmen and sophomores 
without obligation and requires 
about 4 hours per week. Register 
this term for Aimy ROTC 
ARMY ROTC 
TBE SMARTEST COWGE C01JISE YOU CAN TAKE. 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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Popular 
retreats 
offer 
relaxing 
weekend 
Sarah Furey 
Staff Reporter 
As part of the jesuit tradi-
tio n he re at john 
CarrollUniversity, the Cam-
pus Ministry is offering sev-
"'"""Y 
Students enjoy meeting new people at Carrollodge. 
eral retreat opportunities for students. 
Among these are the freshmen, Antioch 
and 1gnatian reueats. 
Due to past popularity, there will be two 
freshmen retreats this year. The first will be 
October 27-28, and the second will be on 
November 3-4. The creation of a second 
session this year willeliminate waiting lists 
that usually occur. There will also be a se-
nior retreat this year, although the dates 
have not been established as of yet. 
The freshmen retreats, said Mary Noel, 
O.P., who is in charge of the freshmen and 
''Freshmen 
[and other 
students} 
meet people 
with the 
Antioch re-
treats, are good 
because they 
help "other 
freshmen meet 
people with the 
same values." 
The partici-
pants are 
placed in 
groups, and of-
ten the mem-
same values., hers of the 
groups become 
good fri ends. 
As dte)' sta; t 
their college 
experience, it helps them to deepen their 
relationships with themselves, with others 
and with God," said Noel. 
The Antioch retreats will take place this 
year November 17-18, as well as March 22-
23. These retreats are a spin-off of "Cursillo," 
a religious movement within the Spanish 
community. 
The Antioch retreat is a modified ver-
sion of this movement. It is, according to 
Noel, "for the students, put on by the stu-
dents.~ 
Both the freshmen and Antioch retreats 
are held at Carrollodge, a large wooded prop-
erty about 15 miles south of campus. Ac-
tivities at the retreats include discussions, 
prayer experiences, socializing, mass and 
other activities. 
The lgnatian retreat is somewhat differ-
ent from thefreshrnen and Antioch retreats. 
The lgnatian retreat is an eight-day silent 
experience based on the teachings in The 
Spiritual ExercisesofSt,Ignatius It is indi-
vidualized so that each participant has his 
or her own director and is gi vend ail y prayer 
exercises done at the participant's own pace. 
At the Ignatianretreat,thereare no group 
activities, except for Mass and meals. There 
are also daily one-hour conferences with 
directors. No talking is done, except for 
necessaryconversation. The idea is to spend 
a week in prayer with God and to continue 
this prayer even af ter the retreat is over. 
Anyone may participate in this retreat. 
There will be two sessions, January 7-15 
and May 9-17. To sign up for the !gnatian 
retreat, the participant must first indicate 
an interest to Rev. joseph 0 . SchelL SJ., with 
an interview and orientation process fol-
lowing. 
Schell will explain what the retreat is 
~~~~~~~~RM~~ 
ness fort he rigors of this retreat. The retreat 
is unique toJCU,sincewhen it began in the 
l940s,jCU was the only school to offer it. 
Students interested in signing up to at-
tend either the freshmen 
or Antioch retreats 
should call Campus 
Ministry before registra-
tion officially begins, as 
the retreats tend to close 
outquickly.lf interested 
in the Ignatian retreat, 
students should contact 
Schell. 
Global Internship 
and Language 
Programs 
,r' 
a representative will be on campus: 
Monday, October 16th 
Information Table 
in the Atrium 
1:00pm to 2:00pm 
International Pr~ams 
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Public relations group gets start 
Student PRSA chapter offers shills for future jobs 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Assistant Features Editor 
Students interested in the fteld of pu bite 
relations, look no furrher! The Department 
of Communications, under the direction of 
Craig Sanders, professor of corn m unicat ions 
and faculty advisor, is in the process of or-
ganizing a student chapter of the Public 
Relations Society of America (PRSA), the 
largest public relations organization in the 
world. 
Currently, the group 1s in the process of 
applying for a charter from the national 
PRSA located in New York. Sanders, for the 
most part, has been actively pursuing this 
goal. In addition , Bobbi Bokman, Public 
Relations Director for john Carroll andjody 
Roberts, an accredited public relations prac-
titioner from the Cleveland based firm 
Haselow and Associates, have also been in-
volved with the 
tice of public relations, Sanders explained 
what needs to be done. 
·we are going to have to argue that we 
have three other courses that emphasize 
skills that are part of public relations," said 
Sanders. 
Sanders is remaining optimistic about 
john Carroll getting their application ap-
proved. "We've got a number of people pull-
ing for us and wanting us to succeed. We 
have the support of the Cleveland chapte r 
and I've been told indirectly that the na-
tional PRSA would like to see a chapter here 
at john Carroll," said Sanders. 
Aside from getting the charter, Sanders 
1s anxious to get student orficerselected and 
"hand thechapterover to the students." 
Participation in the student chapter of 
the PRSA would give to stud ems interested 
in the field of public relations a definite 
process. 
"Until we 
actuall y get a 
charter, we 
can't really call 
ourselves a 
"Anything you can do to add to your 
skill/eve/ or contact base Is a plus." 
chapter of the 
PRSA," said 
Sanders, who then went on to explain the 
requirements for a charter. 
Along with a petition requesting a stu-
dent chapter, "you need to send in support-
ing documentation showing that you have 
some kind of public relations pr gram," he 
said. 
This entails having a minimum of five 
courses that are related to public relations, 
sending in "syllabi of those courses and bio-
graphical sketches of the professors who 
teach them," said Sanders. 
One of the major concerns for Sanders is 
that the communications department 
doesn't have a public relationscurriculum 
"The mission of this de artmcnt l~ to 
pnwfde Its stUdents With a much bmlder 
training in the practice of commun ica-
tions," he said. 
Since the department only offers two 
classes that specifically deal with the prac-
Bobbi Bokman 
competitive edge in the job market. 
··public Relauons is a very difficult area 
to get a job in. [While] there are jobs in every 
industry, they tend to be held byonlyoneor 
two people; Bokmanexplained. She added, 
"Anything you can do to add to your sktll 
level or contact base is a plus." 
Sanders added that the kind of activities 
the group will be doing will "give students 
some experience in planning an event and 
doing the public relations for it" 
!f the application is accepted, the stu-
dent chapter of the PRSA w11l becomeofft-
cially known as the PRSSA (Public Rela-
tions Student Society of America) 
Sander:; added that "mcmbcr:;hi \.!\ the.~~~~ 
~ 11 a good dll~t~ to haw oa )'UU 
surnc, • and that maybe, ·w need to have a 
public relations campaign on behalf of our 
PRSSA chapter- to show people why they 
should join." 
Reach your goal. 
Study abroad. 
T he choices you make today build your prospects for 
tomorrow. Choose to study 
abroad. An experience in 
another country will help 
you to visualize, define and 
reach your goals . Take the 
first step and call for our 
free catalogs today. Specify 
Australia, Great Britain, 
Greece, Ireland, Austria, 
Mexico, or Peace Studies. 
1.800.755.5607 
http://www.beaver.edu/ 
cea@beaver.edu 
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Tom Reilley considered 
campus' top male(man) 
From faculty to students, Reilley subject of praise 
Eric Embac:her 
Features Editor 
When I arrived for my inter-
viewwith Tom Reilley, Director of 
Auxiliary Plant Services, I had to 
wait a few minutes as Reilley was 
busy doing what he does best-
going that extra mile for a student 
who was trying to track down a 
package. This is the norm for 
Reilley and many faculty mem-
bers, students and especially 
Reilley's co-workers will attest to 
this fact. 
Reilley came to john Carroll 
University in the spring of 1990 to 
work with the landscaping de-
partment. Before that he ran his 
own landscaping business and 
had been contracted by JCU for 
five years 
WhenjCU offered Reilley the 
job of directing the landscapmg 
department and grounds crew, 
Rei Hey took the opportunity until 
the spring of 1993 when he was 
offered his current position. 
Reilley's responsibilities now 
include managing the mailroom 
as well as heading up the house-
keeping department. 
However, Reilley said he spends 
about 75 to 80 percent of his 50 
hour week in the mail room while 
an assistant helps out with the 
housekeepmg responsibilities. 
Reilleyattributesthese long hours 
to his unusualabihty of memoriz-
ing students' mailbox numbers. 
Given 10 students' names, 
Reilley was able to rattle off their 
box numbers without looking 
them up. A pretty amazing feat 
considering there are over 2500 
student mailboxes. "It's not like 
I'm Einstein back here. Maybe I'm 
weird, I don't know,' said Reilley. 'I 
feel anyone who works as much as 
I do with the mail could do it." 
Despite the current perception 
of mailroom offices, Reilley en-
joys his work environment. 'One 
Monday Night Football: 22oz. 
Bud and Bud light specials. 
15 cent wings all night 
Free Pizza at haH time. 
Tuaaday: 
15 cent wings. 
321 7272 20680 Nm1h Park Blvd Umvers1ty Hts 
Baseme11t " , Blttes 
This Week in Bhu~s: 
Monday: DoUar Drafts 
Tuesday: "Micro Tuesdays" 
all mlao brews on special. Sign up for our pool 
tnumament : it begins next weeki 
Wednesday: 22 OL Bud and Budlights 
$1.50 Well Drinks 
Thursdays: Pints of Guiness 
Friday. October 6: 
Joe Bell & The Swing IJzards 
Satu~ October 7: 
An encore performance: 
~LliVI1 DAVOR£AM 
Wednesday, October II: 
!fouoC/0 
Friday, October 13: 
Kingsbury Run 
Saturday, October 14: 
BlUES DEVILLE 
321 7272 20680 North Park Blvd Uruverstty Hts 
of the best aspects 
of rn y job is work-
ingwiththepeople 
I get to work with 
everyday from full 
time employees to 
students,' Reilley 
said. 'My staff is 
awesome." 
On the other 
hand, Reilley said 
that dealing with 
the US Post Office 
is very frustrating. 
"Things happen 
that disappoint the 
JCU community 
that we have no 
control over," he 
Reilley is a big rock and roll fan. His favorite musician is Tom Petty, but also 
lists Live and the Gin Blossoms as current favorites. 
said. ' In a lot of instances, they're 
terrible, very inefficient. With the 
amount of mail we get, though, it's 
amazing how high the spirits are 
in the mailroom. The difference is 
the quality of our people.' 
Reilley is also taking classes in 
the littlesparetime he has between 
his job, his wife Barbara and his 
eight-year-old daughter Carolyn. 
Reilley originally took classes at 
Cleveland Stateafter he graduated 
from St. Edward's High School in 
Cleveland. 
He is now working on a com-
munications major here at JCU. 
When Reilley receives his degree 
heisnotsurehow he will utilize it. 
However, Reilley said, "I envision 
myself retiring£ rom john Carroll. 
My daughter will be here in ten 
years. I already have her brain-
washed ." 
Reilley is also known for his 
sense of humor. One day in class, 
however, that sense of humor got 
Reilley separated from another 
student and a seat on the other 
side of the room for the rest of the 
year. Reilley said, "I felt like I was 
10-years-old." 
Reilley continued, "I suppose 
because of my age people expect 
me to act older than I do, but be-
cause I'm a flake !disappoint them 
in that respect." 
A "flake" isn't the term tha t 
Reilley's co-workers would use to 
describe him, though. Lana Riebe, 
who also works in the mailroom 
said, "Torn really cares and is a per-
fectionist. He'sjustagood person." 
With this also comes a story 
from Reilley himself in which he 
was touched deeply, but that also 
is a tribute to the work and com-
passion he puts into his job. 
On the last day of Reilley's first 
year as director of the mailroom, 
two girls who had worked in the 
mailroom came to say good-bye to 
Reilley in tears. 
"I thought that was really nice. 
I was touched that we could mean 
that much to students with just a 
work study job," Reilley said. 
Aside from working, Reilley is 
also a bona fide Cleveland Indian's 
fan. 
Linda Seward, professor of 
communications,said that Reilley, 
who has been to 20 games a year 
si nee he was eight years old, took 
his seventh trip to the Indians 
training camp in Florida last 
spring. While he was gone, his co-
workers got together and sent him 
a giant card. 
"This is not the kind of treat-
ment ordinarily given to supervi-
sors," Seward said. 
As the interview ended, a stu-
dent caught Reilley on his way 
out of the mailroom and asked for 
the student's combination. Reilley 
never even f!inche . He asked the 
student's name, unlocked the door 
and got the combination. As 
Seward explained, 'He is a man 
who commands a lot of respect 
and loyalty.' 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAiliNG C 0 R P S 
PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE 
Dnve. Intensity. Those aren't words ter, self-confidence and decision-making 
you're likely to see in many course sktlls. Again, words other courses sel-
reqwrements. Then again, Army ROTC dom use. But they're the credits you 
IS unlike any other elective. It's .-.=~ need to succeed in life. ROTC IS 
hands-on excttement ROTC will open to freshmen and sophomores 
challenge you mentally and phys- without obligation and requires 
1cally through intense leadership about 4 hours per week. Register 
training. Training that builds charac- this term for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COWGE CODISE YOU CAN TAlE. 
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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Popular 
retreats 
offer 
relaxing 
weekend 
Sarah Furey 
Staff Reporter 
As part of the Jesuit tradi-
tion here at john 
CarrollUniversity, the Cam-
pus Ministry is offering sev- Students enjoy meeting new people at Carrollodge. 
eral retreat opportunities for students. 
Among these are the freshmen, Antioch 
and lgnatian rerreats. 
Due to past popularity, there will be two 
freshmen retreats this year. The first will be 
October 27-28, and the second will be on 
November 3-4. The creation of a second 
session this yearwilleliminatewaiting lists 
that usually occur. There will also be a se-
nior retreat this year, although the dates 
have not been established as of yet. 
The freshmen retreats, said Mary Noel, 
O.P, who is in charge of thefreshmen and 
"Freshmen 
[and other 
students] 
meet people 
with the 
Antioch re-
rreats, are good 
because they 
help "other 
freshmen meet 
people with the 
same values." 
The partici-
pants are 
placed in 
groups, and of-
ten the mem-
same values., bers of the 
groups become 
good friends . 
"'As they !lt'llrt 
their college 
experience, it helps them to deepen their 
relationships with themselves, with others 
and with God," said Noel. 
The Antioch retreats will take place this 
year November 17-18, as well as March 22-
23. Theseretreatsareaspin-off of"Cursillo," 
a religious movement within the Spanish 
community. 
The Antioch retreat is a modified ver-
sion of this movement. It is, according to 
Noel, "for the students, put on by the stu-
dents." 
Both the freshmen and Antioch retreats 
are held at Carrollodge,a large wooded prop-
erty about 15 miles south of campus. Ac-
tivities at the retreats include discussions, 
prayer experiences, socializing, mass and 
other activities. 
The lgnatian retreat is somewhat differ-
ent from thefreshmenand Antioch retreats. 
The Ignatian retreat is an eight-day silent 
experience based on the teachings in The 
Spiritual ExercisesofSt,lgnatius It is indi-
vidualized so that each participant has his 
or herowndirectorand isgivendailyprayer 
exercisesdone at the participant's own pace. 
At the Ignatianreueat, there are no group 
activities, except for Mass and meals. There 
are also daily one-hour conferences with 
directors. No talking is done, except for 
necessary conversation. The idea is to spend 
a week in prayer with God and to continue 
this prayer even after the retreat is over. 
Anyone may participate in this retreat. 
There will be two sessions, January 7-15 
and May 9-17. To sign up for the Ignatian 
retreat, the participant must first indicate 
an interest to Rev. joseph 0. Schell, SJ., with 
an interview and orientation process fol-
lowing. 
Schell will explain what the retreat is 
~~,~~~~~~~--~~ 
ness fort he rigors of this retreat. The retreat 
is unique toJCU,since when it began in the 
l940s,JCU was the only school to offer it. 
Students interested in signing up to at-
tendeitherthef reshmen 
or Antioch retreats 
should call Campus 
Ministry before registra-
tion officially begins, as 
the retreats tend to close 
out quickly. If interested 
in the lgnatian retreat, 
students should contact 
SchelL 
Global Internship 
and Language 
Programs 
.~ 
a representative will be on campus: 
Monday, October 16tb 
Information Table 
in tbe Atrium 
1:00pm to 2:00pm 
International Pr~ams 
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Public relations group gets start 
Student PRSA chapter offers shills for future jobs 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Assistant Features Editor 
Students interested in the field of public 
relations, look no further! The Department 
of Communications, under the direction of 
CraigSanders,professorof communications 
and faculty advisor, is in the process of or-
ganizing a student chapter of the Public 
Relations Society of America (PRSA), the 
largest public relationsorganizattOn in the 
world. 
Currently, the group is in the process of 
applymg for a charter from the national 
PRSA located in New York. Sanders, for the 
most part, has been actively pursuing this 
goal. ln addition, Bobbi Bokman, Pubhc 
Relations Dnector for john Carrollandjody 
Roberts,an accredited public relations prac-
titioner from the Cleveland based firm 
Haselow and Associates, have also been in-
volved with the 
Lice of public relations, Sanders explained 
what needs to be done. 
"We are going to have to argue that we 
have three other courses that emphasize 
skills that are part of public relations," said 
Sanders. 
Sanders ts remaining optimistic about 
john Carroll getting their application ap-
proved. "We've got an urn ber of people pull-
ing for us and wanting us 10 succeed. We 
have the support of the Cleveland chapter 
and I've been told indirectly that the na-
tional PRSA would like co see a chapter here 
at john Carroll," said Sanders. 
Aside from getting the charter, Sanders 
is anxious to get student officers elected and 
"hand the chapter over to the students." 
Participation in the student chapter o[ 
the PRSA would give to students interested 
in the field of public relations a definite 
process. 
"Until we 
actually get a 
charter, we 
can't really call 
ourselves a 
''Anything you can do to add to your 
skill level or contact base Is a plus." 
chapter of the 
PRSA," said 
Sanders, who then went on to explain the 
requirements for a charter. 
Along with a petition requesting a stu-
dent chapter, "you need to send in support-
ing documentation showing that you have 
some kind of public relations program: he 
said. 
This entails having a minimum of five 
courses that are related to public relations, 
sending in "syllabi of those courses and bio-
graphical sketches of the professors who 
teach them," said Sanders. 
One of the major concerns for Sanders is 
that the communications department 
doesn't have a public relations curricul urn. 
"The mission of th ls de artmcnt lS to 
prcwtde Its studenrs with a much broedcr 
training in the practice of communica-
tions," he said. 
Since the department only offers two 
classes that specifically deal with the prac-
Bobbi Bokman 
competitive edge in the job market. 
'Public Relations is a very difficult area 
to get a job in. !While! there are jobs in every 
indus try, they tend to be held by only one or 
two people," Bok rna n e>< pla i ned She added, 
"Anything you can do to dd to your skill 
level or contact base is a plus." 
Sanders added that the kind of activities 
the group will be doing will "give students 
some experience in planning an event and 
doing the public relations for it." 
If the application is accepted, the sw-
dent chapter of the PRSA will become offi-
cially known as the PRSSA (Public Rela-
tions tudent Society of America) 
Sanders added that "mcmbcrshi In the 
PRSSA Ia a good thin& ro hllw oa )Iaiii ,... 
sume, ·and that maybe, "we need to have a 
public relations campaign on behalf of our 
PRSSA chapter- to show people why they 
should pin." 
Reach your goal. 
Study abroad. 
T he choices you make today build your prospects for 
tomorrow. Choose to study 
abroad. An experience in 
another country will help 
you to visualize, define and 
reach your goals Take the 
first step and call for our 
free catalogs today. Specify 
Australia, Great Britain, 
Greece, Ireland, Austria, 
Mexico, or Peace Studies. 
1.800. 755.5607 
http://www.beaver.edu/ 
cea@beaver.edu 
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Art 
The Cleveland Center of Contemporary An presents lmages 
from the Heart: A Bicentennial Celebration of Cleveland 
and its People, Oct. 7 through Nov. 8. The photography exhibi-
tion features personal visions of the people and activities that 
make Cleveland unique, as seen through the eyes of 43 juried 
photographers. The opening reception will be Friday, Oct.l3,5:30 
to 8:30p.m. at the Center, and is free and open to the public. The 
Center also presents Beyond Category: The Musical Genius of 
Duke Ellington, Oct. 7 through Nov. 8. Admission is free at all 
times for both exhibits. For more information call42l-867l. 
Made in America: Ten Centuries of American Art opens 
at The Toledo Museum of Art on Oct.l3 and runs through] an. 7, 
1996. A sampling of this historically rich exhibition includes 
11th-century pottery by Anasazi artists, a George Washington 
portrait and Andy Warhol's icon of Elvis Presley. This is not only 
one of the largest American art exhibi tions of this century, but it 
features some of America's most celebrated artists including 
Benjamin West, Thomas Cole and Ansel Adams to name a few. 
Tickets are available by calling Advantix at (800) 766-6048. 
Film 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents acclaimed director 
Krzysztof Kieslowski's "Three Colors" trilogy, Wednesdays this 
month. TheseriesincludesB1ue(1993),0ct.llat7:30p.m.; White 
Cl994),0ct.l8at5:30and 7:30p.m.; and Red(l994),0ct 25at 7:30 
p.m. Admission is $4. For more information call 4 21-7340. 
Demi Moore stars in Hollywood Pictures' The Scarlet Letter, 
based on Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic novel. The cast includes 
Gary Oldman, Robert Duvall, Robert Proskyandjoan Plowright. 
Directed by Roland Joffe (The Killing Fields), the film opens 
Friday, Oct. l3. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes. 
Music 
This weekend isallreggae at The Last Drop(formerly Peabody's 
Cafe), as reggae veterans The Meditations return to Cleveland 
foroneshowonly,Friday,Oct.6atl0p.m. Ticketsare$10advance 
and $12.50 day of show. The Last Drop, located at 2140 South 
Taylor Road, also welcomes local favorites First Light, Saturday, 
Oct. 7. For more inforll'ijltion call321-0011. 
Agora Magic Promotions presents Matador recording group, 
Yo La Tengo, at the Grog Shop (Coventry Road), Tuesday, Oct.10 
for a 10 p.m. show. Yo La Tengo are touring in support of their 
latest release, Elect r-0-Pura.AII tickets are $7 and are available at 
Ticket master locations, Agora Box Office, or call24l-5555. 
Cleveland Opera's 20th Anniversary Season opens with The 
Magic Flute,oneof the world's most beloved operas, presented at 
The State Theatre. The Magic Flute, a combination of Masonic 
Ritual with fairy-tale, is considered to be Mozan'sgreatest opera. 
It runs Oct. 6 and 7 at 8p.m.; and Oct. 7 and 8 at 2p.m. Tickets 
range from $17 50 to $55 with discounts available for groups, 
students and senior citizens. For tickets call Advantix toll free at 
(800) 766-6048. 
Theatre 
Dobama Theatre (Coventry Road) presents George E Walker's 
Love and Anger now through Oct. 15. Directed by Sue Ott 
Rowlands, Love and Anger tells the story of Petie, a 50-year-old 
disillusioned lawyer who , after a stroke, searches for a new 
beginning. Cast includes Bernie Canepari as Petie, Victoria 
Karnafal, David Evett, Ann Keiger, Sonya Leslie and Gary Jones. 
The show runs Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and 
Sundays at 2:30p.m. (The Oct.l5 performance will be signed and 
audio descnbed) Tickets are $9 and $14. For more information 
call932-6838. 
Great lakes Theater Festival presems The School for Scan-
dal·, prevtewing Oct. 12 and l3 and opening Oct.l4 at 8 p.m. It 
continues through Oct. 28 at the Ohio Theatre (Playhouse Square 
Center). Set in 18th-century London, this satirical production 
contains a look behind the scenes at the slander and corrupting 
jealousies of England's high society. A student discount of $8 is 
available. For more information call24l-5490. 
Coming Altractions were compiled by Karen Obrzut, enter-
'tliinment editor and Lani Assily, assistant entertainment editor. 
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Liberty, Equality, Fraternity 
Jim Rutman 
Staff Reporter 
As a contemporary filmgoer 
and consumer in this ever-chang-
ing landscape that is the Ameri-
can movie marketplace, ask your-
self tile following questions. 
• Is the phrase, "with English 
subtitles" a source of anxiety, hos-
tility or outrage? 
·Do you find films written by 
Joe Eszterhas(Basiclnsti nct,Sii ver, 
Showgirls) to be poignant allego-
ries anchored by subtlety and 
fresh psychological insight? 
·Do you ever find yourself hop-
ing that David Hasselhoff will one 
day grab the directorial reins and 
bring his unique vision to the big 
screen? 
·When you hear Ace Ventura , 
does the term "an-house" spring 
forth? 
Regardless of your results, you 
are probably aware that in the last 
few years a quiet shift has taken 
place in the film world. Indepen-
dent films, formerly the province 
of cinephiles and members of the 
avam-garde, have emerged as an 
economic factor in Hollywood. 
Independent films have always 
merited critical recognition. But 
now; with support from influen-
tial domestic (Sundance) and Eu-
ropean (Cannes) film festivals, 
these low-budget products have 
established an important niche at 
both theOscarsand the box office. 
Surprise 
Ont.land Museum of An 
Irene Jacob (above) stars in Krzysztof Kieslowski's Red. 
Hollywoodization: European in-
. dependent film. 
One of this little-known 
community's most accomplished 
figures is Polish director and writer 
Krzysztof Kieslowski. Beginning 
Wednesday; Oct. 11th, the Cleve-
land Museum of Art will present 
Kieslowski's "Three Colors" trilogy 
- regarded by many experts as 
the greatest collective achieve-
shocked to find that his beautiful 
French wife, Dominique (Julie 
Delpy ), is divorcing him. 
The final installment of the 
trilogy, Red, focuses on Valentine 
(lrenejacob),a youngSwissmodel 
and student. One night she acci-
dentally hits a dog with her car. 
Valentine slowly befriends the 
dog's owner, an initially virulent 
and embittered retired judge. This 
unlikely pair 
low- budget 
successes such 
as The Crying 
Game, Like 
Water for 
Kleslowskl's films are decidedly un-
Hollywood and un-Amerlcan ••• (hls) 
forges a beauti-
ful relationship 
that cannot be 
consummated 
with physical 
love. Chocolate and 
Fou,. Weddings 
and a Funeral 
have made pos-
sible co los sa 1 
magic lies In his ability to extract the 
Kieslowski's 
films are decid-
edly un-Holly-
wood and un-
provocative from the prosaic. 
hits like last year's Pulp Fiction. 
And with this newly discov-
ered commercial potential, the 
independent film industry is vis-
ibly permutating. 
With its demigods (Quentin 
Tarantino), flavors-of -the-month, 
royalty figures (Harvey Keitel), 
and increased commercial aspi-
rations, the independent film cat-
egory may go the way of its theat-
ricalcounterpan-off-Broadway. 
Justasoff-Broadwayeconomic 
standards necessitated an off -off 
Broad way, so too may an indepen-
dent-independentfi lm subspecies 
evolve. 
Nevertheless, there does exist a 
film community that remains 
untainted by widespread 
mem of world cinema in the '90s. 
Inspired by the three colors of 
the French flag, Blue (Liberty), 
White (Equality), and Red (Fra-
ternity), Kieslowski shows how 
these timeless values remain sa-
lient in contemporary society. 
Blue is the story of Julie 
(Juliette Binoche), a woman who 
loses her husband and daughter 
inacarcrash. Free of all economic 
and personal responsibility,julie 
consciously severs all ties to her 
familiar past. 
White, theonlyfilm in the tril-
ogy with some comic overtones, 
centers on Karol's (Zbigniew 
Zamachowski) quest for equilib-
rium. A successful Polish hair-
dresser living in Paris, Karol is 
ORiellfs 
American. The "Three Colors" tril-
ogy is to the Beverly Hills Cop tril-
ogy as Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
phony is to Paula Abdul's latest 
album. 
Kieslowski's magic lies in his 
ability to extract the provocative 
from the prosaic. He is devoted to 
the nuances of evade activity. But 
he bathes this seemingly pedes-
trian content with a sense of vi-
sual composition, color and over-
all style that goes unmatched. 
In fact, his ability to create 
dream-like atmosphere and aura, 
combined with his disregard for 
conventional narrative (plot) 
structure, occasionally leads to 
criticism of artistic posturing at 
see TRILOGY, page 9 
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20% discount on all food to 
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Signstage celebrates 20 
years of bridging cultures 
Acclaimed Children launches Signstage's 20th season 
Kristen Schneldler 
Editorial Board Director 
No matter how hard it tries, 
society remains unaware of the 
struggle that certain cultural 
groups experience. One group that 
aims to promote awareness and 
help society overcome its differ-
ences is Cleveland Signstage The-
atre. 
The theatre group, formerly 
known as Fairmount Theatre of 
the Deaf, celebrates its 20th anni-
versary season this year by repris-
ing its highly acclaimed produc-
according to Joan Smith, the 
group's marketing and develop-
ment coordinator. 
The theatre consists of a resi-
dentcompanyofboth hearing and 
deaf actors, directors and techni-
cians. A main focus of the com-
pany is the incorporation of both 
American sign language and spo-
ken English into all of its work. 
Signstage prides itself on giving 
performances that are not mere! y 
interpreted, but also ones in which 
deaf actors are actually onstage. 
Hearing and deaf actors work side 
by side, interpreting foreachmher 
and for hearing and deaf mem-
bers of the audience. 
pany is in-
volved. The 
first of these 
is through 
rna i nstage 
tours . This 
involves the 
company 
goingonna-
tiona l tourto 
perform 
playssuchas 
Childrenofa 
Lesser God 
for audi-
ences made 
up of both 
the hearing 
and the deaf. 
This form of 
production 
takes up the 
majority of 
t h e 
company 's 
time, mostly 
Hearing and deaf 
actors work side 
by side, inter-
preting for each 
other and for 
hearing and deaf 
members of the 
audience. 
In their upcoming perfor-
manceof Chi ldrenof a Lesser God, 
for example, the lead male role is 
played by a hearing man, and the 
lead female is played by a deaf 
woman. In this instance, the male 
speaks everything that is said be-
tween the two of them, as well as 
signs it, whereas the woman 
speaksonl y through the use of sign 
language. Language usage 
onstage, therefore, varies from pro-
duction to production, but each 
play will always incorporate both 
spoken English and American 
sign language so that all of the 
performances can beeasilyunder-
stood and enjoyed by both the 
hearing and the deaf alike, and so 
that both can participate in all 
aspects of the production. 
because it is Cleveland Signstage Theatre presents Children of a Lesser God Oct.12 to 20. 
"the perfect 
waytoshowthatdiversityisgood, 
and that people of different cul-
tures can work together," Smith 
said. 
tion of Mark Medoff's Children of 
a Lesser God at The Cleveland Play 
House Brooks Theatre from Oct. 
12 to 20. 
Signstage was founded in 1975, 
and for the past 20 years the group 
has been on a &mission of extraor-
dinary theatre for the enjoyment 
of both the hearing and he deaf," 
Signstage is an active group 
that varies its forms of produc-
tion. There are, in fact, three types 
of productions in which th m-
The second type of production 
is the Education and Outreach 
program, which involves the 
company traveling to various 
schools in the area, conducting 
acting workshops for hearing and 
deaf students of all ages. 
Finally, the group conducts 
"Instant Theatre" residencies, 
which consist of 1 hegroupspend-
in amomho resi en yinad af 
Fine Print Fair offers hands-on exhibit 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertainment Editor 
It happensonlyoncea year, and 
it happens right herein Cleveland 
this weekend. It's the 11th annual 
"Fine Print Fair," the Print Club of 
Cleveland's benefit for the Cleve-
landMuseumof An's Department 
of Prints and Drawings. 
Saturday, Oct. 7 from 10 a.m. to 
Getscher.]CU art history and hu-
manities professor. 
Getscher, who teaches "History 
Prints"atCarroll,isalsoa member 
of both the Print Club of Cleve-
land and the Print Council of 
America (an organization for 
printmakers). He emphasized 
that although the works will be 
available for purchase and a regen-
"There's no place else in Cleveland 
where you can see prints of this 
quality and variety." 
6 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 8 from 12 
to 4 p.m., art enthusiasts have a 
"rare opportunity" to view fine 
prints from artists such as 
Albrecht Darer, Rembrandt, Pablo 
Picasso, Salvador Dali and count-
less others, said Robert H. 
Robert H. Getscher 
erally of a high-price range, stu-
dents shouldn't feel intimidated. 
"just because you look, doesn't 
mean you have to buy," Getscher 
explained. Further, the fair is 
unique in that art lovers can pick 
up and view the works up close. 
Spend Less T11ne Making More Money 
Earn $7 .00/hr PLUS Bonua 
Aa On Can1pua Recruiter 
For UPS 
National 15bafring ftrrn -king energetic, cr-tiva 
and toard working lndlvldu.l to rec::ruit and scr-n 
candldat- for placetnent with UPS In the 
Cleveland area. 
Candld.atea will recruit and Interview •tudant• 
from lOcal college campusea. Expect to wor1( 20-
25 hours per-k around your cleaa ac:hedula. 
lntereated candidates should call Oeborah at: 
826-2587 
"There's no place else in Cleve-
land where you can see prints of 
this quality and variety," he con-
tinued. "I find that exciting [be-
cause) you never know what 
you're going to see." 
The fair, which also includes 
photographs and drawings, takes 
place at Case Western Reserve 
University'sThwingCenterBall-
room (11111 Euclid Ave.). Al-
though admission is $3 for stu-
dents with J.D. cards, Getscher 
will cover the $3 admission for 
any Carroll student who brings 
his or her college l.D. to the ball-
room Saturday at 10 a.m. 
Inaddition,therewill be a spe-
cial breakfast with the dealers at 
Thwing's Atrium, Sunday, Oct. 8 
at 10 a.m. New York artist Craig 
McPherson will be the guest 
speaker. Tickets are $12.50 per 
person. For breakfast reservanons 
call 765-1813 by tomorrow (Fri-
day, Oct. 6). 
JWtmiNitf 
Over 45 years at Cedar Center 
Servhg Fine ChineSe. Cant000!19, 
Szechuan. 
Mandarin & Hunan Dtlihes 
15% off 
Lunch, Dinner 
or Carry-Out 
..... .---1~ 
2172 Worrensvlle Cent9C' at 
Cedar • Univoolty Heights 
321-9676 Of 321-11110 CARRY OUT 
community where auditions are 
held for a cast of both the hearing 
and the deaf, and after a month of 
rehearsal the performance is held. 
The members of the community 
learn to get involved in all aspects 
of the performance ranging from 
being actors to technicians back· 
stage. The main goal of this pro-
gram,accordingtoSmith,"istocre-
ate a lasting theatre community 
for both the hearing and the deaf 
after we leave ." Successful ex-
amples of these residencies have 
ar dy tote er n ftwo 
TRILOGY 
continued from page 8 
the expense of coherence. 
But perhaps more accurately, 
his sense of deliberate pace re-
veals his formal background as 
an accomplished documentary 
filmmaker in post-Stalinist East-
ern Europe. 
Like many of his European 
predecessors, Kieslowski creates 
intimate psychological studies 
that express his concern for and 
fascination-with the human con-
lasting community theatres in 
Austin and Corpus Christi, Texas. 
'Signstage is one of only a few 
theatres of its kind in the country 
committed tousmgsign language, 
with hearing audiences encour-
aged to attend," Smith said. What 
also makes this theatre umque is 
that it is committed to "adapting a 
play to incorporate deaf culture 
into it: Smith said. To strengthen 
this point, Smith pointed out that 
Signstage is the fi rst professional 
theatreofthedeaftoperf. rmChil -
d~ no aLe: er od. 
clition. His camera does not 
merely frame the characters; it 
probes them with close-ups that 
seem to be searching for truths 
of which thesecharactersappear 
unaware. 
Despite his political and psy-
chological bent, Kieslowski's 
work resists pedantics. He is not 
a moralist with some rigorously 
narrow social agenda (e.g. Oliver 
Stone). He rejects the easy p>-
larities that television so gener-
ously provides. 
Kieslowski, 54, is retired. 
.rt 
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Art 
The Cleveland Center of Contemporary Art presents Images 
from the Heart: A Bicentennial Celebration of Cleveland 
and its People, Oct. 7 through Nov. 8. The photography exhibi-
tion features personal visions of the people and activities that 
make Cleveland unique, as seen through the eyes of 43 juried 
photographers. Theopeningreception will be Friday, Oct.l3, 5:30 
to 8:30 p.m. at the Center, and is free and open to the public. The 
Center also presents Beyond Category: The Musical Genius of 
Duke Ellington, Oct. 7 through Nov: 8. Admission is free at all 
times for both exhibits. For more information call421-8671. 
Made in America: Ten Centuries of American Art opens 
at The Toledo Museum of Art on Oct.l3 and runs throughjan. 7, 
1996. A sampling of this historically rich exhibition includes 
11th-century pottery by Anasazi artists, a George Washington 
portrait and Andy Warhol's icon of Elvis Presley. Thisisnotonly 
one of the largest American art exhibitions of this century, but it 
features some of America's most celebrated artists including 
Benjamin West, Thomas Cole and Ansel Adams to name a few. 
Tickets are available by calling Advantix at (800) 766-6048. 
Film 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents acclaimed director 
Krzysztof Kieslowski's 'Three Colors" trilogy, Wednesdays this 
month. The series includes Blue(1993),0ct.ll at7:30 p.m.; White 
(1994),0ct.l8at5:30and 7:30p.m.; and Red(l994),0ct. 25at 7:30 
p.m. Admission is $4. For more information call421-7340. 
Demi Moore stars in Hollywood Pictures' The Scarlet Letter, 
based on Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic novel. The cast includes 
Gary Oldman, Robert Duvall, Robert Prosky and joan Plowright. 
Directed by Roland Joffe (The Killing Fields), the film opens 
Friday, Oct. l3. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes. 
Music 
This weekend isallreggaeat The Last Drop( formerly Peabody's 
Cafe), as reggae veterans The Meditations return to Cleveland 
foroneshowonly, Friday,Oct.6at10 p m. Tickets are $10 advance 
and $12.50 day of show. The Last Drop, located at 2140 South 
Taylor Road, also welcomes local favorites First Light, Saturday, 
Oct. 7. For more inforiD;Ition call 321-0011. 
Agora Magic Promotions presents Matador recording group, 
Yo La Ten go, at the Grog Shop (Coventry Road), Tuesday, Oct.10 
for a 10 p.m . show. Yo La Tengo are touring in support of their 
latest release, Electr-0-Pura.Ail ticketsare$7 and are available at 
Ticket master locations, Agora Box Office, or call2 41-5555. 
Cleveland Opera's 20th Anniversary Season opens with The 
Magic Flute,oneof the world's most beloved operas, presented at 
The State Theatre. The Magic Flute, a combination of Masonic 
Ritual wlth fairy-ta le, is considered to be Mozart's greatest opera. 
lt runs Oct. 6 and 7 ar 8p.m.; and Oct. 7 and 8 at 2p.m. Tickets 
range from $17.50 to $55 with discounts available for groups, 
students and senior citizens. For tickets call Advantix toll free at 
(800) 766-6048. 
Theatre 
Dobama Theatre(Coventry Road) presents George F Walker's 
Love and Anger now through Oct. 15. Directed by Sue Ott 
Rowlands, Love and Anger tells the story of Petie, a 50-year-old 
disillusioned lawyer who , after a stroke, searches for a new 
beginning. Cast includes Bernie Canepari as Petie, Victoria 
l<arnafal, David Evett, Ann Keiger, Sonya Leslie and Gary Jones. 
The show runs Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and 
Sundays at 2:30p.m.(The0ct.l5 performance will be signed and 
audio described.) Tickets are $9 and $14. For more information 
call 932-6838. 
Great Lakes Theater Festival presents The School for Scan-
dal, previewing Oct. 12 and 13 and opening Oct.l4 at 8 p.m. It 
continues through Oct. 28 at the Ohio Theatre (Play house Square 
Center}. Set in 18th-century London, this satirical production 
contains a look behind the scenes at the slander and corrupting 
jealousies of England's high society. A student discount of $8 is 
available. For more information cal1241-5490. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Karen Obrzut, enter-
'tainmenl editor and Lani Assily.assistant entertainment editor: 
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Liberty, Equality, Fraternity 
Jim Rutman 
Staff Reporter 
As a contemporary filmgoer 
and consumer in this ever-chang-
ing landscape that is the Ameri-
can movie marketplace, ask your-
self the following questions: 
• Is the phrase, "with English 
subtitles" a source of anxiety, hos-
tility or outrage? 
·Do you find films written by 
joe Eszterhas(Basic I nstinct,Sli ver, 
Showgirls) to be poignant allego-
ries anchored by subtlety and 
fresh psychological insight? 
·Do you everfi nd yourself hop-
ing that David Hasselhoff will one 
day grab the directorial reins and 
bring his unique vision to the big 
screen? 
·When you hear Ace Ventura, 
does the term "art-house" spring 
forth? 
Regardless of your results, you 
are probably aware that in the last 
few years a quiet shift has taken 
place in the film world. Indepen-
dent films, formerly the province 
of ci nephiles and members of the 
avant-garde, have emerged as an 
economic factor in Hollywood. 
Independent films have always 
merited critical recognition. But 
now, with support from influen-
tial domestic (Sundance) and Eu-
ropean (Cannes) film festivals, 
these low-budget products have 
established an important niche at 
both theOscarsandtheboxoffice. 
Surprise 
Ocveland Museum ol An 
Irene Jacob (above) stars in Krzysztof Kieslowski's Red. 
Hollywoodization: European in-
, dependent film. 
One of this little-known 
community's most accomplished 
figures is Polishdirectorand writer 
Krzysztof Kieslowski . Beginning 
Wednesday, Oct. 11th, the Cleve-
land Museum of Art will present 
Kieslowski 's "ThreeColors" trilogy 
- regarded by many experts as 
the greatest collective achieve-
shocked to find that his beautiful 
French wife, Dominique (Julie 
Delpy), is divorcing him. 
The final installment of the 
trilogy, Red, focuses on Valentine 
(lrenejacob),a young Swiss model 
and student. One night she acci-
dentally hits a dog with her car. 
Valentine slowly befriends the 
dog's owner, an initially virulent 
and embittered retired judge. This 
unlikely pair 
low - budget 
successes such 
as The Cr-ying 
Game, Like 
Water for 
Chocolate and 
Four Wedd ings 
and a Funeral 
have made pos-
sible colossal 
Kleslowski's films are decidedly un-
Hollywood and un-American ••• (his) 
magic lies in his ability to extract the 
forges a beauti-
ful relationship 
that cannot be 
consummated 
with physical 
love. 
Kieslowski's 
films are decid-
edly un-Holly-
wood and un-
provocative from the prosaic. 
hits like last year's Pulp Fiction. 
And with this newly discov-
ered commercial potential, the 
independent film industry is vis-
ibly permutating. 
With its demigods (Quentin 
Tarantino), flavors-of -che-month, 
royalty figures (Harvey Keitel), 
and increased commercial aspi-
rations, the independent film cat-
egory may go the way of its theat-
rical counterpart -off -Broadway 
Justasoff-Broadwayeconomic 
standards necessitated an off -off 
Broadway,sotoomayan indepen-
dent-independent film subspecies 
evolve. 
Nevertheless, there does exist a 
film communi ty that remains 
untainted by widespread 
mem of world cinema in the '90s. 
Inspired by the three colors of 
the French flag, Blue (Liberty), 
White (Equality), and Red (Fra-
ternity), Kieslowski shows how 
these timeless values remain sa-
lient in contemporary society. 
Blue is the story of julie 
(Juliette Binoche), a woman who 
loses her husband and daughter 
ina car crash. Free of all economic 
and personal responsibility,julie 
consciously severs all ties to her 
familiar past. 
White, theonlyfilm in the tril-
ogy with some comic overtones. 
centers on Karol 's (Zbigniew 
Zamachowski) quest for equilib-
rium. A successful Polish hair-
dresser living in Paris. Karol is 
ORielly's 
American. The"ThreeColors"tril-
ogy is to the Beverly Hills Cop tril-
ogy as Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
phony is to Paula Abdul's latest 
album. 
Kieslowski's magic lies in his 
ability to extract the provocative 
from the prosaic. He is devoted to 
the nuances of evade activity. But 
he bathes this seemingly pedes-
trian content with a sense of vi-
sual composition, color and over-
all style that goes unmatched. 
ln fact, his ability to create 
dream-like atmosphere and aura, 
combined with his disregard for 
conventional narrative {plot) 
structure, occasionally leads to 
criticism of artistic posturing at 
see TRILOGY, page 9 
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Signstage celebrates 20 
years of bridging cultures 
Acclaimed Children launches Signstage's 20th season 
Kristen Schneldler 
Editorial Board Director 
No matter how hard it tries, 
society remains unaware of the 
struggle that certain cultural 
groups experience. One group that 
aims to promote awareness and 
help society overcome its differ-
ences is Cleveland Signstage The-
atre. 
The theatre group, formerly 
known as Fairmount Theatre of 
the Deaf, celebrates its 20th anni-
versary season this year by repris-
ing its highly acclaimed produc-
according to joan Smith, the 
group's marketing and develop-
ment coordinator. 
The theatre consists of a resi-
dentcompanyofbothhearingand 
deaf actors, directors and techni-
cians. A main focus of the com-
pany is the incorporation of both 
American sign language and spo-
ken English into all of its work. 
Signstage prides itself on giving 
performances that are not merely 
interpreted,butalsoonesin which 
deaf actors are actually onstage. 
Hearing and deaf actors work side 
by side, interpreting for each other 
and for hearing and deaf mem-
bers of the audience. 
pany is in-
volved. The 
first of these 
is through 
mainstage 
tours. This 
involves the 
company 
going on na-
tional tourto 
perform 
playssuchas 
Children of a 
Lesser God 
for audi-
ences made 
up of both 
the hearing 
and the deaf. 
This form of 
production 
takes up the 
majority of 
t h e 
company's 
time, mostly 
Hearing and deaf 
actors work side 
by side, inter-
preting for each 
other and for 
hearing and deaf 
members of the 
audience. 
In their upcoming perfor-
manceof ChildrenofaLesserGod, 
for example, the lead male role is 
played by a hearing man, and the 
lead female is played by a deaf 
woman. In this instance, the male 
speaks everything that is said be-
tween the two of them, as well as 
signs it, whereas the woman 
speaksonlythrough the use of sign 
language. Language usage 
onstage, therefore, varies from pro-
duction to production, but each 
play will always incorporate both 
spoken English and American 
sign language so that all of the 
performances can beeasilyunder-
stood and enjoyed by both the 
hearing and the deaf alike, and so 
that both can participate in all 
aspects of the production. 
because it is Cleveland Signstage Theatre presents Children of a Lesser God Oct.12 to 20. 
"the perfect 
waytoshowthatdiversityisgood. 
and that people of different cul-
tures can work together," Smith 
said. 
cion of Mark Medoff's Children of 
a Lesser God at The Cleveland Play 
House Brooks Theatre from Oct. 
12 to 20. 
Signstage was founded in 1975, 
and for the past 20 years the group 
has been on a "mission of extraor-
dinary theatre for the enjoyment 
of both the hearing and the deaf ," 
Signstage is an active group 
that varies its forms of produc-
tion. There are, in fact, three types 
of productions in w ich he m-
The second type of production 
is the Education and Outreach 
program, which involves the 
company traveling to various 
schools in the area, conducting 
acting workshops for hearing and 
deaf students of all ages. 
Finally, the group conducts 
"Instant Theatre" residencies. 
which consist of the groupspend-
amontho[ resi en yinadea 
Fine Print Fair offers hands-on exhibit 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertainment Editor 
It happensonlyoncea year, and 
it happens right herein Cleveland 
this weekend. lt's the 11th annual 
"Fine Print Fair," the Print Club of 
Cleveland's benefit for the Cleve-
land Museum of Art's Department 
of Prints and Drawings. 
Saturday, Oct. 7 from lO a.m. to 
Getscher,JCU art history and hu-
manities professor. 
Gecscher, whoteaches"History 
Prints"atCarroll,isalsoa member 
of both the Print Club of Cleve-
land and the Print Council of 
America (an organization for 
printmakers). He emphasized 
that although the works will be 
available for purchase and are gen-
"There's no place else in Cleveland 
where you can see prints of this 
quality and variety." 
6 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 8 from 12 
to 4 p.m., art enthusiasts have a 
"rare opportunity" to view fine 
prints from artists such as 
Albrecht Durer, Rembrandt, Pablo 
Picasso, Salvador Dali and count-
less others, said Robert H. 
Robert H. Getscher 
erally of a high-price range, stu-
dents shouldn't feel intimidated. 
"Just because you look, doesn't 
mean you have to buy," Getscher 
explained . Further, the fair is 
unique in that art lovers can pick 
up and view the works up close. 
Spend Less T11ne Making More Money 
Earn $7.00/hr PLUS Bonue 
A• On Carnpua Recruiter 
For UPS 
National aa.tfing ftnn -ldng energetic, cr-tlve 
and han::t worldng Individual to recruit and scr-n 
candidates for place~nent with UPS In the 
Cleveland area. 
Candidatea will recruit and Interview atudenta 
from local college campuaea. Expect to won. 20-
25 hours per -k around your class sChedule. 
Interested candidates should call Oeboran at 
826-2587 
"There's no place else in Cleve-
land where you can see prints of 
this quality and variety," he con-
tinued. "l find that exciting [be-
cause] you never know what 
you're going to see." 
The fair, which also includes 
photographs and drawings, takes 
place at Case Western Reserve 
University's Thwing Center Ball-
room (lUll Euclid Ave.). Al-
though admission is $3 for stu-
dents with l.D. cards, Getscher 
will cover the $3 admission for 
any Carroll student who brings 
his or her college l.D. to the ball-
room Saturday at lO a.m. 
In addition, there will be a spe-
cial breakfast with the dealers at 
Thwing's Atrium, Sunday, Oct. 8 
at lO a.m. New York artist Craig 
McPherson will be the guest 
speaker. Tickets are $12.50 per 
person. For breakfascreservations 
call 765-1813 by tomorrow (Fri-
day, Oct. 6) 
Youngs ~!I_ 
JB~iltlB 
Ove1 45 years at Cedar Center 
S&Ntng Fine Chinese. Contoneoe. 
Szechuan. 
Mondonn & Hunan Dishes 
15% off 
Lunch, Dinner 
or Carry-Out 
V1W1,.... od. Good..-. WIIM-
2172 Warrensville Center at 
Cedar • Unlver3ty Heights 
321-9676 ot 321-1100 CAIIflY OUT 
community where auditions are 
held for a cast of both the hearing 
and the deaf, and after a month of 
rehearsal the performance is held. 
The members of the community 
learn to get involved in all aspects 
of the performance ranging from 
being actors to technicians back-
stage. The main goal of this pro-
gram,according toSm ith, "is to cre-
ate a lasting theatre community 
for both the hearing and the deaf 
after we leave ." Successful ex-
amples or these residencies have 
a rea y to L e m two 
TRILOGY 
continued from page 8 
the expense of coherence. 
But perhaps more accurately, 
his sense of deliberate pace re-
veals his formal background as 
an accomplished documentary 
film maker in post-Stalinist East-
ern Europe. 
Like many of his European 
predecessors, Kieslowski creates 
intimate psychological studies 
that express his concern for and 
fascination-with the human con-
lasting community theatres in 
Austin and Corpus Christi, Texas. 
'Signsrage is one of only a few 
theatres of its kind in the country 
committed to using sign language, 
with hearing audiences encour-
aged to attend,' Smith said. What 
also makes this theatre unique is 
that it is committed to"adaptinga 
play to incorporate deaf culture 
into it," Smith said. To strengthen 
this point, Smith pointed out that 
Signstage is the first professional 
theatre of the deaf to perform Chil-
d~ no aL r od. 
clition. His camera does not 
merely frame the characters; h 
probes them with close-ups that 
seem to be searching for truths 
of whichthesecharactersappear 
unaware. 
Despite his political and psy-
chological bem, Kieslowski's 
work resists pedamics. He is not 
a moralist with some rigorously 
narrow social agenda (e.g. Oliver 
Stone). He rejects the easy po-
larities that television so gener-
ously provides. 
Kieslowski, 54, is retired. 
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10 SPORTS 
Men's soccer pounds B-W, 6-0 
Brosnahan earns OAC Player-of-the-Week honors 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
The men's soccer team finally 
found the back of the net last week, 
scoring 14 goals in three games, 
improving to 7-4-1 overall and 3-
Q-1 in the Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence. 
The Streaks, on the road for 
eight of their first nine games, 
looked to use a three game 
homestand at Wasmer Field to get 
l victory Assrstant Coach Bob 
Straub credited the team's strong 
ball control for the offensive im-
provements. 
'We seem to be valuing the ball 
a little more,' Straub said. 'If we do 
that, we'll dominate, and if we 
dominate, we'll score.' 
Saturday, the team looked to 
extend its home unbeaten streak 
to39gamesasittookonMadonna, 
an NAIA team. 
ajumpstartonthe Because 
restoftheOAC Madonna is 
While the de- "All I have to say notaDivision-
fense has been Ill school, the 
there all season - Is: paybacks are Streaks were 
posting five shut- not sure what 
outs - the Streaks brutal." to expect, said 
had only scored Brosnahan. 
seventimesintheir 'We had no 
first nine games. Grant Mast idea what they 
Theywentintothe ----------- would be like 
Otterbein game hopmg to break becausenoonehadheardofthem,' 
out of their offensive drought. Brosnahan sa id. 'Sometimes, 
They did. N A I A teams are better because 
The Streaks Jumped out early they can recruit and give scholar-
on goals by freshman forward ships, while Division-III schools 
Davrd Barrulovic and jumor for-
ward Brady Brosnahan. A I though 
the Cardinals cur the lead to one, 
sophomore goalie Grant Mast said 
that the Streaks kept up the in ten-
sity. 
'We were not happy to give up 
a goal, but we stepped up and we 
had so much pressure on them,' 
Mast said . 'I can honestly say that 
this was the best we played all sea-
son. We almost played flawlessly.' 
Brosnahan and sophomore 
stopper Jeff Hunkele finished out 
thescoring,givingtheStreaksa + 
can't" 
As it turned out, theStreaks had 
nothing to worry about, and they 
came out aggressively. Their in-
tense play set the tone and the 
Streaks cruised to an easy 4-0 vic-
tory. 
'We dominated the game, and 
we played at a much higher level,' 
Bartulovic said. 'Everything's 
coming together.' 
junior mid fielder Adrian Del 
Busse said improved comm unica-
tion and teamwork has paid big 
dividends. 
"We're progressively getting 
better and we're working harder,' 
Del Bussosaid. 'We're just going to 
go out and play our game and not 
worry about what the other team 
is going to bring.' 
Tuesday's contest against the 
Baldwin-Wallace Yellow Jackets 
was the Streaks first big OAC test 
of the year. Last year, the Streaks 
lost l-Oin Berea, Ohio, a game that 
many of the players have not for-
gotten. 
'l think everybody [had) it 'in 
the back of their mind,' Del Busso 
said. 'They were celebrating like 
they just won the national cham-
pionshiplafter last year'sgame1' 
ButTuesday'sgamewasamuch 
different story. The Streaks scored 
early, and they scored of ten, aveng-
ing last year's defeat with a 6-0 
trouncing of the jackets. 
Mast said the image of last 
year's game provided the Streaks 
with all the motivation they 
needed. 
'We were so embarrassed last 
year about that loss,' Mast said. 
'Alll have to say is: Pay backs are 
brutal.' 
Fortheseason,Brosnahanleads 
the Streaks with a 1.64 points per 
game average, and Barrulovic is 
second with 0.91 ppg. Mast has re-
corded seven shutouts and has 
only given up nine goals all year. 
The team extended its home 
winning streak to 40 games, but it 
leaves for the road October 7, to 
take on Capital The Streaks then 
travel to Hiram, October 11, before 
hosting Marietta on October 13. 
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Men's CC finishes third, 
women, seventh, at Hiram 
Joe Nowak 
Staff Reporter 
Freshman james Van Dress 
finished lOth of 10! runners, 
leading John Carroll Uni ver-
sity'smen'scrosscoumryteam 
to a third place finish at this 
past weekend's 13-team Hiram 
Invitational. 
Junior Dave Frattare (15th; 
28:31) finished five spots later 
than Van Dress, who clocked 
in at 27:57. 
'This was the best I've felt in 
allof ourraces,'VanDresssaid. 
'I am pleased with our perfor-
mance, but I know I can still 
improve.' 
The top five Blue Streak 
runners all finished in the top 
35spots.juniorjeremy Esteves 
(29th; 29:07), freshman Andy 
Young(33rd;29:l4)andsopho-
more Mike Garbera (34th; 
29:15) compiled JCU's l2l-
point performance. 
Frattare said he felt much 
better this week, not really 
thinking about a knee injury 
that had bothered him for the 
past couple weeks. 
'I think this third-place fin-
ish will carry us into future 
meets,' said Franare. 'We have 
what it takes to compete 
against equally talented 
teams.' 
Coach Don Stupica was 
pleased with his team's perfor-
mance, noting that his runners 
came out on top against Case 
Western Reserve University, a 
team that had easily beaten 
JCU earlier his sea 
'I think this was an event 
we can definitely hang our hats 
on,' commemedStupica. 'We'll 
continue working hard, and 
concentrate on the All-Dhio 
Meet.' 
The team travels to Canton, 
Ohio to take on Malone Col-
lege, Saturday and will com-
pete in the A 11-Dhio Meet, Oc-
tober 13, at Ohio Wesleyan. 
Women: junior Amy 
Fenske and senior Tish 
Kanaga finished second and 
third, respectively, and the 
john Carroll University 
women's cross country team 
finished seventh out of l3 
teams at the Hiram Invita-
tional. 
Mercyhurst College ran 
away with Saturday's event, 
scoringonly67points. Geneva 
College (106 points) finished 
second and Case Western Re-
serve University (126 points) 
rounded out the top three 
teams. 
Fenske ran the course in 
19:54,forjohnCarroll. Kanaga 
followedclosebehindin20:02. 
Rounding out the fop fivejCU 
runners were sophomore 
Penny Roxas (31st; 22:25),jun-
ior Ami Hill (58th; 2349) and 
senior Melissa Win berry 
(64th; 24:06). 
'Amy and I continue to 
push each other every race,' 
Kanaga said. 'But everyone 
needs to pick it up because 
there is too big of a gap be-
tween the third and fifth run-
ners.' 
CoachGrovejewettsaidhis 
team had a very good perfor-
mance, despite missing two of 
its top runners. 
'Amy and Tish had out-
standing races, especially for 
the course they ran," said 
jewett. 'We finished seventh., 
r we were only 24 ints 
away from third place.' 
Thewomen'steam will also 
run at Malone this weekend. 
Then they will compete in the 
All-0hioMeet,Octoberl3,also 
at Ohio Wesleyan. Both the 
men's and women's teams will 
run in conference champion-
ships, October 28. 
Join the Ruby Tuesday team 
for 
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Turnovers infect Blue Streaks in 33-7 drubbing 
Conference championship and NCAA p1ayoffhopes doused in loss at Mount 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Four first-quarter turnovers 
against a bad Ohio Athletic Con-
ference team like Otterbein 
(winless this season) turns what 
would be a 30 or 40-point victory 
into a 10 or 20-point one. Against 
Division lll's number-one ranked 
team, however, it means a blowout 
-which is what happened to john 
Carroll on Saturday at Mount 
Union,asjCU lost 33-7. 
Evenaf tercoughing up the ball 
four times to start the game, the 
Blue Streaks only trailed 7-0 after 
the first quarter. But the tone for 
ragged play had been set, as jCU 
(2-1-1 overall, l+ l OAC)ended the 
afternoon with five turnovers. 
'We came out with the right 
intensity and were moving the ball 
well,' Coach Tony DeCarlo said. 
'But you can't afford to give the 
ball upfourtimes like that against 
a great team.' 
Coming out ina no-huddle of-
fense which appeared to surprise 
the Purple Raiders, john Carroll 
marched the ball to Mount's 33 
yard-line, where the drive stalled. 
Junior placekicker jason 
Goldberg's 50-yard field goal at-
temptfellshorrandforeshadowed 
what was to come. 
The Blue Streaks' next four pos-
sessions were turnovers: Fumble; 
fumble, interception; intercept ion. 
Still, the turnovers led to just seven 
first-quarter points and seven 
more to start the second quarter. 
Mount Union Coach Larry Kehres 
credited john Carroll's defense for 
'john Car is a great team,' 
Kehres said. 'A couple of their 
players on defense, guys like [jun-
ior inside linebacker] Chris Ander-
son and [junior outside li nebackerl 
ScottO'Donnell,are the best in the 
OAC at their positions.' 
Purple Raider quarterback Bill 
Borcherralsoattributed the small 
first-quarter point-spread to the 
Streaks' tough defense. 
'I made a couple of bad reads 
[early in the game!,' Borchert said. 
'Their defense was doing an excel-
lent job. It took us [a while to get 
going]." Borchert finished the day 
23-35for 257 yards and five touch-
downs. He is the number-one 
rated passer in the conference. 
JCU quarterback Nick Caserio, 
meanwhile, had his worst day as a 
Blue Streak. Harassed all after-
noon by Mount's defensive line-
men, Caserio completed just 9-19 
passes for 55 yards. He also threw 
three interceptions. Coming into 
the game, he was averaging 257 
yards of total offense per game. 
'We had a few breakdowns of-
fensivelyasa whole,'Caseriosaid. 
'We didn't execute as well as we 
wanted to. In the first half, we 
moved the ball well. In the second 
half, we had a few breakdowns 
and it kind of blew everythmg up 
for us.' 
At one point late in the first 
half, it looked as if john Carroll 
would make a game of it. Trailing 
14-0 with the ball on the Mount 
Junior tailback Cannen llacqua rushes up field against Marietta in 1994. He led John Carroll in 
rushing and receiving Saturday at Mount Union, comppiling 58 and 18 yards, respectively. He leads 
the Streaks in rushing on the season, with 151 yards. 
29 yard-line, Caserio handed off 
to jumor receiver Nick Petty on a 
reverse. Petty came to a stop and 
tossed a 29-yard pass to senior re-
ceiver Dan Winterich, who made 
an over-the-shoulder catch in the 
end-zone. Goldberg's point after 
brought the Blue Streaks within 
seven, at 14-7, with 2:33 remain-
mg in the half. 
ButT odd Zufra broke whatever 
momentum JCU had gained by 
returning the ensuing kickoff 32 
yards to the Blue Streak 49. ine 
plays later, Borchert found Kevm 
Knestrick for a touchdown and a 
20-7 halfnme lead (The PAT was 
blocked.) Both coaches agreed on 
thesignificanceof the touchdown 
before the end of the half. 
'That was the turning point,' 
DeCarlo said. 'We were back in 
the ballgame and to have them 
bring it back down the field took 
the wmd out of our sails.' 
'It was a b1gdrive,'Kehressaid. 
'That really gave us some breath-
mg room heading into the second 
half.' 
ThrsSaturday, rhe Blue Streaks 
play at Herdeiberg. The Student 
Princes (0-4 overall) lost a 
shootouttoCapital5l-50 last Sat-
urday and come into the game 0-3 
in the conference. john Carroll 
won last year's meeting 27-23 at 
Wasmer Field. 
'Our ultimate goal was to make 
thenanonal playoffs,'Casenosaid. 
'But 8-1 1 is not a bad season by 
any stretch of the nnagmation We 
can salvage a great season and fin-
i>h with six wins 1n a row" 
and [be ready for Heidelberg this 
weekendL' 
Women's soccer grabs second at Ashland tourney Golf Update 
Stephanie Fox 
Staff Reporter 
Instead of backing into a corner at Ashland University's 
tournament last weekend, john Carroll women's soccer 
team came out fighting. They finished second at the 
Ashland lnvitational,comperingagainst Division-11 com-
petition. 
"The whole team gave lOO percent. We came out and 
played hard," said junior goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak, 
who has 49 saves on the season (prior to Tuesday's game 
against Baldwin-Wallace). 
In the first game, the Streaks (2-6-1 overall, 1-2 Ohio 
Athletic Conference) were not only up against tough com-
petition in Northern Kentucky, Saturday, they were also up 
against their own injuries. Sophomore defender Danielle 
LaCour. coming off an injury to her Achilles tendon, pro-
vided clutch defensive play, diving to kick the ball out of 
jCU's goal for a save late in the second half. 
'We were tired but we never backed down,' said LaCour. 
'Everyone played as a team and gave it their all.' 
Senior defender Stefanie Colonna knotted the game at 
one apiece, scoring on an assist from fellow defender, se-
nior Sue Prise. Colonna's goal sent the game into overtime. 
The Streaks were shutout in sudden death, but shut down 
Kentucky as well, ending the game in al-l tie. 
"We went into the game as the underdog, but we con-
trolled the game and played very well,' said Colonna. "1 feel 
that was the best game we've played this season.' 
On Sunday, Carroll met Ashland University, this year in 
its first season of varsity soccer, in the tournament's cham-
pionship game. They fell 4-1. Junior midfielder Annie 
Klekamp, who is returning from a knee injury, scored the 
team's only goal. 
'The fact that we were the underdog made us want to 
work harder,' Klekamp stated. 'We worked very well to-
gether, and we played hard.' 
The women's soccer team faced OAC rival Baldwin-
Wallace on Tuesday, and hostOACfoe,Capital, Saturday at 
1 p.m. in only their second home game of the season. 
'We are really psyched for this week,' said Klekamp, 
prior to John Carroll's contest against Baldwin-Wallace. 
'They will be very good games.' 
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10 SPORTS 
Men's soccer pounds B-W, 6-0 
Brosnahan earns OAC Player-of-the-Week honors 
Kevin Bachma:.:"~----
Staff Reporter 
The men's soccer team finally 
found the back of the net last week, 
scoring 14 goals in three games, 
improving to 7-4-1 overall and 3-
G-1 in the Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence. 
The Streaks, on the road for 
eight of their first nine games, 
looked to use a three game 
homestand at Wasmer Field to get 
a jump start on the 
I victory. Assistant Coach Bob 
Straub credited the team's strong 
ball control for the offensive im-
provements. 
·we seem to be valuing the ball 
a little more,' Straub said. 'lf we do 
that, we'll dominate, and if we 
dominate, we'll score.' 
Saturday, the team looked to 
extend its home unbeaten streak 
to39gamesas it took on Madonna, 
an NAJA team 
Because 
rest of the OAC. 
While the de- "Alii have to say 
fense has been 
Madon na is 
nota Division-
lll school , the 
Streaks were 
not sure what 
there all season - Is: paybacks are 
posting five shut-
outs - the Streaks brutal." 
had only scored 
seven times in their 
to expect, said 
Brosnahan. 
'We had no 
Grant Mast idea what they first nine games. 
Theywentintothe ----------- would be like 
Otterbein game hoping to break 
out of their offensive drought. 
They did. 
The Streaks jumped out early 
on goals by freshman forward 
David Barrulovic and junior for-
ward Brady Brosnahan. Although 
the Card ina Is cut the lead to one, 
sophomore goa lie Grant Mast said 
that the Streaks kept up the inten-
sity. 
·we were not happy to give up 
a goal, but we stepped up and we 
had so much pressure on them,' 
Mast said. '1 can honestly say that 
this was the best we played all sea-
son. We almost played flawlessly.' 
Brosnahan and sophomore 
stopper jeff Hunkele finished out 
the scor ing,giv ingtheStreaksa 4-
because no one had heard of them,' 
Brosnahan said. 'Sometimes, 
NAIA reams are better because 
they can recruit and give scholar-
ships, while Division-Ill schools 
can't.' 
As it turned out, the Streaks had 
nothing to worry about, and they 
came out aggressively. Their in-
tense play set the tone and the 
Streaks cruised toaneasy4-0vic-
tory. 
'We dominated the game, and 
we played at am uch higher level,' 
Bartulovlc said. 'Everything's 
coming together.' 
J unior midfielder Adrian Del 
Bussosaid improved communica-
tion and teamwork has paid big 
dividends. 
'We're progressively getting 
better and we're working harder,' 
Del Bussosaid. 'We're just going to 
go out and play our game and not 
worry about what the other team 
is going to bring.' 
Tuesday's contest against the 
Baldwin-Wallace Yellow jackets 
was the Streaks first big OAC test 
of the year. last year, the Streaks 
lost l-Oin Berea,Ohio,agame that 
many of the players have not for-
gotten. 
'I think everybody [had) it 'in 
the back of their mind,' Del Busso 
said. "They were celebrating like 
they just won the national cham-
pionship[after last year's gamel' 
ButTuesday'sgamewasa much 
different story The Streaks scored 
early, and they scored of ten, aveng-
ing last year's defeat with a 6-0 
trouncing of the jackets. 
Mast said the image of last 
year's game provided the Streaks 
with all the motivation they 
needed. 
"We were so embarrassed last 
year about that loss: Mast said. 
'All ! have to say is: Paybacks are 
brutal.' 
Fortheseason,Brosnahanleads 
the Streaks with a 1.64 poin ts per 
game average, and Barrulovic is 
second with 0.91 ppg. Mast has re-
corded seven shutouts and has 
only given up nine goals all year. 
The team extended its home 
winningstreak to 40 games, but it 
leaves for the road October 7, to 
take on Capital. The Streaks then 
travel to Hiram, October 11, before 
hosting Marietta on October 13. 
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Men's CC finishes third, 
women, seventh, at Hiram 
Joe Nowak 
Staff Reporter 
Freshman james Van Dress 
finished lOth of 101 runners, 
leading John Carroll Univer-
sity'smen'scrosscountryteam 
to a third place finish at this 
past weekend's l3-team Hiram 
Invitational. 
junior Dave Frattare (15th; 
28:31) finished five spots later 
than Van Dress, who clocked 
in at 27:57. 
'This was the best I've felt in 
all of our races,' Van Dresssaid. 
'I am pleased with our perfor-
mance, but I know I can still 
improve.' 
The top five Blue Streak 
runners all fin ished in the top 
35spots.juniorjerernyEsteves 
(29th; 29:07), freshman Andy 
Young(33rd;29:14)andsopho-
more Mike Garbera (34th; 
29:15) compiled JCU's 121-
point performance. 
Frattare said he felt much 
better th is week, not really 
thinking about a knee injury 
that had bothered him for the 
past couple weeks. 
'I think this third-place fin-
ish will carry us into future 
meets,' said Frattare. 'We have 
what i t takes to compete 
aga inst equa lly talented 
teams.' 
Coach Don Stupica was 
pleased with his team 's perfor-
mance, noti ng that his runners 
came out on top against Case 
Western Reserve University, a 
team that had easily beaten 
JCU earlier this se~on . 
'I think this was an event 
wecandefinitely hang our hats 
on,· commented Stu pica. 'We'll 
contin ue working hard, and 
concentrate on the All-Ohio 
Meet.' 
The team travels to Can ton, 
Ohio to take on Malone Col-
lege, Saturday and will corn-
pete in theAll-QhioMeet ,Oc-
tober lJ, at Ohio Wesleyan. 
Women: junior Amy 
Fenske and senior Tish 
Kanaga finished second and 
third, respectively, and the 
john Carroll University 
women's cross country team 
finished seventh out of l3 
teams at the Hiram Invita-
tional. 
Mercyhurst College ran 
away with Saturday's event, 
scoringonly67points. Geneva 
College (l06 points) finished 
second and Case Western Re-
serve University (126 points) 
rounded out the top th ree 
teams. 
Fenske ran the course in 
19:54,forjohnCarroll. Kanaga 
followed close behind in 20:02. 
Rounding out the fop fivejCU 
runners were sophomore 
PennyRoxas (31st; 22:25),jun-
ior Ami Hill (58th; 23:49) and 
senior Melissa Winberry 
(64th; 2+.06). 
' Amy and I continue to 
push each other every race,' 
Kanaga said. 'But everyone 
needs to pick it up because 
there is roo big of a gap be-
tween the third and fif th run-
ners.' 
CoachGroveJewettsaidhis 
team had a very good perfor-
mance, despite missing two of 
its top runners. 
• Amy and Tish had out-
standing races, especially for 
the course they ra n,' said 
j ewett. 'We finished seventh, 
bu we were on ly 24 points 
away from third place.' 
Thewomen'steam will also 
run at Malone this weekend. 
Then they will compete in the 
All-QhioMeet,October IJ,also 
at Ohio Wesleyan. Both the 
men's and women's teams will 
run in conference champion-
ships, October 28. 
Join the Ruby Tuesday team 
for 
IIIIYtiHrm& 
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Turnovers infect Blue Streaks in 33-7 drubbing 
Conference championship and NCAA playoff hopes doused in loss at Mount 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Four first-quarter turnovers 
against a bad Ohio Athletic Con-
ference team like Otterbein 
(winless this season) turns what 
would be a 30 or 40-point victory 
into a 10 or 20-point one. Against 
Division Ill's number-one ranked 
team, however, it means a blowout 
-which is what happened to john 
Carroll on Saturday at Mount 
Union, asJCU lost 33-7. 
Even after coughing up the ball 
four times to start the game, the 
Blue Streaks only trailed 7-0 af rer 
the first quarter. Bur the tone for 
ragged play had been set, as JCU 
(2-1-l avera ll,l-1-l OAC)ended the 
afternoon with five turnovers. 
·we carne out with the right 
intensity and were moving the ball 
well,' Coach Tony DeCarlo said. 
'But you can't afford to give the 
ball upfourtimeslikethatagainst 
a great team.' 
Coming out in a no-huddle of-
fense which appeared to surprise 
the Purple Raiders, john Carroll 
marched the ball to Mount's 33 
yard-line, where the drive stalled. 
junior placekicker Jason 
Goldberg's 50-yard field goal at-
tempt fell short and foreshadowed 
what was to come. 
TheBlueStreaks'nextfourpos-
sessions were turnovers: Fumble; 
fumble; interception; interception. 
Still, the turnovers led to just seven 
first-quarter points and seven 
more to start the second quarter. 
Mount Union Coach larry Kehres 
credited john Carroll's defense for 
son and[junioroutside linebacker] 
ScottO'Donnell,arethebestin the 
OAC at their positions.' 
Purple Raider quarterback Bill 
Borchert also attributed the small 
first-quarter point-spread to the 
Streaks' tough defense. 
'I made a couple of bad reads 
[early in the game],' Borchert said. 
'Theirdefensewasdoinganexcel-
lent job It took usIa while to get 
going).' Borchert finished the day 
23-35for257 yards and five touch-
downs. He is the number-one 
rated passer in the conference. 
JCU quarterback Nick Caserio, 
meanwhile, had his worst day as a 
Blue Streak. Harassed all after-
noon by Mount's defensive line-
men, Caserio completed just 9-19 
passes for 55 yards. He also threw 
three interceptions. Corning into 
the game, he was averaging 257 
yards of total offense per game. 
'We had a few breakdowns of-
fensively as a whole,'Caserio said. 
'We didn't execute as well as we 
wanted to. ln the first half, we 
moved the ball well. In the second 
half, we had a few breakdowns 
and it kind of blew everything up 
for us.' 
At one point late in the first 
half, it looked as if john Carroll 
would make a game of it. Trailing 
14-0 with the ball on the Mount 
'John Car is a great team,' Jun·lor ta'llback Carmen llacqua rushes up field against Marietta in 1994. He led Jotn_Carroll in 
Kehres said. ' A couple of their T 58 and 18 d spect1vely He leads 
29 yard-line, Caserio handed off 
to jumor receiver Nick Petty on a 
reverse. Petty came to a stop and 
tossed a 29-yard pass to senior re-
ceiver Dan Wmterich, who made 
an over-the-shoulder catch in the 
end-zone. Goldberg's point after 
brought the Blue Streaks within 
seven, at 14-7, with 2:33 remain-
ing in the half. 
But Todd Zufra broke whatever 
momentum JCU had gained by 
returning the ensuing kickoff 32 
yards to the Blue Streak 49. Nine 
plays later, Borchen found Kevin 
Knestrick for a touchdown and a 
20-7 halftime lead. (The PAT was 
blocked.) Both coaches agreed on 
the sign ifican e of the touchdown 
before the end of the half 
'That was the turning point,' 
DeCarlo said. 'We were back in 
the ballgame and to have them 
bring it back down the field took 
the wmd out of our sails.' 
' It was a big drive,' Kehres said. 
'That rea lly gave us some breath-
ing room heading in to the second 
half.' 
This Saturday, the Blue Streaks 
play at Heidelberg. The Student 
Princes (0-4 overall) lost a 
shootout to Capital 51-50 last Sat-
urday and come mto the game 0-3 
m the conference. john Carroll 
won last year's meeting 27-23 at 
Wasmer Field 
'Our ultimate goal was to make 
the national playoff s,'Caseriosaid. 
'But 8-l-1 is not a bad season by 
anystretchoftheimagmation We 
can salvage a great season and fin-
ish with six wins in a row' 
and [be ready for Heidelberg this 
weekendl' players on defense, guys like [jun- rushing and receivi~g Saturday at Moun_thUn
1
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5
o
1
n, comd PPI mg yar s, re · 
iorinsidelinebacker]ChrisAnder- the Streaks in rush1ng on the season, Wit yar s. ~-------------------., 
Womenls soccer grabs second at Ashland tourney GolfUpdate 
Stephanie Fox Kentucky as well, ending the game in a 1-1 tie. 
Staff Reporter 'We went into the game as the un~erdog, but we. con-
Instead of backing into a corner at Ashland University's trolled the game and playe? very well, said Colo~na. I feel 
tournament last weekend, john Carroll women's soccer that was the best game we ve played th:s season. . . 
team came out fighting. They finished second at the On Sunday, Carroll met Ashl~nd Umversuy, tht~ yean~ 
Ashland Jnvitational,cornpetingagainst Division-II com- its first season of varsi ty soccer, m th~ tour~amentscham 
petition. pionship game. They fell 4-l. jumor ~u~helder Anme 
'The whole team gave 100 percent. We carne out and Klekamp, who is returning from a knee InJUry, scored the 
played hard ,' said junior goalkeeper Angela Rochowiak, team's only goal. 
who has 49 saves on the season (prior to Tuesday's game T he fact that we were the underdog made us want to 
against Baldwin-Wallace). . work harder,' Klekamp sta~ed. 'We worked very well to-
In the first game, the Streaks (2-6-1 overall, l-2 Oh10 gether, and we flayed hard. . . _ 
AthleticConference)werenotonly up againsttoughcom- The womens soccer team faced OACnval Baldwm 
petition inNorthe rnKentucky,Saturday, theywerealsoup Wallace on Tuesday, and hostOACfoe,CapttaL Saturday at 
against their own injuries. Sophomore defender Danielle l p.m. in only their second home game of ~he _season. 
LaCour, coming off an injury to her Achilles tendon, pro- 'We are really ps~ched for thts_ week, sat~ Klekamp, 
vided clutch defensive play, diving to kick the ball out of pr ior to j ohn Carrolls contest .agamst Baldwm-Wallace. 
JCU's goal for a save la te in the second half. 'They will be very good games. 
·we were ti red but we never backed down,' said LaCour. J C U r:::"'•••• .. "'•• 
'Everyone played as a team and gave it their all.' will host 
.... ~.~ •••• ,.unications 
••meet your major•• 
night: 
Senior defender Stefanic Colonna knotted the game at Hi r a rn 
one apiece, scoring on an assist from fellow defender, se- Oc to ber 
nior SuePr ise.Colonna'sgoalsentthegamemto overume. ll, at 4 
The Streaks were shutout in sudden death, but shut down p.m . 
If you can't 
hit like 
Albert Belle, 
you should 
advertise in 
The Carroll 
News. 
Good wEekly 
iruinne 
pitll:$ing mail fer national 
a:mpany! Free !llpp!ies, 
pa;tage! No selling! 
PmJSFS! Start immedialely! 
Genuine qlp(l'llmily! Huc;h 
S.A5.E: 
GMC, !ili!e 216 
1861 N. FederalHWY 
Ho1lywooi IL 330al 
Changed from October 2 
to Monday, October B 
Go Tribe! Go Tribe! Go Tribe! 
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Alix sparks Streaks in rally time 
Sophomore setter helps boost JCU over 8-W, Otterbein and Case 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
How does a team with no 
peoplerankedamongthetopthree 
in theconferenceinanystatistical 
category win 13 of its last 14 
matches, including its last six? 
Who knows, but the john Car-
roll volleyball team has done it, by 
beating Case Western Reserve 
UniversityandOhioAthleticCon-
ference foes Otterbein and 
Baldwin-Wallace this past week. 
"Statistically, we really didn't 
have anyone that had a great 
match, but when we needed to get 
the job done, we pulled i tout," said 
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "Be-
cause of our depth, we have been 
able to have some players step up 
and fill some roles." 
One of those players was sopho-
more setter Megan Alix. 
Alix had just madeherfirstcol-
legiate start last Wednesday 
against Case, in a match the 
Streaks won easily, 15-5, 15-5, 15-
10. She was then told at noon on 
Friday that she would be starting 
that evening against Onerbein to 
replace the injured starting setter, 
freshman Leslie Dissel. 
s-yZdcr 
Jtr~ior Stacy Bongini Clld sophomore Lori Hanmer attempt to 
pass the ball to their teanmates in last Friday's contest against 
the Otterbein cardinals. Jam Carroll won the match in five sets, 
13-15, 15-11, 4-15, 15-3,15-13. 
'I was a [little] nervous, said 
Alix. 'Leslie was hurt and they 
needed someone to do the job so I 
had to step in. First, it was really 
rocky [because) I don't practice 
with that bunch of girls[thestart-
ersl (But] we were in the flow of 
the game and I started getting used 
to playing with them.' 
Weitbrecht was impressed 
with the sophomore's poise dur-
Chris Anderson 
football 
Anderson, a junior inside line-
backer, recorded a season-high 
21 tackles in john Carroll's 33-
7 loss to Mount Union, Satur-
day. Anderson had one solo 
sack (minus I 0 yards) and as-
sisted on another sack (minus 
four yards). He was an AII-
OAC second-team selection 
last season. 
Stefanle Colonna 
soccer 
The senior defender netted 
the key goal for the Streaks at 
theAshland University Tourna-
ment last weekend. Her goal 
tied the contest against Divi-
sion-If Northern Kentucky. 
The goal was Colonna's first of 
the 1995 season. John Carroll 
placed second in the tourna-
ment. 
ing the fifth game. 
'She seuled in and came 
through," said Weitbrecht, who 
saw her team rally from two-
games-to-one deficit to beat the 
Cardinals, 13-15, 15--ll, 4-15, 15-3, 
15-13. "The fifth game was rail y-
scoring, and Megan did an admi-
rable job. What she did is sorne-
thingwecannotduplicateinprac-
rice, since her effort showed a lot 
of poise." 
'In the fourth game we really 
clicked,' Alix said. 'And we kept 
that going into the fifth game. It 
helped us realize we could win. 
'You can't be timid in rally-
point scoring because if you rna ke 
a mistake the other team gets a 
point' 
From the Gut 
The Streaks, who beat Baldwin-
Wallace on Tuesday night and are 
now 18-8, are in the midst of the 
tough OAC schedule. They will 
be on the road Saturday against 
Marietta. Weitbrecht would like 
to see her team srep-up their play 
this weekend. 
"We need to go out and set the 
tempo, force these teams __ to play 
to our level," said Weitbrecht. 
Afterthisweekend,theStreaks 
return to the Don Shula Sports 
Center- where they have posted 
a 29-2 record over the past three 
years - for three consecutive 
matches. Only the men's soccer 
team has a better home record ( 40 
consecutivegameswithouta loss). 
Skee-lo inspires athletic 
superfan's wish-list 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
ln my quest to find inspiration for this column, I often try 
listening to music. Most of the time its something from the 1970's 
super group Electric Light Orchestra, Creedence Clearwater Re-
vival or Kl.S.S. But Tuesday night l sat down to write and, l 
decided it was time for a change. My direction turned towards 
rap. 
What do rap and sports have in common? One, rap is the 
music of choice for the Indians. TIM>, it's a vehicle for many would-
be jocks to sing about their athletic dreams. The greatest of these 
dreams comes from my new favorite rapper,Skee-lo, in his song 
"I Wish." 
Standing at a whopping 5-feet l-inch, Skee-lo wishes for such 
things as being a better basketball player, becoming taller and 
geuingagirlfriend, allmy lasr,binbday wisbeL.. 
Now, knowing that both Skee-lo and I think alike, I wondered 
what Skee-lowould wish for at john Carroll He'd probably say ... 
"1 wish that the john Carroll football team was better, could 
have beaten Marietta [and Mount Unionl and still be in the 
playoff race. What's left to play for? 
1 wish that senior quarterback jeff Behrman was healthy, not 
because (current quarterback) Nick Caserio is not doing the job, 
but because if anyone deserved a chance to lead his team, it was 
Jeff. 
'I wish that john Carroll University saw the importance of the 
women's athletic department, thus hiring a full-time soccer-
coach \basket ball-assistant and adding some other full-time as-
sistant coaches to its staff. It is a shame that an up-and-coming 
coach like current graduate assistant Cindy Molloy will leave at 
the end of the year when her assistantship is up because there is 
no money in the athletic department budget for good coaches. 
Wake-up and build on one of the real positives in the athletic 
department. 
'I wish that the men's and women'ssoccer teams would realize 
how much talent they have and stop blaming injuries for the fact 
they should be better. It would be a shame to see the men's horne 
winning streak stopped because of apathetic play: 
1 wish that more than 100 people would show up for the john 
Carroll-Mount Union volleyball match" on October 17. This is the 
real rivalry between the schools; one the home team (JCU) should 
win. Besides, this is the hottest team in the school over the past 
four years. But don't take my word on it, see them yourself. 
1 wish that the women's basketball team would be able to hold 
second-half leads, win some easy games at home and play with 
the talent they really have. 
'1 wish new baseball Coach Brian Brewer a lot of luck trying to 
makejCU into a baseball power. My bet is that he can do it. 
'I wish men's basketball Coach Mike Moran more scoring, 
sinceFebruaryisreallydullwhentheBlueStreaksstruggle. Give 
us hope, Coach Mike. 
'I wishjCU students would stay longer than the end of the 
dance team's routine. And speaking of thedanceteam,howabout 
more than one routine and one song all season?" 
Oh, do I hear some Skee-lo. 
"I wish the administration, coaches and players would see the 
importance of their support staffs. Guys like jim Pancher, Tim 
Gallo, Don McPhillips,Jamie Hurley and Chris Wenzler dedicate 
more than just time to making sure things are done right in the 
athletic department. 
l wish our Student Union would support the athletic depart-
ment and provide buses to away games. Instead, they provide 
vans for john Carroll drunks. ls something wrong with this 
picture? Support school spirit, not alcoholism." 
And what would I wish for? I wish I was a little bit taller, had 
better golf and hoops games, and could come up with better ideas 
for articles so I never have to use Skee-lo again. 
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Indians enter 
playoffs for first 
time in 41 years 
These three members of the l995Cleveland Indians helped lead their 
team totheflrstever ~merican League Central DivisionChampoinship. 
Ea~h also played an 1 _mp~>rtant role in the Tribe's first playoff game, a 5-
4 vtctorym thtrte~n mnmgsover the Boston Red Sox,on Tuesday night. 
Albert Belle contmued hts torrid hitting pace, blasting a run-scoring 
double and a homerun, while Dennis Martinez started the game on the 
mound and looks to pttch again if Game 4 is necessary. Kenny Lofton 
kept up hts Gold Glove play in the outfield and pestered Boston's pitch-
ers on the basepaths at every oppportunity. 
Tribe left-fielder Albert Belle made a strong bid for the American 
League MVP this season posting huge numbers, especially for a short-
ened season. He became the first player in Major League history to 
accumulate 50 homerunsand 50 doubles in the same season. He led the 
League in doubles (52), homeruns (50), runs (lll) and RBI (tie 126) as 
well as finishing in the top ten in a host of other categories. ' 
Center-fielder Kenny Lofton came from behind to win the stolen 
base crown forthethirdstraightseason with 54 stolen bases. Lofton and 
six other of the every-day players finished the season batting 300 or 
better. He also led the league in triples with 13. 
Starting pitcher Dennis Martinez boasted a 3.08 ERA in the Indians 
number one s~rting slot. He led the Tribe pitchers in innings pitched 
With 187.0. Thts 40 year old, along with fellow veteran Ore! Hershiser, 
brought playoff experience and veteran leadership to the club. 
Stats courtesy of the Cleveland Plain Dealer; compiled by Jon Kase. 
Photos courtesy of the Greg Loeser Collection. 
Demis Martinez 
13 
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Alix sparks Streaks in rally time 
Sophomore setter helps boost JCU over EJ..W, Otterbein and Case 
s.r.y2<1ct 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
How does a team w ith no 
peoplerankedamongthetopthree 
in theconferencein any statistical 
ca tegory win 13 of its last 14 
matches, including its last six? 
Who knows, but the john Car-
roll volleyball team has done it, by 
beating Case Western Reserve 
University and OhioAthleticCon-
ference foes Otterbein and 
Baldwin-Wallace this past week. 
"Statistically, we really didn't 
have anyone that had a great 
match, but when we needed to get 
the job done, we pulled it out," said 
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "Be-
cause of our depth, we have been 
able to have some players step up 
and fill some roles." 
Oneofthoseplayerswassopho-
more setter Megan Alix. 
A lix had just made her first col-
legiate start last Wednesday 
against Case, in a match the 
Streaks won easily, 15-5, 15-5, 15-
10. She was then told at noon on 
Friday that she would be starting 
that evening against Otterbein to 
replace the injured starting setter, 
freshman Leslie Dissel. 
Jt.nior Stacy Bongini and sophomore Lori H<mner attempt to 
pass the ball to their tearrmates in last Friday's contest against 
the Otterbein Cardinals. ..lotYl Carroll won the match in five sets, 
13-15,15-11,4-15,15-3.15-13. 
'I was a !little] nervous, said 
Alix. 'leslie was hurt and they 
needed someone to do the job so I 
had to step in. First, it was really 
rocky (because) I don't practice 
with that bunch of gi.rls(the start-
ers! (Butl we were in the flow of 
the game and I started getting used 
to playing with them.' 
Weitbrecht was impressed 
with the sophomore's poise dur-
Chris Anderson 
football 
Anderson, a junior inside line-
backer, recorded a season-high 
21 tackles in john Carroll's 33-
7 loss to Mount Union, Satur-
day. Anderson had one solo 
sack (minus 10 yards) and as-
sisted on another sack (minus 
four yards). He was an AII-
OAC second-team selection 
last season. 
Stefanle Colonna 
soccer 
Tne senior defender netted 
the key goal for the Streaks at 
theAsnland University Tourna-
ment last weekend. Her goal 
tied the contest against Divi-
sion-If Northern Kentucky. 
The goal was Colonna's first of 
the 1995 season. John Carroll 
placed second in the tourna-
ment. 
ing the fifth game. 
'She seuled in and came 
through." said Weitbrecht, who 
saw her team rally from two-
games-to-one deficit to beat the 
Cardinals, 13-15, 15-ll, +15, 15-3, 
15-13. "The fifth game was rally-
scoring, and Megan did an admi-
rable job. What she did is some-
thing we cannot duplicate in prac-
tice, since her effort showed a lot 
of poise." 
'In the fourth game we really 
clicked,' Alix said. 'And we kept 
that going into the fifth game. It 
helped us realize we could win. 
'You can't be timid in rally-
point scoring because if you make 
a mistake the other team gets a 
point.' 
From the Gut 
The Streaks, who beat Baldwin-
Wallace on Tuesday night and are 
now 18-8, are in the midst of the 
tough OAC schedule. They will 
be on the road Saturday against 
Marietta. Weitbrecht would like 
to see her team step-up their play 
this weekend. 
"We need to go out and set the 
tempo, force these teams ... to play 
to our level," said Weitbrecht. 
After this weekend, the Streaks 
return to the Don Shula Sports 
Center- where they have posted 
a 29-2 record over the past three 
years - for three consecutive 
matches. Only the men's soccer 
team has a better homerecord(40 
consecutive games without a loss). 
Skee-lo inspires athletic 
superfan's wish-list 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
In my quest to find inspiration for this column, I often try 
listening to music. Most of the time its something from the 1970's 
super group Electric Light Orchestra, Creedence Clearwater Re-
vival or KI.S.S. But Tuesday night I sat down to write and, l 
decided it was time for a change. My direction turned towards 
rap. 
What do rap and sports have in common? One, rap is the 
music of choice for the Indians. Two, it's a vehicleformanywould-
be jocks to sing about their athletic dreams. The greatest of these 
dreams comes from my new favorite rapper, Skee-lo, in his song 
"I Wish." 
Standing at a whopping 5-feet l -inch, Skee-lo wishes for such 
things as being a better basketball player, becoming taller and 
ge.ttinga.girl£rieud, all.my last birthday wisbes.... 
Now, knowing that bothSkee-lo and I think alike, I wondered 
what Skee-lo would wish for at john Carroll He'd probably say ... 
"I wish that the john Carroll football team was better, could 
have beaten Marietta (and Mount Unionl and still be in the 
playoff race. What's left to play for? 
1 wish that senior quarterback jeff Behrman was hea !thy, not 
because (current quarterback) Nick Caserio is not doing the job, 
but because if anyone deserved a chance to lead his team, it was 
Jeff. 
'I wish that john Carroll University saw the importance of the 
women's athletic department, thus hiring a full-time soccer-
coach \basketball-assistant and adding some other full-time as-
sistant coaches to its staff. It is a shame that an up-and-coming 
coach like current graduate assistant Cindy Molloy will leave at 
the end of the year when her assistantship is up because there is 
no money in the athletic department budget for good coaches. 
Wake-up and build on one of the real positives in the athletic 
department. 
'1 wish that the men's and women'ssoccer teams would realize 
how much talent they have and stop blaming injuries for the fact 
they should be better. It would be a shame to see the men's home 
winning streak stopped because of apathetic play. 
'I wish that more than 100 people would show up for the john 
Carroll-Mount Union volleyball match. on October 17. This is the 
real rivalry between the schools; one the home team QCU) should 
win. Besides, this is the hottest team in the school over the past 
four years. But don't take my word on it, see them yourself. 
1 wish that the women's basketball team would be able to hold 
second-half leads, win some easy games at home and play with 
the talent they really have. 
'I wish new baseball Coach Brian Brewer a lot of luck trying to 
makejCU into a baseball power. My bet is that he can do it. 
'I wish men's basketball Coach Mike Moran more scoring, 
since Februaryisreallydull when the BlueStreaksstruggle. Give 
us hope, Coach Mike. 
'I wish JCU students would stay longer than the end of the 
dance team's routine. Andspeakingofthedanceteam,howabout 
more than one routine and one song all season?" 
Oh, do I hear some Skee-lo. 
"I wish the administration, coaches and players would see the 
importance of their support staffs. Guys like jim Pancher, Tim 
Gallo, Don McPhillips,Jamie Hurley and Chris Wenzler dedicate 
more than just time to making sure things are done right in the 
athletic department. 
I wish our Studem Union would support the athletic depart-
ment and provide buses to away games. Instead, they provide 
vans for john Carroll drunks. Is something wrong with this 
picture? Support school spiri t, not alcoholism." 
And what would l wish for7 I wish l was a little bit taller, had 
better golf and hoops games, and could come up with better ideas 
for articles so 1 never have to use Skee-lo again. 
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lnd ians enter 
playoffs for first 
time in 41 years 
These three members of the 1995 Cleveland Indians helped lead their 
team to the first ever ~merican League Central Division Champoinship. 
Ea~h also played an '_mp~manr role in the Tribe's first playoff game, a 5-
4 VICtory m thme~n mm~gs over the Boston Red Sox, on Tuesday night. 
Albert Belle contmued h1s torrid hitting pace, blasting a run-scoring 
double and a homerun, while Dennis Martinez started the game on the 
mound and looks to p1tch again if Game 4 is necessary. Kenny Lofton 
kept up h1s Gold Glove play in the outfield and pestered Boston's pitch-
ers on the basepaths at every oppportunity. 
Tribe left-fielder Albert Belle made a strong bid for the American 
League MVP th1s season posting huge numbers, especially for a short-
ened season. He became the first player in Major League history to 
accumulate 50 home runs and 50 doubles in the same season. He led the 
league in doubles (52), homeruns (50), runs (121) and RBI (tie 126) as 
well as finishing in the top ten in a host of other categories. ' 
Center-fielder Kenny Lofton came from behind to win the stolen 
base crown for the third straight season with 54 stolen bases. Lofton and 
six other of the every-day players finished the season batting 300 or 
better. He also led the league in triples with l3. 
Starting pitcher Dennis Martinez boasted a 3.08 ERA in the Indians 
number one starting slot. He led the Tribe pitchers in innings pitched 
Wlth 187.0. Th1s 40 year old, along with fellow veteran Orel Hershiser, 
brought playoff experience and veteran leadership to the club. 
Stats courtesy of the Cleveland Plain Dealer; compiled by Jon Kase. 
Photos courtesyofthe Greg Loeser Collection. 
Demis Martinez 
Kemylofton 
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Stranger danger: 
A wake-up call 
for everyone 
john Carroll. in general, is a very friendly cam-
pus. Wesay"hi"wthe people we walkpastonthe 
waytoclass. If someone is walking behind us, we 
hold the door open as we walk into our residence 
halls. We trust each other. We assume that 
everyone we talk to is sincere and honest, we 
assume every person we let into a building be-
longs there. But, when we assume this, we sacri-
fice our personal safety. 
The incident in Dolan hall last week should 
have made us think twice before letringa stranger 
into our buildings. But, it hasn't, and it probably 
never will. We should be very hesitant before we 
just open our home to a complete stranger, yet 
the magnitude of the importance of this action 
wasnever instilled in us. "Stranger danger" is not 
the first thing that pops into the head of your 
average college student. In fact, it almost seems 
rude not to hold that door open. Who cares, it's no 
big deal, right? Just because this is a small cam-
pus in the middle of a nice neighborhood does 
not mean that we are in a safety zone. Our resi-
dence halls are our homes, and we shouldn't just 
invite strangers in to wander as they please. 
There are policies set by the University to keep 
us protected. The escort policy requires a resi-
dent to escort any visitorsanyw here in the build-
ing at a ime . 1 seem to there ju t to nnoy 
residents. Sure, it's annoying to walk your boy-
friend or girlfriend to the bathroom, and it's a lot 
easier to throw your key out the window rather 
than walk down three flights of stairs. But, there 
is a reason for the rule. If a visitor is being es-
corted, they cannot be blamed for any out of the 
ordinarycircumstancesthatoccur,and theycan't 
be the cause, either. 
The escort policy is for our own safety. The 
funny thing is, the Resident Assistants enforce 
the policy, but the residents don't. Unless we 
stan thinking about why these rules are set and 
begin following them, we'll be thinking about 
whythestereoand TVaremissing,oreven worse 
yet. 
Rules such as the escort policy are set up to 
protect, not to annoy or punish. Have a little 
common sense, it's never a problem until some-
thing bad happens. 
HITS & m is s e s 
HIT: Karaoke in the dining hall Saturday night... we have lots of 
talent on this campus! m I s s: JCU community day scheduled 
during Fall Break. HIT: Hypnotist in the Wolf and Pot Saturday 
night. HIT: Student Activities sponsored trip to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame. m I s s: Lack of JCU student support at the JCU/ 
Mount Union football game. HIT: Fall Break! m i s s: Fall Break 
only being one day long. m I s s: Professors forgetting that we 
have classes other than theirs the week before Fall Break. 
m I s s: Lack of letters to the editor. Any opinions out there? 
mIss: Persistent temperature problems in the library. HIT: The 
Indians winning 100 games, all in a shortened season. 
RHA: Here to stay? 
After unsuccessful attempts in past years, the Residence Hall Association (RHA) has 
begun its second consecutive year here at]CU This is a very hopeful sign that the 
group might actually be here to stay, seeing as during past attempts, the club has 
started out strong, but dwindled in support and strength as the year went on. 
The organization, unlike the Student Union, is dedicated simply toward the plan-
ning and coordination of activities for students living in the residence halls on 
campus. This specialized function is a good idea, as is the fact that RHA serves as a 
liaison between the administration and students living in the dorms with specific on-
campus concerns. 
lt's about time that an organization of this nature has formed, and formed with 
strength. The group inherentlyinvitesstudent participation since it deals with issues 
that everyone living on campus is a part of. With pub! icized meetings every Wednes-
day, one of RHA 's goals is to ensure the involvement of all cam pus residents. This goal 
is also evident in that RHA will be distributing surveys to all on campus students- a 
method that has been very effective recently for other aspects of campus life, such as 
the dining hall. For all of this, RHA should be praised, and hopefully will continue to 
gain the strength and support necessary to remain on campus year after year. 
commentary: Forget winning the race, enjoy the journey 
Believe me when I tell you that I am not 
an athlete. Somehow, when God was 
handing out talents I missed the line that 
said, "For coordina-
c::==-===-:--, tion and superb 
athletic skills- stop 
here." But nonethe-
less I am running the 
race. Not your run of 
the mill marathon or 
5K. I am racing time. 
Until recently I 
thought I could never 
even imagine winning 
this race. As I saw it, 
time was flying by. I 
wanted to catch it 
arl:l hold on to it, pin it down if I could. But 
to no avail. Time w<Js alluding me. 
The last week of classes before fall 
break is just around the corner. Somehow. 
almost all of my professors have managed 
to schedule papers and exams for this 
coming week. Get it in while you can, 
right? 
So needless to say, I have spent more 
time in the library and reading my intercul-
tural communications books than I have in 
my bed. (I am researching India, in case 
you wanted to know). 
But really, why do I have to know how to 
draw a Republican gerrymander? Why do 
I want to know how to alter voting districts 
for Cleveland? One, I am a Democrat and 
two, I am from Pittsburgh. What possible 
significance could this have on my life? 
I know, it's all a part of a liberal arts 
education and becoming a well- rounded 
individual. But sometimes becoming well-
rounded really cuts into my social life. 
So here I am- racing deadlines. But. 
writing for the Carroll News has made me 
quite accustomed to deadlines. 
Anyways, I was running as fast as I could, 
trying to fit 30 hours of work into 24 hour 
days. and 1 just ran out of breath. At first I 
scolded myself for wanting to slow down. 
wanting to stop. But then something hap-
pened. 
I looked around me. The leaves on the trees 
were starting to change colors. I almost let 
this beautiful phenomenon go by unnoticed. A 
leaf from a tree I was looking at fluttered to 
the ground. It was so peacefuL In that one 
moment, I began to look at things differently. 
There was a world beyond my classes and 
studying- not that I didn't know this- I just 
lost sight of it. It was so easy to get wrapped 
up in my own little world. 
Today 1 am still concerned about getting 
everything done and done well- but I am not 
as concerned with winning the race anymore. 
I'm just enjoying the journey. 
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letters to the editor 
AIDS Walk leaders thank participants 
To all AIDS walk participants and donors: 
Thank you for giving of yourself so unselfishly. Over 
one hundred students and administrators walked six and 
a half miles.lnaddition,wewereabletopresenttheGreater 
Cleveland Area AIDS task force with a check from monies 
raised for $1620. 
Thank you for helping to raise consciousness in the 
fight against AIDS. 
Lisa Heckman 
Mary jude Detesco 
Tasha Ferguson 
Monroe France 
CC clarifies position regarding rowing 
We would like to voiceourdisgustwitha letter, written 
by Brian Newcome, in the Sept. 28 issue. We feel that 
Newcome, a former teammate, has made unfair, unneces-
sary comparisons between our team and theJCU Rowing 
Team. 
Newcome seems to feel that the Rowing Team'sdetermi-
nation and hard work is based upon the fact that they are a 
self-supportiveorganization. Simply because we choose to 
participate in ajCU sport, we feel as though our determina-
tion and hard work is being down played. We cannot speak 
for other sports teams, but men's cross-country was of-
fended by these comments. 
Our teamspentSeptember practicing eight times a week, 
two practices a day on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
logging 45 to 50 miles a week and racing at invitationals 
each weekend. But, why does Newcome fail to mention 
this in his letter? 
It is not our fault that rowers must use their own funds 
for team expenses and engage in fund-raising activities. 
That is their battle with the athletic department. We do 
not consider ourselves to be coddled because we are a 
sanctioned sport Men's cross-country receives the same 
treatment as any otherJCU athletic team. 
Finally, the number of athletes on a team has nothing to 
do with the dedication of its members to the sport. We 
thought that Newcome would remember all of the races, 
workouts and pain we suffered through together. Appar-
ently he does not. We also question his ability to judge 
"dedtcation" after his career of sporadic attendance and 
FORUM 15 
Pope carries message for the next decade 
Robin Wright 
1995 Los Angeles Times 
Pope john Paulll's trip to the United States this week is 
likely to be his last visit. Media attention from his U.S . 
stops will probably focus on issues such as abortion and 
family planning.John Paul's Importance, however, is not in 
church social doctrine. 
His real legacy is his role as statesman. On that front, his 
strategy is original and his impact incalculable. No leader 
of any state has ever traveled as much, more than a half-
million miles, a flight to the moon and back. And no single 
world leader of this period has had as much impact. 
Suggesting papalcausetoexplain political effect would 
be seriously misleading. Indeed, john Paul has done noth-
ing more than espouse millennia-old Christian principles. 
But the words are shrewdly calculated. 
"I call his speeches time bombs," a ranking papal aide 
once said. "They're intended to transform. We just don't 
know when they'll explode.m Sometimes, he hasn't even 
needed words. 
In Rio, he slipped off his gold ring, a gift from Pope Paul 
Vl upon his elevation to cardinal, and gave it to a poor Rio 
parish to sell to help the poor. In Hiroshima, he prayed at 
ground zero, then ministered in Nagasaki to ailing radia-
tion victims long forgotten by the world. ln Africa, he 
poi nredl y took his entourage-and the world's cameras-to 
the prisons from which Africans were shipped off to sla-
very in the Americas. He conducted masses in an Indone-
sian killing field and in Peru's Andean City of Ayachucho, 
stronghold of drug lords and Shining Path guerrillas. And 
in a gestureo[ecumenicalism with strong diplomatic over-
tones, he held a joint ceremony in Rome's mam synagogue 
with the chief rabbi. It was the first time any pope had 
entered a jewish house of worship. Hesubsequentlyopened 
diplomatic relations with IsraeL 
Despite his claims of eschewing politics,john Paul was 
a critical player in the global pohtical upheaval of the 
1980s. And anyone who listens closely next week may hear 
his polit ica 1 message for the 1990s. 
After years of criticizing communism and authoritar-
ian ideologies, he 1s i ncreasi ngl y cr iticizing capitalism The 
world's dominant economic system. he warns, is respon-
sible for grave social injustices-even creating totalitarian 
alternatives that have divided the world. 
"The needs from which (socialism) had historically 
arisen were real and serious ... The situation of exploitation 
to which an inhumane capitalism had subjected the prole-
tariat since the beginning of industrialtzed SOCLety was 
indeed an evil. This, basically, was Mancism's kernel of 
truth, which enabled it to present itseli as an amactive 
reality to Western society," he said in Latvia in 1993. 
ln newly democratic CzechoslovakiaJohn Paul warned 
against replacing communism with "indifference, hedo-
nistic consumerism and practical materialism." He told the 
clergy. "The dangers that regaining contacts with the West 
can bring must not be underestimated." And in a 1991 
encyclical, he warned about "the virus" of Western con-
sumerism,a [ormof"neopaganism." Aseconomicstrength 
replaces military might as the barometer of power, his 
words are again shrewdly calculated. 
The Simpson trial: Beyond analysis 
Bill Boyarsky 
1995 Los Angeles Times 
Nobody was less prepared for the announcement of a 
verdict in the OJ Simpson trial than the people who are 
supposed to know it all, the media. 
lf there wasanythingthepressagreedon it was that this 
jury would take a long time. Theories were abundant, but 
all boiled down to the same thing: This juryhasspent much 
time with complex material to make a quick decision. The 
repeated by journalists all over the city 
Art Harris of CNN was in the courtroom. He kept his 
eye on the jury and on Simpson as proceedings unfolded 
When court adjourned, Harris sprinted across Tern pie Street 
and climbed the stairs to the CNN platform. The network 
had already broadcast the news. CNN wanted instant 
analysis. 
"I was watchingthejuryand not one of them would look 
Simpson in the eye," Har ris reported, "When the jury can't 
look the defendant in the eye, it does not bode well for him." 
subsequent departure from our team. 
jurors are too 
responsible . ReporterVernonOdon::of Phi\adelphla's WP'B\-TV w~ 
........... ~~ 
ition and eventually a place as a varsity sport. But we do 
not understand why thejCU cross-country teams had to 
be degraded by Newcome. We respect the rowing team's 
dedication, but we also respect our commitment and our-
selves. 
Mike Garbera 
Class of 1998 
Dave Fratlare 
Class of 1997 
Tile Carroll New~ welcomes letters to the r:ditPr. ~1~. 1t i~ our 
wny of knowing wh.1t ym1like or d1!;l1kc about the nt'\':o..,p~liH'r. 
th(~ campus or life in gerwr.1l. We H'qLme th.Jt letter~ be 
suhmitted b~·noo1~ MumLi ... 111 til<" CNof'H:i t~\ h1 •·lwihle for 
publiCation. Letter~ can ;:1bu bt: ~ulun~tted ·.1.1 t· 111.111 tu 
CNLETTERS JCvaxa.jcu.e<lu. Letters will be ilCCcpted afte1 
noon on Monday only if there Is additional Sjlace,1vailable. We 
reserve the right to 0clit letter~ for clarity or space 
consideriltions. Letter~ must be signed and e1ccompanied h~ 
your phone number. 
was as sudden as a 
Round One knockout 
In a heavyweight 
championship fight 
Reporters 
were relaxed 
asj udge Lance 
lto began his 
announce-
ment. Most of 
the courtroom 
reporters were 
not in the 
room,figuring 
the session would be routine. Back at their newspapers and 
stations,editorsand producers held meetings about prepa-
rations £or lengthy end-of -the trial analyses. 
We listened, uncomprehending, as the judge's words 
became clear. The trial was over. It was as sudden as a 
Round One knockoutina heavyweight championship fight 
"I don't believe it," a colleague said. The samesenriment was 
if rt e ft news. en 
a verdict. He thought of a new introduction to his report, 
featuring the verdict angle. Then his anchor wanted some 
analyses. "Most everyone here, experts and informed spec-
tators, are stunned that it came so fast," Odom said. 
His anchor said conventional wisdom maintained that 
quick verdicts usually mean acquittals. Odom wasn't so 
sure, reminding his viewers that the jury had asked to hear 
part of the testimony of limousine driver Alan Park. who 
established the time line the prosecution said was impor-
tant in proving its case. 
Even though all the analyses had missed the mark, new 
analyses continued into the evening. Some reporters and 
lawyer-pundits felt the the quick verdict meant guilty. An 
equal number said acquittaL 
Ignore the analysis. Monday reminded us of what we 
should never forget This over-analyzed Simpson murder 
trial is beyond punditry and prediction. 
Attention Frestrnen and Sophomores Jahn Carrall is a Cathalil: Univarsliy. 
Jahn Carrall is nat a CathaJic Univarsity. 
Jahn Carrall is taa Cathalil:. 'Meet Your Major Programs" 
Department Date Time Place 
Accountancy Wed. Oct18 7:00 MurphyRm 
Art History& Tues. Oct24 4:00 8304 
1-l!manities 
Biology Tues. Oct.17 7:00 SC167 
Chemistry Tues. Oct. 24 7:00 SC167 
Comrrunications Tues. Oct. 9 7:00 TV Studio 
Classical & Mod. Wed.Oct.4 4:05 AD258 
Languages 
MurphyRm. Economics Wed.Oct.11 7:30 
Education& Tues. Oct .17 7:00 O'dea#2 
Allied Studies 
English Wed.Nov. B 7:00 Pres. Dn.Rm 
Finance Tues.Oct .1 7:00 Pres.Dn.Rm 
History Wed.Nov.1 7:00 Pres. On. Rm 
Management & Mkt Wed. Oct. 25 4:30 Pres.Dn.Rm 
Political Science Wed. Sept. 27 4:30 PoSe Office 
Psychology Tues. Oct. 17 7:00 MuflilyRm 
Math & Comp Sci Wed.Oct25 4:30 SC255Rm 
Philosophy Thur.Nov. 7 3:00 Pl.Conf 
Religious Studies Mon. Oct 30 7"JX) RLDept 
Sociology Wed. Nov.1 3:30 Soc. Dept 
Jahn Carrall is not Calhalic enough. 
U ana altha ahava maka yau shift in your 
saal and bite your taun.ga.. Expr- yaunalf. 
Tonight Dctabar 5, Bpmin tha Jardina nom. 
Dna al many Forum discussions an issues that mallar 
Irena: 
Pruanllld 1rr The Carroll News and The Student Union 
• 
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Editorial 
Stranger danger: 
A wake-up call 
for everyone 
john Carroll, in general, is a very friendly cam-
pus. Wesay"hi"tothepeoplewewalk past on the 
way to class. If someone is walking behind us, we 
hold the door open as we walk into our residence 
halls. We trust each other. We assume that 
everyone we talk to is sincere and honest, we 
assume every person we let into a building be-
longs there. But, when we assume this, we sacri-
fice our personal safety. 
The incident in Dolan hall last week should 
have made us think twice before letting a stranger 
into our buildings. But, it hasn't, and it probably 
never will. We should be very hesitant before we 
just open our horne to a complete stranger, yet 
the magnitude of the importance of this action 
was never instilled in us. "Stranger danger" is not 
the first thing that pops into the head of your 
average college student. In fact, it almost seems 
rude not to hold that door open. Who cares, it's no 
big deal, right? just because this is a small cam-
pus in the middle of a nice neighborhood does 
not mean that we are in a safety zone. Our resi-
dence halls are our homes, and we shouldn't just 
invite strangers in to wander as they please. 
There are policies set by the University to keep 
us protected. The escort policy requires a resi-
dent toescortanyvisitorsanywhere in the build-
ingata times. t em o t erejus oannoy 
residents. Sure, it's annoying to walk your boy-
friend or girlfriend to the bathroom, and it's a lot 
easier to throw your key out the window rather 
than walk down three flights of stairs. But, there 
is a reason for the rul~. If a visitor is being es-
corted, they cannot be blamed for any out of the 
ordinary circumstances that occur, and they can't 
be the cause, either. 
The escort policy is for our own safety. The 
funny thing is, the Resident Assistants enforce 
the policy, but the residents don't Unless we 
start thinking about why these rules are set and 
begin following them, we'll be thinking about 
whythestereoand TVaremissing,oreven worse 
yet. 
Rules such as the escort policy are set up to 
protect, not to annoy or punish. Have a little 
common sense, it's never a problem until some-
thing bad happens. 
HITS & m is s e s 
HIT: Karaoke in the dining hall Saturday night... we have lots of 
talent on this campus! m I s s: JCU community day scheduled 
during Fall Break. HIT: Hypnotist in the Wolf and Pot Saturday 
night. HIT: Student Activities sponsored trip to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame. m I s s: Lack of JCU student support at the JCU/ 
Mount Union football game. HIT: Fall Break! m i s s: Fall Break 
only being one day long. m I s s: Professors forgetting that we 
have classes other than theirs the week before Fall Break. 
m I s s: Lack of letters to the editor. Any opinions out there? 
m I s s: Persistent temperature problems in the library. HIT: The 
Indians winning 100 games, all in a shortened season. 
RHA: Here to stay? 
After unsuccessful attempts in past years, the Residence Hall Association (RHA) has 
begun its second consecutive year here at ]CU. This is a very hopeful sign that the 
group might actually be here to stay, seeing as during past attempts, the club has 
started out strong, but dwindled in support and strength as the year went on. 
The organization, unlike the Student Union, is dedicated simply toward the plan-
ning and coordination of activities for students living in the residence halls on 
campus. This specialized function is a good idea, as is the fact that RHA serves as a 
liaison between the administration and students living in the dorms with specific on-
campus concerns. 
It's about time that an organization of this nature has formed, and formed with 
strength. The group inherently invites student participation since it deals with issues 
that everyone living on campus is a part of. With publicized meetingseveryWednes-
da y, one of RHA's goals is to ensure the involvement of all cam pus residents. This goal 
is also evident in that RHA will be distributing surveys to all on campus students- a 
method that has been very effective recently for other aspects of campus life , such as 
the dining hall. For all of this, RHA should be praised, and hopef ully will continue to 
gain the strength and support necessary to remain on campus year after year. 
commentary: Forget winning the race, enjoy the journey 
Believe me when I tell you that I am not 
an athlete. Somehow. when God was 
handing out talents I missed the line that 
said, "For coordina-
r------., tion and superb 
athletic skills- stop 
here." But nonethe-
less I am running the 
race. Not your run of 
the mifl marathon or 
5K. I am racing time. 
Until recently I 
thought I could never 
even imagine winning 
this race. As I saw it. 
time was flying by. I 
wanted to catch it 
ard hold on to it, pin it down if I could. But 
to no avail. Time was alluding me. 
The last week of classes before fall 
break is just around the corner. Somehow. 
almost all of my professors have managed 
to schedule papers and exams for this 
coming week. Get it in while you can, 
right? 
So needless to say, I have spent more 
time in the library and reading my intercul-
tural communications books than I have in 
my bed. (I am researching India, in case 
you wanted to know). 
But really, why do I have to know how to 
draw a Republican gerrymander ? Why do 
I want to know how to alter voting districts 
for Cleveland? One, I am a Democrat and 
two, I am from Pittsburgh. What possible 
significance could this have on my life? 
l know, it's all a part of a liberal arts 
education and becoming a well- rounded 
individuaL But sometimes becoming well-
rounded really cuts into my social life. 
So here I am- racing deadlines. But, 
writing for the Carroll News has made me 
quite accustomed to deadlines. 
Anyways, I was running as fast as I could. 
trying to fit 30 hours of work Into 24 hour 
days, and 1 just ran out of breath. At first I 
scolded myself for wanting to slow down. 
wanting to stop. But then something hap-
pened. 
I looked around me. The leaves on the trees 
were starting to change colors. I almost let 
this beautiful phenomenon go by unnoticed. A 
leaf from a tree I was looking at fluttered to 
the ground. It was so peaceful. In that one 
moment, I began to look at things differently. 
There was a world beyond my classes and 
studying- not that I didn't know this- I just 
lost sight of it. It was so easy to get wrapped 
up in my own little world . 
Today I am still concerned about getting 
everything done and done well- but I am not 
as concerned with winning the race anymore. 
I'm just enjoying the journey. 
TheCarrollNews 
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AIDS Walk leaders thank participants 
To all AIDS walk participants and donors: 
Thank you for giving of yourself so unselfishly. Over 
one hundred students and administrawrs walked six and 
a half miles. In addition, we were able topresenttheGreater 
Cleveland Area AIDS task force with a check from monies 
raised for $1620. 
Thank you for helping to raise consciousness in the 
fight against AIDS. 
Lisa Heckman 
Mary jude Detesco 
Tasha Ferguson 
Monroe France 
CC clarifies position regarding rowing 
We would like to voice our disgust with a letter, written 
by Brian Newcome, in the Sept. 28 issue. We feel that 
Newcome, a former teammate, has made unfair, unneces-
sary comparisons between our team and the jCU Rowing 
Team. 
Newcome seems to feel that the Rowing Team's determi-
nation and hard work is based upon the [act that they are a 
self -supportive organization. Simply because we choose to 
participate in ajCU sport, we feel as though our determina-
tion and hard work isbeingdownplayed. We cannot speak 
for other sports teams, but men's cross-country was of-
fended by these comments. 
Our team spentSeptemberpracticingeighttimesa week, 
two practices a day on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
logging 45 to 50 miles a week and racing at in vi rationals 
each weekend. But, why does Newcome fail to mention 
this in his letter? 
It is not our fault that rowers must use their own funds 
for team expenses and engage in fund-raising activities. 
That is their battle with the athletic department. We do 
not consider ourselves to be coddled because we are a 
sanctioned sport. Men's cross-country receives the same 
treatment as any other JCU ath \eric team. 
Finally, the number of athletes on a team has nothing to 
do with the dedication of its members to the sport. We 
thought that Newcome would remember all of the races, 
workouts and pain we suffered through together. Appar-
ently he does not. We also question his ability to judge 
"dedication" after his career of sporadic attendance and 
F~ 1s 
Pope carries message for the next decade 
Robin Wright 
1995los An'eles Times 
Pope john Paulll's trip to the United States this week is 
like! y to be his last visit. Media attention from his U.S . 
stops will probably focus on issues such as abortion and 
family planning. john Paul's importance, however, is not in 
church social doctrine. 
Hisreallegacyishisroleasstatesman.On thatf rom, his 
strategy is original and his impact incalculable. No leader 
of any state has ever traveled as much, more than a hall-
million miles, a flight to the moon and back. And no single 
world leader of this period has had as much impact. 
Suggesting papal cause to explain political effect would 
be seriously misleading. Indeed, John Paul has done noth-
ing more than espouse millennia-old Christian principles. 
Bur the words are shrewdly calculated. 
"l call his speeches time bombs," a ranking papal aide 
once said. "They're intended to transform. We just don't 
know when they'll explode. m Sometimes, he hasn't even 
needed words. 
In Rio, he slipped off his gold ring, a gift from Pope Paul 
VI upon his elevation to cardinal, and gave it to a poor Rio 
parish to sell to help the poor. In Hiroshima, he prayed at 
ground zero, then ministered in Nagasaki to ailing radia-
tion victims long forgotten by the world. In Africa, he 
pointedly took his entourage-and the world'scameras-to 
the prisons from which Africans were shipped off to sla-
very in the Americas. He conducted masses in an Indone-
sian killing field and in Peru's Andean City of Ayachucho, 
stronghold of drug lords and Shining Path guerrillas. And 
inagestureo[ecumenicalism with strong diplomatic over-
tones, he held a jomt ceremony in Rome's main synagogue 
WJth the chief rabbi. It was the first ume any pope had 
entered a jewish house of worship. Hesubsequentlyopened 
diplomatic relations with Israel. 
Despite his claims of eschewing politics,john Paul was 
a critical player in the global political upheaval of the 
1980s.And anyone who listens closely next week may hear 
his political message for the 1990s. 
After years of criticizing communism and authoritar-
ian ideologies, he is mcreasmglycriticizingcapitalism. The 
world's dominant economic system, he warns, is respon-
sible for grave social injustices-even creatmg totalitarian 
alternatives that have divided the world 
"The needs [rom which (socialism) had histOrically 
arisen were real and serious ... The situation of exploitation 
to which an inhumane capitalism had subjected the prole-
tariat since the beginning of industrialized society was 
indeed an evil. This, bas1cally, was Marxism's kernel of 
truth , which enabled it to present itself as an attractive 
reality to Western society," he sa1d in Latvia in 1993. 
In newly democratic Czechoslovakiajohn Paul warned 
against replacing communism with "indifference, hedo-
nistic consumerism and practical materialism." He told the 
clergy, "The dangers that regaining contacts with the West 
can bring must not be underestimated." And in a 1991 
encyclical, he warned about "the virus" of Western con-
sumerism,a form of "neopaganism." As econom1c strength 
replaces military might as the barometer of power, his 
words are again shrewdly calculated. 
The Simpson trial &yond analysis 
Bill Boyanky 
1995los Angeles Times 
Nobody was less prepared for the announcement of a 
verdict in the OJ Simpson tnal than the people who are 
supposed to know it all, the media. 
lf there wasanythingthepressagreedon it was that this 
jury would take a long time. Theories were abundant, but 
all boiled down to the same thing: This jury has spent much 
time with complex material to make a quick decision. The 
repeated by journalists all over the city. 
Art Harris of CNN was in the courtroom. He kept his 
eye on the jury and on Simpson as proceedings unfolded. 
When court ad jour ned, Harris sprinted across Temple Street 
and climbed the stairs to the CNN plat£orm The network 
had already broadcast the news. CNN wanted instant 
analysis. 
"I was watching the jury and notone of them would look 
Simpson in the eye." Harris reported, "When the jury can't 
look the defendant in the eye, it does not bode welt for h1m." 
Reporter Vernon Odomof Philadelphia's WPBl-TV was 
subsequent departure from our team. 
jurors are too 
responsible . 
en our nery ~~':]) 
ni ion and eventually a place as a varsity sport. But we do 
not understand why theJCU cross-country teams had to 
be degraded by Newcome. We respect the rowing team's 
dedication, but we also respect our commitment and our-
selves. 
Mike Garbe.ra 
Class of 1998 
Dave Fratlare 
Class of 1997 
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was as sudden as a 
Round One knockout 
In a heavyweight 
championship fight. 
Reporters 
were relaxed 
as judge lance 
Ito began his 
announce-
ment. Most of 
the courtroom 
reporters were 
not in the 
room,figuring 
the session would be routine. Back at their newspapers and 
stations, editors and producers held meetings about prepa-
rations for lengthy end-of-the trial analyses. 
We listened, uncomprehending, as the judge's words 
became clear. The trial was over. It was as sudden as a 
Round One knockout ina heavyweigh tchampionshipfigh t. 
"!don't believe it," acolleaguesaid. The same sentiment was 
a verdict. He thought of a new introduction to his report, 
featuring the verdict angle. Then his anchor wamed some 
analyses. "Most everyone here, experts and informed spec-
tators, are stunned that i.t came so fast," Odom said. 
His anchor said conventional wisdom maintained that 
quick verdicts usually mean acquittals. Odom wasn't so 
sure, reminding his viewers that the jury had asked to hear 
part of the testimony of limousine driver Alan Park, who 
established the time line the prosecution said was impor-
tant in proving its case. 
Even though all the analyses had missed the mark, new 
analyses continued into the evening. Some reporters and 
lawyer-pundits felt the the quick verdict meant guilty. An 
equal number said acquittal. 
Ignore the analysis. Monday reminded us of what we 
should never forget This over-analyzed Simpson murder 
trial is beyond punditry and prediction. 
Attention Frestmen and Sophomores John Carrall is a Cathalil: Univarstiy. 
John Carrall is nal a Cathalil: Uninnity. 
Jahn Carrall is laa Cathalil:. ''Meet Your Major Programs" 
Department Date Time Place 
Accountancy Wed.Oct18 700 MJrphyRm 
Art History& Tues.Oct24 4:00 8304 
1-\Jmanities 
Biology Tues.Oct17 7:00 SC167 
Chemistry Tues.Oct24 7:00 SC167 
CollYTl.lnications Tues.Oct9 7:00 TV Studio 
Classical & Mod. Wed.Oct.4 4:05 AD258 
Languages 
MJrphyRm. Economics Wed. Oct.11 7:30 
Education& Tues. Oct .17 7:00 O'dea#2 
Allied Studies 
English Wed.Nov.8 7:00 Pres.Dn.Rm 
Finance Tues.Oct.l 7:00 Pres.Dn..Rm 
History Wed.Nov.1 700 Pres.Dn.Rm 
Management & Mkt Wed.Oc:t.25 4:30 Pres. On. Rm 
Political Science Wed. Sept 27 4:30 Po Sc Office 
Psychology Tues. Oct. 17 7:00 MJrphyRm 
Math & Comp Sci Wed.Oct.25 4:30 SC255Rm 
Philosophy Thur.Nov. 7 300 PLConf 
Religious Studies Mon. Oct 30 7:00 RlDept 
Sociology Wed.Nov.1 3:30 Soc. Dept 
Jahn Camlll is not Calhalil: anaugh. 
U ana altha abava maka yau shift in yaur 
saal and bite yaur laullflll- Exprass yaursalf. 
Tonight Dctabar 5, Bpm in lha Jardinll nDIIL 
Dna al many Fanam discussiaa an issuas that mallllr 
lram: 
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For Sale: Specialized M2 Rac-
ing Mountain Bike. Fully 
equipped with Manitou 3 sus-
pension and trick compo-
nents. Call Jim at 397-5511 
Earn $2500 & Free Spring 
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go 
Freel Best Trips & Prices! Ba-
hamas, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Florida! Spring Break Travel! 1-
800-678-6386. 
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments. Located 2 miles 
from school. Building Address 
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. In-
cludes: Appliances, Carpet, 
Garage, Air. Can be furnished 
$480- $600. 932-9215 or 
291-8458. Please leave mes-
sage. 
Non-smoking babysitter for 
21-month-old Thurs. or Fri. 
morning. Shaker. Must drive. 
References. 752-1982 
Browns-steelers tickets and 
tailgating party. Best party at 
JCU for third year in a row. Lim-
ited tickets left $45.00 Call 
381-1555. 
"1-ielp Wanted: Men/Women 
earn $480 weekly assembling 
circuit boards/electronic 
components at home. 
Exerience unnecessary, willl 
train. Immediate openings in 
your local area. Call 1-520-
680-464 7 ext. C. 1662 · 
GIDRG~ 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
CRACKED 
CYMBALS 
COMICS/ CLASSIFIED$ The Carroll News, September 28, 1995 
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For Sale: Zeos 60mhz 
Pentium CPU with an 18inch 
monitor. Tons of high power 
graphics programs and soft-
ware. Quad-Speed CD rom, 
and speakers. Also a TDD 
machine is for sale. Call 397-
5424 for details. 
Spring Break- Nassau/Para-
dise Island, Cancun and Ja-
maica from $299.00. Air, Ho-
tel, Transfers, Parties, and 
more! Organize a small I group 
and earn a FREE trip plus 
commissions! Call 1800-
822-0321. 
FREE TRIPS & CASH: Find out 
how hundreds of students 
are already earning FREE 
TRIPSand LOTS OF CASH 
with America's #1 Spring 
Break company! Sell only 15 
trips and travel free. Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE 
A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
(800) 95-BREAK! 
$1000 FUNDRAISER: Frater-
nities, Sororities, & Student 
Organizations. You've seen 
credit card fundraisers be-
fore, but you've never seen 
the Citibank fundraiser that 
pays $5.00 per application. 
Call Donna at 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified call-
ers receive a FREE camera. 
Attention JCU StudentsiU 
Are you looking for a part-
time position that works 
with your school schedule? 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
will hold an Open House on 
Saturday, September 30, 
1995 from 9:00a.m. until 
12:00 p.m. MBNA offers 
convinient schedules, com-
petitive salaries with 
monthly incentives and per-
sonal and professional 
growth opportunities. Please 
join us for coffee and donuts 
and to find out more about 
the positions available. For 
more information and direc-
tions call 595-4100.MBNA 
Marketing Systems 25900 
Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
Wanted: Anyone who has a 
creative mind and is inter-
ested in Advertisement. Call 
the Carroll News for a job as 
an Ad Designer. Call 4398 
for details. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2,000+ /month 
working on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. World 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal 
and full-time employment 
available. No experience nec-
essary. For more informa-
tion call 1-206-634-0468 
ext.c55561 
Printer for Sale: Panasonic 
KX-P2123 Dot Matrix 24 pin 
printer. A great deal for $80 
and comes with full color ca-
pability with a new ribbon. 
MAMA'S 
BOVZ 
by 
Jerry 
Craft 
THE 
IP4TI 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
Call John @ 397-5009 Painters: Full time job avail-
able for men or women who 
LandscapingJob: Part-time will paint indoor and out-
landscaping inS. Euclid area. doors. Will be working for a 
Prior experience helpful. Flex- east side quality orienteded 
ible hours. Good pay. If inter- company. Call 371-8160 for 
ested call Lance at 1-614- any information. 
597-5012 
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